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In a differentiated and secularized society, conflicting moral principles are 
galloping to be governing rules in the life of individuals. In this context, there is 
a concern on whether Protestant Christianity has the capacity to reformulate 
itself and at the same time to remain faithful to its own deepest insights relating 
to the external deity. Adopting a case study approach, this research investigates 
how an active local cell church in Hong Kong (ASK Church) builds Christians. It 
suggests that the development of cell church indicates the individualization of 
religion. Personal sacred experience w i th God, which is considered as true and 
concrete, is an essential element in bui lding Christians. Bible knowledge is 
considered as indirect and abstract. Religious experience is intentionally sought 
through practice of faith. The church changes from a primary authoritative 
institution to a secondary institution, w i th emphasis on creating a favorable 
environment for individual members to experience the Sacred through 
rationally planned spiritual practices such as evangelism programs, celebrations 
and cell group meetings. It is found that ASK Church, through encouraging her 
members to practise their Christian faith, is successful in building her members 
as committed Christians. These committed Christians are differentiated from the 
secular wor ld as they have a sacred and divine destiny, and at the same time are 
de-differentiated wi th the secular wor ld because they are l iving among 
non-believers and to make every effort to spread the Gospel to non-believers. 
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撮要 
在 一 個 分 化 、 世 俗 化 的 社 會 ， 宗 教 必 須 和 其 它 道 德 原 則 鏡 
爭 以 主 導 個 人 的 生 活 。 在 這 情 况 下 ， 基 督 教 可 否 在 自 我 更 
新 的 同 時 ， 又 持 守 其 對 神 的 認 知 和 信 心 呢 ？ 本 論 文 透 過 一 
個 小 組 教 會 的 個 案 研 究 ， 揭 示 小 組 教 會 是 怎 樣 建 立 基 督 
徒 。 研 究 發 現 小 組 教 會 的 發 展 反 映 宗 教 的 個 人 化 。 個 人 對 
神 的 經 歷 是 神 聖 而 真 實 的 ， 亦 是 建 立 基 督 徒 的 重 要 元 素 。 
聖 經 知 識 則 是 間 接 而 抽 象 的 。 宗 教 操 練 ， 特 別 是 參 與 傳 福 
音 、 小 組 生 活 和 慶 典 ， 則 成 為 基 督 徒 尋 求 神 聖 經 歷 ， 以 至 
靈 命 成 長 的 不 二 法 門 。 在 這 過 程 中 ， 教 會 在 形 式 上 從 一 個 
一 級 威 權 組 織 轉 化 為 一 個 二 級 組 織 。 教 會 的 重 點 工 作 不 再 
是 直 接 審 視 信 徒 生 活 ， 而 是 製 造 環 境 ， 讓 信 徒 自 己 不 斷 操 
練 和 經 歷 神 以 達 至 靈 命 成 長 的 目 標 ， 從 而 可 以 過 一 個 分 別 
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( “ ^ ^ j j ^ r e l i g i o n is a uni f ied system of belief and practices relative to sacred 
things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden - beliefs and 
practices wh ich unite in one single moral communi ty called a church, all 
those adhere to them," defines Durkhe im (1915:47). From a sociological 
perspective, rel ig ion is therefore a fundamental social inst i tut ion wh ich acts 
as a source of solidarity and identif ication for the individuals w i t h i n a society, 
prov id ing meaning for life and authori ty figures, as wel l as reinforcing moral 
and social norms in a society. Durkhe im further observes that there is no 
known society w i thout a rel igion (1915:273), and rel igion has given b i r th to 
all that is essential i n society (p. 466). 
Based on Durkheim, Alpert (1961) identifies four major functions of religion: 
disciplinary, cohesive, vital izing, and euphoric social forces. Religious rituals 
impose self-discipline and a certain level of asceticism to prepare people for 
social life. Religious ceremonies br ing people together and reaff i rm their 
common bonds to reinforce social solidarity. Religious observance maintains 
and revitalizes the social heritage and helps transmit its enduring values to 
future generations. Lastly, rel igion counteracts feelings of frustration and 
loss of faith by re-establishing the believers' senses of well-being and the 
essential rightness of the moral wor ld of which they are a part. This 
counteraction also helps to re-establish the balance of private and public 
confidence. 
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Rapid urbanization, industr ial izat ion and modernizat ion have indeed 
produced tremendous impact on various social institutions, including, of 
course, the religious institution. H o w religious institutions respond to this 
influence and continue to funct ion as an important social inst i tut ion is 
therefore wor thy of investigation. A n d studies on the changes of rel ig ion in 
societies experiencing rapid changes are conducted (e.g. Pollack 2002). 
Among the different theoretical models developed and applied in analyzing 
the changes in religion, the indiv idual izat ion theory states that the decrease 
in social relevance of institutionalized forms of rel igion in modern societies 
does not mean that rel igion is generally losing its significance. Instead, the 
ind iv idual w i l l maintain his or her religiousness by changing its contents and 
forms (Luckmann 1967). In pre-modern societies, meaning in life has been 
provided by religious institutions. In modern times, individuals choose their 
rel igion orientations autonomously, result ing in a distinction between 
ind iv idual rel igion and institutionalized church (Davie 1994). Fol lowing on 
this theory of individual izat ion, and adopting a case study approach, this 
thesis reports a study on how a Christ ian cell church in Hong Kong 
constructs the religious life of believers to meet the challenges of the modern 
wor ld. The other sections of this introductory chapter are: 
1.1 Background of the Study 
1.2 Focus of the Study 
1.3 Methodology 




1.1 Background of the Study 
This section describes the background of the study, w i t h an overview of 
Protestant Christ ianity, fo l lowed by a description of the development of 
Christ ianity and diff iculties faced by modern churches in Hong Kong, as we l l 
as the development of cell church i n Hong Kong. 
1.1.1 An overview of Protestant Christianity 
Beginning as a Jewish section in the first century, Christianity later broke 
away f r om official Judaism due to difference in fundamental beliefs. A t the 
heart of Christ ianity is the idea of salvation, a Savior (the Messiah), and the 
Ho ly Tr ini ty. God is understood as the creator, who creates nature and man 
in Christianity. Creation implies God's authority over and possession of the 
wor ld . M a n has been placed w i t h i n God's creation to tend the w o r l d and 
take care of i t (Genesis 2:15). People are superior to the remainder of that 
creation, and exercise authority over i t (Psalm 8:4-8). But man remains under 
the authority of God and responsible to H i m for the way in wh ich man treats 
His creation. In this sense God is the judge who make judgments on the wo rk 
and the consciousness of human beings. The doctrine of creation also has 
implications for the understanding of human beings. Man is created in the 
image of God. The divine intention in creating humanity is that man should 
exist in a relationship w i t h H im. I t is believed that unt i l and unless this 
relationship exists, humanity w i l l not fu l f i l l its true intention, and w i l l 
remain unfulf i l led. 
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However, the relationship between God and man breaks d o w n due to the 
sinful act of A d a m and Eve. They were lured by the 'snake', symbol iz ing the 
devi l , to violate the order of God. H u m a n beings have suffered a lot since 
then. God gives people the free w i l l to be good. However, the fact is that 
human beings are always tempted to do something v io lat ing their o w n wi l l . 
As described in the Bible, "For I know that nothing good dwells i n me, that is, 
i n my flesh; for the w i l l i ng is present i n me, but the doing of the good is not. 
For the good that I want, I do not do, but I practise the very evi l that I do not 
want " (Romans 7:18-19). There is therefore a constant struggle between the 
w i l l of the m ind and the actual practice of the body. In Christ ianity, bodies 
are locked i n the wor ld . Bodies are something temporal and w i l l eventually 
decay. H u m a n beings are torment f rom nonstop moral paradoxes. The defeat 
after defeat of m ind fi l ls human beings w i t h despair. Wi thout God, i t is 
impossible to w i n the body as it is controlled by this wor ld . 
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, incarnates and becomes the ground of salvation. 
Jesus becomes the mediator between sinful man and God. Jesus bears the sin 
of man by His death on the cross. His blood covers up the sin of man and 
redeems man f rom sin. The Christian fai th affirms that the death of Jesus on 
the cross is of paramount importance to the salvation of the wor ld. It is 
believed that only through Jesus Christ, i.e. by having faith in His salvation 
and by recognizing that human beings are sinful, that the broken relationship 
between God and man can be repaired. 
In sum, the fundamental beliefs of Christianity is summarized in the 
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Apostle's Creed: 
I believe in God, the Father almighty, creator of the heavens and earth; 
And in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord; 
Who was conceived hy the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary; 
Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead and buried; he descended to hell; 
On the third day he was raised from the dead; 
He ascended into the heavens, and sits at the right hand of God the Father almighty; 
From where he will come to judge the living and the dead. 
I believe in the Holy Spirit; 
In the holy catholic church; the communion of saints; 
The forgiveness of sins; 
The resurrection of the body; 
And eternal life. 
Protestant Christianity provides fol lowers a divine destiny, w i t h a major 
impact that Christians should be differentiated f rom the wo r l d they are 
l i v ing in because they have values wh ich are different f rom that held by-
non-believers. This impact however does not end in a complete 
differentiat ion of believers of Jesus Christ. Christians, w i t h their sacred 
identi ty originated f rom God, should also be de-differentiated w i t h the 
secular wo r l d because Jesus in the Great Commission commands them that 
they should live among the non-believers and to make every effort to spread 
the Gospel to non-believers. This is a situation in which the sacred has to be 
differentiated f rom but at the same time de-differentiated w i t h the secular. 
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I n Protestant Christ ianity, the church is at the center of rel igious life, and 
therefore plays an important role in this differentiat ion and dedifferentiat ion 
process. The Ho ly Bible describes the church as the 'house of God' leaded by 
Jesus Christ. The church is the communi ty God created for his fol lowers. I t is 
a sign of love that distinguishes believers f rom non-believers. There are three 
dimensions of love: to love God, to love other members i n the church and to 
love their neighbors. These dimensions of love make Christians 
differentiated f rom and at the same t ime dedifferentiated w i t h the wor ld . A 
main focus of this thesis is therefore on how some modern Christ ian 
churches, adopt ing a cell church approach, help Christians to crystallize in 
themselves these three dimensions of love through an indiv idual izat ion 
process so that they can l ive a Christ ian life and survive the temptations 
originated f rom their wor ld ly life. 
1.1.2 Christianity in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong provides a different context for the development of religions 
f rom that i n Caucasian countries. Dominated by a Chinese populat ion, the 
belief i n a monotheistic transcendental God is not the mainstream in Hong 
Kong. A n d Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism, wh ich have been 
harmonized to a certain extent (Yu 1987), are the major religions. In the Social 
Indicators Surveys in 1988 and 1995, that there were 30% and 27% of 
respondents claiming that they were believers of folk religions or Buddhism 
respectively (Cheng and Wong, 1997). There were 350 registered temples in 
Hong Kong (Hong Kong 1996), and over one thousand non-registered 
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temples of different gods i n Wong Tai Sin, T in Hau, Che Guong, Monkey 
King, etc. Thus, instead of ho ld ing the wor ldv iew of otherworldl iness, the 
Chinese has a wor ldv iew that is quite mixed. Believers adopt a ut i l i tar ian 
approach to religions and focus upon the practical uses of re l ig ion practices. 
Myers (1984), after studying the religious practice of K w u n Tong residents, 
concludes that the worship of ancestors is for the good of fami ly whi le 
Baishen (拜示申） a i m s at the satisfaction of the ind iv idual or fami ly needs. I t 
has been observed that the sacred frequently legitimates secular claims (Chan 
2000), and ut i l i tar ian claims can easily be found among fol lowers of different 
religions. 
Christ ianity ( including the Roman Catholic and the Protestant) is an 
impor ted rel igion to Hong Kong, and therefore has to compete w i t h local 
and tradit ional religions. Nevertheless, the development of Christianity 
appears to be smooth and fast. Christianity is a comparatively 
well-organized rel igion in Hong Kong. In a recent survey, 13% of 
respondents claim that they are Christians (Cheng and Wong 1997). Three 
reasons for the rapid development of Christianity i n Hong Kong have been 
identif ied. 
(1) Christian churches have contributed significantly to society by 
prov id ing social services, especially in the fifties and the sixties when the 
majority of Hong Kong people were suffering f rom poverty. Christian 
churches, funded by overseas donations, provided substantive 
assistance in k ind to local people (Chan 1998a). Normal ly, the social 
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services were packed w i t h evangelism meetings. This arrangement is 
believed to be a key for the rapid development of Christ ian churches. In 
fact, there are rapid increase in the number of churches and the number 
of church participants dur ing this period (Table l .A) . 
Table l.A Number of churches and church participants in Hong Kong 
No. of registered No. of worship 
members participants 
Year No. of Churches (% of population) (% of population) 
1910* 9 3054 
1928* 24 8622 
1940* 43 28808 
1958# 294 73470 
1962# 344 112200 
1980A 634 215000 83000 
(4.2%) (1.6%) 
1989A 972 270100 128600 
(4.8%) (2.3%) 
1994A 1056 381200 194500 
(6.3%) (3.2%) 
1999A 1129 345118 175571 
(5.0%) (2.6%) 
Sources: *Liu 1996; # Noren 1963;八 Xianggang Jiao Hui Geng Xin Yun Dong 
2000. 
(2) Christian churches have maintained a good relationship w i t h the British 
Colonial Government (Smith 1985). In many aspects. Christian churches 
and the Government can be regarded as partners in providing social 
services. For example, in 1995 there were 3 universities, 121 Secondary 
schools, 146 primary schools, 7 hospitals, 24 clinics and 61 social welfare 
agencies operated by Protestant churches in Hong Kong, and most of 
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these institutions were heavily subsidized by government fund ing 
(Hong Kong 1996). 
(3) A majori ty of the non-religious has in fact a religious conception of the 
wor ld , though how to ident i fy the wo rk of God is sti l l open to 
interpretation. For example, i n the 1995 Social Indicators Survey, 60% of 
respondents claimed that they had no religious belief, whi le 67.3% of 
respondents agreed that 'a God exists somewhere in the unseen wor ld ' 
(Cheng and Wong 1997). 
I t is believed that these three factors acting together constitute a favorable 
environment for the development of Christ ianity i n Hong Kong. 
Nevertheless, there seems to be a s lowdown in the g rowth of Christian 
church in recent years. The Christ ian Church is facing various difficulties, 
wh ich make church leaders feel that they need to take some actions to rectify 
the situation. 
1.1.3 Difficulties faced by modern churches in Hong Kong 
Nowadays, churches in Hong Kong are facing various difficulties, which 
affect quite substantially church development in Hong Kong, wh ich include: 
Christians' attitudes towards Sunday Service, the problem of "Ninety-nine 
Club", and institutional constraints on church growth. 
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(A) Christians' attitudes towards Sunday Service 
The impact of Sunday Service as a mechanism of p rov id ing an externalized 
emotional pattern of action and relation for establishing contact w i t h the 
sacred internally is not certain in modern churches. In Sunday Service, many 
Christians are present but they are not part icipating i n worsh ipp ing God. 
Lau (1994) provides a v i v i d description of the mental i ty of a typical Sunday 
churchgoer in attending Sunday Service. For the major i ty of Christians, 
Sunday Service is something boring. Instead of having a prayerful attitude 
dur ing the service, people th ink about leaving when they arrive. Christian 
rites have lost their original meanings, and are now treated as a t im ing 
device to indicate when the service w i l l be ended. 
Sunday Service is tradit ional ly an important experience for Christians to 
bu i ld their spir i tuali ty through generating members' emotional involvement 
in worshipping God. I t is nevertheless doubtful that to what extent the 
current arrangement of Sunday Service can produce the expected results. The 
mode of contemporary Sunday Service can be described as one of 'give and 
take'. Pastors are expected to give whi le believers just come back to take. This 
mode is reflected in three aspects of the service arrangement. 
(1) For most of the time, service attendants are expected to sit and listen. 
Throughout the service, musical worship is the only session al lowing 
service attendants to participate. However, in most local churches, 
musical worship normally lasts for about 10 to 15 minutes. It is not long 
enough for believers to generate strong emotional response. It has been 
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commented that church should consider the true meaning of worship, 
and Chinese churches cannot claim their Sunday Service as worship by 
having only ten minutes for musical worship, fo l lowed by Bible reading 
and sermon (Chiu 1999). 
(2) The focal point of worship is the sermon, wh ich occupies at least 
one-third of the t ime for Sunday Service. Since the congregation is 
diverse i n background and ind iv idua l needs, the sermon has to be 
general and not specific. Sometimes, pastors w i l l tu rn the sermon into a 
lecture on ind iv idua l books of the Bible. They w i l l analyze the original 
scriptures, the historical background of the books etc. Whi le Bible 
knowledge is important for Christians, i t is not sure whether the service 
attendants w i l l memorize the sermons and transfer them into actions. 
(3) The mode of communication in Sunday Service is one-way instrumental 
communication. Instead of generating emotional responses to God, the 
chairperson usually asks the congregation to fo l low the program of the 
service. In fact, the weekly bul let in distr ibuted already serves the 
funct ion of in forming service attendants the service rundown. The 
communication is impersonalized. As a result, if part icipating in Sunday 
Service is essential to the construction of Christianity, there is a certain 
level of emptiness in the identity bui l t for Christians. People learn the 
language Christians speak, the history they share w i t h others, and the 
k ind of music they sing. But the crucial part that how God is understood 
and responded to remains unknown. 
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The emphasis on Sunday Service produces a number of Sunday Christians. 
For them, Sunday Service occupies an important position, and sometimes 
even the only important position, for God in their religious life. The problem 
is that Sunday Service alone is not sufficient i n nur tu r ing a Christ ian way of 
life. I t informs but not constructs an elaborate way of Christ ian life. Its 
impact on Christians is passive, and is often not directly related to 
indiv idual 's life. 
The fact that for many Christians church life is equal to Sunday Service has 
worsened the situation. Christians who regularly participate in Sunday 
Service may not participate in other church activities. This means that they 
have no fel lowship life, no prayer group, no Sunday School, etc. (Lau 1994). 
I n 1976, a church survey shows that Sunday School is mainly designed for 
chi ldren aged below 15, and fel lowship is designed for young people aged 
f rom 16 to 25.^ The situation has not been improved, as revealed in the 1999 
Church Census. The majori ty of Sunday School and fel lowship participants 
are those aged under 15 (Table l .B in the fo l lowing page). 
I t has also been found that many Christians do not attend Sunday Service. In 
1980, only 38.6% of registered church members regularly attended Sunday 
Service. In 1989, the participation rate climbed up to 48% and then leveled off 
in 1994, w i t h a participation rate of 51%. However, Christian churches have 
1 In 1976，56% of church recorded 50% of their Sunday school students aged were below 15 and 
there were 7 3 % of local churches reporting that less than 10% of total Sunday School students were 
adults (age 26 — 60). For fellowship, about 60% of churches recorded 50% of their fellowship 
members were between 16-25 and adult fellowship (aged 26-60) only account for 2 0 % of total 
fellowship participants (Law, 1979, Jan.: 19-20). 
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not been able to upkeep this increasing trend. The 1999 Church Census 
indicates that both the number of registered church members and the 
number of Sunday Service participants drop by over 9%. On the other hand, 
the 1995 Social Indicators Survey shows that 8.4% of the respondents 
(corresponding to a total of nearly 500,000 people when projected to the 
whole populat ion) believe i n God. According to the 1994 Church Survey, 
however, i t is found that Christ ian churches have only a total of 381,200 
registered members, and 194,500 regular Sunday Services participants. The 
b ig differences between the 1994 and 1995 data further indicate that Christ ian 
churches are not able to retain believers in the church. 
Table LB Participation rates of Sunday School, fellowship and prayer group by age 
Sunday School Fellowship Prayer group 
Age Below 15 15 or above Below 15 15 or above Below 15 15 or above 
Church size Below 50 
Average 4.7 8.0 5.7 18.3 0.4 7.6 
Mode 0 6.5 0 18 0 7.0 
As % of worship 119.5 24.0 145.2 55.2 10.6 22.9 
participants 
Church size from 51 to 100 
Average 10.2 17.3 8.5 36.0 0.6 10.5 
Mode 10 15.0 5.0 31.0 0 8 
As % of worship 109.8 26.7 92.2 55.5 6.3 16.3 
participants 
Church size from lOlto 200 
Average 19.4 31.0 14.7 62.9 0.5 13.9 
Mode 20.0 26.0 10 60 0 11.5 
As % of worship 108.2 25.7 82.1 52.2 2.6 11.5 
participants 
Sources: Xianggang Jiao Hua Geng Xin Yun Dong 2000. 
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(B) The problem of "ninety-nine" club 
The focus on the construct ion of a lov ing communi ty to some extent makes 
the church exclusive. On ly churchgoers are cared and loved. In the Church 
Renewal Fo rum held i n 80s, a number of church ministers noticed this 
phenomenon and claimed that local churches made no conjunction w i t h the 
secular wor ld . Local churches have separated themselves f r o m the wo r l d , 
and believers and non-believers were div ided. The Christ ian church has 
become a "n inety-n ine" club, i.e. a church for believers (Wong 1985; Lee 
1985). Church ministers are expected to serve the wor ld l y needs of 
ind iv idua l members. This creates a great pressure for the clergy. O n one 
hand, they w i l l bu rn out easily. O n the other hand, they have no t ime and 
energy to preach the Gospel to non-believers after caring for the needs of 
believers. I t has been shown that i n N o r t h American, over 80% of church 
ministers and their spouses feel desperate, and over 40% of church ministers 
and their spouses report that they have already been burned out and 
suffering f r om crazy w o r k load and unrealistic expectations f rom church 
members. I t is estimated that over 1,500 priests have left their jobs for major 
reasons such as being burned out, clashes w i t h church members, and 
ind iv idual moral problems (Chiu 1999:16). I n Hong Kong, the tu rn over rate 
in church is also high. In the past f ive years, 55.9%, indicat ing a total f igure of 
1,440, of pastors have the experience of changing jobs. The durat ion of 
employment is rather short, w i t h 36.2% of durat ion of employment between 
2 to 6 years.2 There are also cases that church members leave a church when 
their pastors leave. For example, ' ten years ago, there was a church w i t h the 
2 Source of information: ]999 Church Census, Xianggang Jiao Hui Geng Xin Yun Dong. 
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size of over 2,000. However, when the priest leaved, only 200 members 
stayed i n the or iginal church' (Lam 1999:16). The involvement of members in 
church life is indeed at a very low level. 
The effect of "ninety-nine" club is also reflected in the financial arrangement 
of churches. The 1999 Church Census f inds that on average, 81.4% of church 
income is for internal uses and 6.9% is donated to the parent denomination, 
whi le only 9.6% of income is spent for external missions. 
As a result, a major i ty of churches have growth l imits. 'One th i rd of all 
tradit ional churches in the wo r l d today plateau at 50 members. Another th i rd 
cease growing when there are 150 members. Twenty-nine per cent w i l l stop 
growing when there are 350 members. Only f ive per cent grow larger than 
1000' (Nerighbour 2000:32). In Hong Kong, small and med ium size churches 
are dominant. According to the 1999 Church Census, over 50% of local 
churches are regarded as small (w i th members between 1-50) and med ium 
(wi th members between 51-100) size (Table l .C). 
Table 1. C Size of churches in Hong Kong 
Size 1989 1994 1999 
Number % Number % Number % 
Small 210 24 274 25.9 226 20.1 
Medium 267 30.7 346 32.8 365 32.3 
Total 477 54.7 620 58.7 591 52.4 
Source: Xianggang Giao Hui Geng Xin Yun Dong 2000. 
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(C) Institutional constraints on church growth 
I n recent years. Christ ian churches have been declining in terms of total 
number. Church members and ministers wor ry about the future of 
Christ ianity i n Hong Kong. In this regard, ind iv idual believers are held 
responsible for the decline. In the Chinese Church Growth Wor ld Seminar 
(Wu, Liao and Chao 1979:30), six forces constraining church g rowth have 
been identif ied. 
1. Conceptual force - not understanding about the Great Commission, 
no vision about the kingdom of God, self-contentment and 
self-sufficiency, bound hy tradition and prejudices. 
2. Doctrinal force - shallow knowledge about the truth, not believing 
that the cross is the only salvation. 
3. Behavioral force - toleration of sin, being secularized, not obeying the 
new commandment of 'love one another�losing a testimony of the 
body of Christ, not functioning as light and salt. 
4. Ministerial force — Ministers being misty about their call to the 
ministry, lacking loyalty, not being examples for Christians, or even 
becoming merely employees. 
5. Lay leaders force - no spiritual training, using worldly methods, not 
helping ministers, not obeying each other. 
6. Force in unity - churches, denominations, seminaries and church 
organizations cannot be united in Christ. 
Facing the diff iculties mentioned above, Teng (1979) argues that all 
commandments, traditions, regulations and measures of a transitory nature 
must give way to new features and new approaches for a new age. 
Christianity needs to be related to the contemporary wor ld in order to stay 
relevant and to command attention of modern people. In this context, some 
church leaders consider the cell church a viable approach to revive 
Christianity in Hong Kong. 
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I.IA Development of Cell Church in Hong Kong 
The problems faced by modern churches are not new. But the emergence of 
the 1997 issue i n the early eighties has forced local church leaders to consider 
the fu ture of local churches at a strategic l eve l Since 1983, var ious rel igious 
inst i tut ions have organized a number of seminars to discuss the w a y ahead 
of local churches. I n 1984, a group of church leaders publ ished a Chr is t ian 
Manifesto, w h i c h declared Christians' commitments towards H o n g Kong. I n 
1985, the Church Renewal Movement was established and the Church 
Renewal Fo rum was published. These actions indicated that church leaders 
were organized and w o r k i n g for the smooth transi t ion of churches f r o m the 
colonial to the SAR government. 
The idea of cell church has d r a w n the attention of local church leaders i n a 
conference called '1997 and the Mission of Church' held i n 1983, i n wh i ch the 
idea of cell church was raised and discussed^. Indeed, the idea of cell 
church arouses lots of intent ion globally after the publ icat ion of Successful 
Home Cell Groups by Cho in 1981, wh i ch shares the experience of Yoido Ful l 
Gospel Church, Seoul, Korea. I t is the largest single local church i n the 
history of Christ ianity. The church has g rown f r o m f ive people w h o gathered 
i n a tent i n 1959 to a congregation of over 800,000 i n 1999 (Neighbour 2000). 
The key to success is believed to be the int roduct ion of cell groups i n 
organizing the church. The cell group idea soon attracts lots of attention 
3 It might be interesting to point out that the idea of cell church is not new. In 1980’ in the 
international conference hold by the Chinese Christian Cooperation, Taiwan representatives had 
suggested to change the traditional church in cell form and a detail ten years plan were prepared. Hong 
Kong representatives seem has little interest in their proposal. In the Ten Years Plan for local churches, 
instead of organizing churches into cell form, they suggest to use cell group to do Bible reading. 
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w o r l d w i d e ; Pastors all over the w o r l d visi t the church and replicate the 
model to their o w n churches. Great success was recorded wor ldw ide : i n 
Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Singapore, Ivory Coast, South Afr ica, Russia, 
Colombia, Australia, U K and USA. 
The f irst tier of cell churches in Hong Kong, i.e. the Shepherd Communi ty 
Church and the W ing Kwong Pentecostal Holiness Church, were formed in 
1989. Since then, the cell church develops rapid ly i n Hong Kong. I t is claimed 
that the cell group approach has resulted in better relationship among church 
members and admirable increase in church attendance. When comparing the 
overall g rowth rate of Hong Kong Chinese Church dur ing the per iod of 1994 
to 1999 w i t h that of cell churches, i t is found that whi le overall Hong Kong 
Chinese churches recorded a decrease of 5.1%, cell churches recorded an 
increase of 26% ^ A t present, there are 203^ (out of a total of 11296) local 
churches, f r om various denomination and independent churches, enlisted in 
the Cell Church Network (CCN), wh ich identi fy themselves either as cell 
church, or are transforming to cell church, or have shown interest i n 
becoming a cell church. Notwi thstanding this rapid growth of cell church in 
Hong Kong, there is however a lack of sociological analysis on how cell 
churches contribute to the making of dedicated Christians based on empirical 
findings. 
4 Data from cell church survey (by CCN), 2000. 118 cell churches or transforming to cell churches 
are surveyed and 50 churches return questionnaires. The respondent rate is 42.5%. 
5 Figure is provided by CCN, up to Oct. 2001. 
6 Data from Xianggang Jiao Hui Geng Xin Yun Dong 2000. 
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1.2 Focus of the Study 
After experiencing a period of rapid g rowth (especially i n the fifties and the 
sixties). Christ ian churches in Hong Kong are facing diff iculties i n further 
g rowth and development. There are concerns over the current spir i tual 
situation of believers, and there are also inst i tut ional constraints on church 
growth. Starting i n the eighties, some church ministers believe that cell 
church w i l l offer solutions to these problems faced by modern churches i n 
Hong Kong and to br ing about rapid g rowth in the church, both i n terms of 
the number of church members as wel l as the quali ty of the spir i tual life of 
Christians. As an exploratory sociological study on the impact of cell group 
on Christ ianity i n Hong Kong, this study focuses on the approach and the 
process of how a cell church develops Christ ian identity, wh ich then help 
Christians to l ive their differentiated sacred life i n the secular wor ld , a wo r l d 
Christians have to de-differentiate w i t h i n order to preach the Gospel. Thus, 
the research problem of this study is therefore formulated as: 
"To understand how a cell church in Hong Kong develops 
Christian identity among and within her members through an 
individualization process in order to build Christians who can live 
a sacred Christian life in the secular world.� 
This study therefore looks at the approach and the process that cell churches 
employ to develop in their members a disposit ion on how Christians should 
act and behave in order to live their lives in a Christian way and to practise 
their spirituality in the secular wor ld. This practice of spirituality w i l l in tu rn 
help Christians to experience God and become a real disciple of Jesus Christ. 
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1.3 Methodology 
This research adopts a qualitative case study approach, w i t h part icipant 
observation and in-depth interviews as pr incipal pr imary data collection 
methods. 
From a methodological point of v iew, case study is i n itself not a 
methodological choice, but a choice of object to be studied (Skate 1994). Case 
study is defined by interest i n ind iv idua l cases, not by the methods of 
inqui ry used, and is conducted for developing a better understanding of a 
particular case. W i t h the belief that organization is at the node l ink ing up 
ind iv idua l and society, and understanding organization w i l l contribute to 
the understanding of society and indiv idual , a local cell church, ASK Church 
(a particular church organization), is selected as a uni t of analysis. This study 
choose ASK church because i t is an active cell church w i t h a history of over 
ten years, and her minister-in-charge is the coordinator of the district Cell 
Church Network. In all her particularity and ordinariness, ASK Church is a 
cell church of interest. The case w i l l be examined in detail and looked at in 
depth, w i t h a v iew to provide insight on how cell churches make dedicated 
Christians and br ing about church growth. 
W i t h participant observation, the researcher gathers data by participating in 
the daily life of the subjects, and by observing people's actual behavior in 
real t ime instead of direct asking the respondents. This method is used when 
the objective is to better understand a particular situation rather than to 
develop demonstrative relations between pre-defined variables (Becker 1999; 
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Boyle 1994). Participant observation enables the researcher to get access to 
the religious behavior of ASK Church members in context. Participant 
observation has been conducted as an overt observation in wh ich the subjects 
are aware of the presence of a researcher (Gil l and Johnson 1991), and the 
researcher has assumed the role as a researcher-participant, i.e. the 
researcher is part ial ly involved i n order to funct ion as a researcher (Gans 
1999). 
In-depth interviews w i t h selected ASK Church ministers and members are 
used to complement participant observation so that inner feelings of the 
subjects can be understood through direct questions. This enables the 
researcher to collect informat ion on how ASK Church ministers and 
members v iew themselves as Christians and how their Christ ian lives are 
constructed i n ASK Church as a cell church, wh ich cannot be obtained 
through observations. As there is a lack of archival data on the construction 
of Christ ian life i n cell church in Hong Kong, and in-depth informat ion 
cannot be obtained through a survey using a structured questionnaire, 
in-depth interviews w i t h ASK Church ministers and members as key 
informants are appropriate (Kumar, Stern and Anderson 1993). The 
interviewees are selected through a judgment sampling process, w i t h the 
objective of having interviewees coming f rom different sectors of ASK 
Church. 
The f ie ldwork started f rom June 2001 t i l l December 2001. Dur ing this period, 
the researcher has participated in Saturday and Sunday celebrations and a 
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number of cell group meetings (mainly wo rk ing you th groups and couple 
groups) i n ASK Church. Chi ldren groups have not been selected because 
chi ldren are too young and might be inf luenced by the existence of a 
stranger-observer). The elderly group was not observed, as i t was newly 
formed and was not yet stable. In addi t ion to regular cell group meetings, ad 
hoc activities l ike bir thday parties, participations in seminars and dinner 
gatherings were also observed. 
The total number and the distr ibut ion of observations are as fol lows: 
Saturday Celebrations 14 
Sunday Celebrations 5 
Cell Group Meetings 14 
Evangelist Programs 9 
Seminars 5 
Other A d hoc activities 19 
A total of 19 in-depth interviews were conducted, w i t h questions focusing on 
the spir i tual life of interviewees, such as their views of God, their self image, 
their evaluation of cell group lives, etc. The durat ion of interview varied 
f rom 1 hour 45 minutes to 4 hours. Of these 19 interviewees (10 male and 9 
female), there are three zone shepherds, three zone supervisors, four group 
leaders, six ordinary members, two deacons and one church executive. 
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1.4 Structure of this Thesis 
I n addi t ion to this introductory chapter, this thesis consists of f ive other 
chapters, namely: 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
The literature review outl ine the secularization of society and its impacts on 
the lives of individuals. W i th in this context, i t is suggested that rel igion is 
individual ized. There is an emphasis on personal subjective sacred 
experience, whi le the importance of hard religious knowledge is undermined. 
I t is also argued that the indiv idual izat ion process is backed up by the church 
as a collective. A n d the fo rm of the collective has changed f rom pr imary to 
secondary, w i t h a constructive power over members, helping them to 
experience and to interpret the Sacred. Religion is individual ized, and this 
indiv idual izat ion is guided. 
Chapter 3 Background of ASK Church 
This chapter describes the background of ASK Church, including its setting, 
history, organization and members' demographic information, wh ich 
provides a context for this research study. 
Chapter 4 The Building of Christian: The Individualization of Religion in 
ASK Church 
This chapter investigates the approach of ASK Church in bui ld ing their 
members dedicated Christians. They uphold the importance of individuals in 
the church, and the importance of indiv idual subjective religious experience. 
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Religious practice helps generate ind iv idua l religious experience. This 
chapter shows how religious practice changes the life of ASK Church 
members. However, the occurrence of the religious practice is not random, 
but guided by the church authorities. 
Chapter 5 The Building of Christians: The Mechanism of ASK Church 
This chapter investigates the practice of ASK Church in bu i ld ing Christians 
through cell group meetings and celebrations. Supported by the idea of 'Fai 
Chai' theology, ASK Church members are empowered to take up leadership 
roles in cell groups. Through this process of put t ing members in a particular 
context, the church authority has chance to get involved in the life of 
members, and to bu i ld Christians who can l ive a Christian life i n the secular 
wor ld. The work ing of cell group is supported by a favorable atmosphere 
intentionally developed by the church authorities. 
Chapter 6 Conclusion 
This is the concluding chapter for this thesis, summarizing the key f indings 
of this research study. This is concluded in this chapter that ASK Church 
adopts an individual izat ion approach, w i t h a secular connotation, in 
bui ld ing Christians. It is further observed that guided individual izat ion may 
be an approach for future sociological research on religions. 
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1.5 Limitations 
This research fol lows a qualitative case study approach w i t h part icipant 
observation and in-depth interviews as pr imary data collection methods. 
W i t h part icipant observation, a neutral and objective posit ion of the 
researcher i n conducting this research is not guaranteed, and the researcher 
is inevitably part of the reality wh ich is being studied. Nevertheless, care has 
been taken to avoid personal biases in report ing the study in this thesis. 
From a methodological perspective, l imitat ions associated w i t h part icipant 
observation include the danger of becoming too involved and therefore less 
critical and insightful i n analyzing the religious behavior of ASK Church 
members. This researcher therefore has to constantly remind herself that the 
objective of part icipating ASK Church activities is to conduct the research 
work . This is an important component of this methodology as propounded 
by Singleton et al. (1988). 
Another l imi tat ion of participant observation is that the data collected are 
observational data which do not provide direct access to the inner feelings of 
ASK Church members regarding their religious experience. To remedy this 
methodological problem, in-depth interviews w i t h ASK Church ministers 
and members are used to provide data for a more complete picture. 
There are also drawbacks of in-depth interviews. According to Finch (1999), 
the disclosure of the objective of the research project may cause a difference 
in the course of interviewing. This may be the case where ASK Church 
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members may tend to provide answers wh ich w i l l result in a positive image 
for ASK Church. In addit ion, there may be other errors such as memory 
errors, wh ich w i l l taint the verbal reports of the interviewees in the in-depth 
interviews. Thus, there is a need for cross-examining the records of the 
in-depth interviews and the researcher has to be alert of the existence of the 
errors i n analyzing the interview reports. 
The current research is of relatively small scale, and the un i t of analysis is 
f ixed at the organization level, variables relating to the background of AKS 
Church members, such as their psychological stages and socio-economic 
states, etc, have been put aside. Whi le these factors may have impact on the 
bu i ld ing of Christians, the actual influence of these factors on the w o r k of 
Protestant Christ ian Church in general and ASK Church in particular calls 
for further investigations. 
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1.6 Summary 
This thesis reports a sociological research study conducted to empir ical ly 
investigate how a cell church in Hong Kong develops among and w i t h i n her 
members Christ ian identi ty through an indiv idual izat ion process i n order to 
bu i ld Christians w h o can to l ive a sacred life i n the secular wor ld . This 
chapter provides an overview of Protestant Christianity, outlines the 
development of local churches and the diff icult ies they faced. Fo l lowing the 
next chapter on the review of relevant literature, wh ich provides a theoretical 
f ramework for this research, the other chapters of this thesis illustrates how a 
local cell church makes Christians who, w i t h a sacred and divine destiny, are 
both differentiated f rom and de-differentiated w i t h the secular wor ld , 
through an indiv idual izat ion process. I t w i l l be shown that the Christ ian 
church has changed f rom a pr imary authoritative religious inst i tut ion to a 
secondary inst i tut ion wh ich supports the actualization of the spir i tual 




Adop t ing a case study approach, this research is an empirical study on a 
religious phenomenon - the development of a Protestant Christ ian cell 
church i n Hong Kong f rom a sociological perspective. This chapter therefore 
reports a review of relevant l iterature conducted w i t h a v iew to provide an 
analytical f ramework for this study. I t w i l l be shown that rel ig ion as a basic 
social inst i tut ion gives believers a wor ldv iew wh ich enables them to 
comprehend the wor ld and to face different life challenges. A n d one major 
aspect of rel igion is to differentiate the "sacred" f rom the "profane". I t is also 
found that facing the modern conditions of life, there is a trend of 
secularization in Protestant Christianity, w i t h the modern church being 
influenced by some wor ld ly values and adopting rational, and probably 
secular, means for the achievement of sacred ends. The practice of 
spir i tual i ty through indiv idual izat ion is also a notable trend in the 
development of Protestant Christianity i n the contemporary wor ld. Whi le the 
tradi t ion of individual izat ion in Protestant Christianity can be traced back to 
the era of Mar t in Luther, the contemporary wor ld is believed to have given a 
new dimension to this concept of individualization, wh ich brings Protestant 
Christianity into a new paradigm. As Christians are expected to live, in a 
spiritual sense, w i t h other Christians in the church, the emergence of cell 
church crystallizes this revamped concept of individual izat ion in Protestant 
Christianity, and provides Christians a way to practise the Christian 
spirituality. And one impact of the cell group movement is to reposition the 
church as a secondary religious insti tut ion for modern Christians. 
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This chapter summarizes this review of relevant literature, and contains the 
fo l low ing sections: 
2.1 Religion: Differentiat ing the "Sacred" f rom the "Profane" 
2.2 Secularization of Protestant Christ ianity 
2.3 Indiv idual izat ion in Religion: A Sociological Perspective 
2.4 Indiv idual izat ion - " N e w " Form of Protestant Christ ianity i n the New 
Paradigm 
2.5 Collective Life of Christians in the New Paradigm 
2.6 Practice of Spiri tuali ty i n the New Paradigm Church 
2.7 Summary 
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2.1 Religion: Differentiating the "Sacred" from the "Profane" 
Religion is fundamental to all societies. Durkhe im (1915) notes that there is 
no k n o w n society w i thout a rel ig ion (p.273) and he asserts that rel ig ion has 
given b i r th to all that is essential i n society (p.466). Greetz (1973) suggests 
that the essence of rel igion is that i t formulates concepts of a general order of 
existence. For those having fa i th i n a particular rel igion, the rel ig ion provides 
a cosmic guarantee for their abil i ty to comprehend the wor ld . W i t h religious 
interpretation, those chaos or uncertainties (such as bafflements, sufferings 
and ethical paradoxes), wh ich are intolerable to human beings, become 
manageable. The way that the meaning problem is solved by rel igion is not 
to deny undeniable facts (for example, illness, injustice) but to deny that 
these are unavoidable characteristics of wo r ld as a whole. For example, in 
Christ ianity, the suffering a person faces may be interpreted as a punishment 
f r om God for his sinful act i n the past; or i t can be interpreted as God's w i l l 
to train the person to be a useful tool for God's work. W i th this 
understanding of God's w i l l , suffering becomes suffer able. 
The emergence of a religious phenomenon is marked by the sphere of the 
profane and the sphere of the sacred (Durkheim 1915; Eliade 1959). 
According to Durkheim, the profane is the realm of routine experience, the 
secular, everyday wor ld of work, toi l and domestic duties. It is the sphere of 
adaptive behavior, and is essentially util itarian. The sacred is the realm of 
human experience that is residual to, and other than, the work-a-day sphere. 
I t lays somewhere beyond the profane sphere, and evokes an attitude of awe 
and reverence. The sphere of sacred is therefore an area that pertains to the 
transcendental. Durkheim identifies seven characteristics of the sacred: 
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(A) The sacred involves recognition of a belief or power. 
(B) There is an ambiguity of power. Sacred things are physical and moral, 
positive and negative, helpful and dangerous. 
(C) The sacred is non-ut i l i tar ian and beyond the everyday. 
(D) The sacred is beyond empirical nature. 
(E) The sacred is not based on knowledge f rom human sensory organs. 
(F) The sacred is supportive and strength giving, and raises the ind iv idual 
above himself/herself. 
(G) The sacred impinges on human consciousness w i t h moral obligation, 
and elicits respect. 
Eliade (1959) also suggests that sacred is a mode of being in the wor ld that is 
best defined as being in opposit ion to, and a more satisfying existential 
condit ion than, a profane mode of being. It is 'a reality that does not belong 
to our wor ld ' (p.11). The sacred appears in human experience as a crucial 
point of orientation. I t provides access to the ontological reality which is its 
source and for wh ich homo religious thirsts. Eliade then defines rel igion as 
an encounter w i t h Sacred Power in which one experiences oneself as 
absolutely dependent upon the Sacred for Life or Death, and one is drawn to 
the Sacred by fascination w i t h its power. Three concepts are used to clarify 
the process: 
(A) The Sacred - a transcendent referent such as the gods, or God. 
(B) Hierophany - the breakthrough of the sacred into human experience, i.e. 
revelation. 
(C) Homo religious - the being par excellence prepared to appreciate the 
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breakthrough (i.e. heirophany). 
Whi le Eliade believes deeply that the existence of the sacred as the supreme 
d iv in i ty is not i n doubt, she argues that the supreme d iv in i ty tends to 
disappear or become obscured f r om religious practice. This supreme d iv in i ty 
may eventually remove to inaccessible distance f rom human beings, become 
inactive, and lose religious currency. Eliade further argues that i n 
discovering the sacredness of life, people let themselves be increasingly 
carried by their o w n discoveries (1959:128). 
On the contrary, Durkhe im (1915) argues that an object or an activity is 
intrinsically neither sacred nor profane. Distinction between the spheres of 
the sacred and the profane are made by groups who band together in a cult 
and who are unt ied by their common symbols and objects of worship. Thus, 
rel igion is not only a social creation. I t is in fact society divinized, and human 
beings are worshipping projections of the power of society in a collective 
religious way. This power of society so transcends people's o w n existence 
that they have to give it sacred significance in order to visualize it. If there is 
anything that can be called "God", then the "God" must be society. I t is the 
society that makes God real. 
Durkhe im further argues that i t is the institutionalized religious belief and 
practices which give the sacred shape and form so that the power of sacred 
can transform and uni fy the entire community. Once embedded in social life, 
the sacred becomes external, superior, constraining and larger than life. 
Greetz (1973) also argues that collectively participate in religious rites is 
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crucial for maintain ing a religion. Keeping pervasive and long lasting moods 
and motivat ions in people is essential i n maintaining a rel igion. Greetz goes 
on to state that i t is i n r i tual, the consecrated behavior, people generate the 
convict ion that religious conceptions are veri f ied and that religious 
directions are sound. In the r i tual, the moods and mot ivat ion wh ich sacred 
symbols induced in people and the general order of exercise wh ich rel igion 
formulates for human beings meet and reinforce one another. Religious belief 
i n the midst of r i tual, where i t engulfs the total person, transforming the 
person into another mode of existence, and religious belief as the pale, 
remembered reflect of the experience in the midst of everyday life, are not 
precisely the same thing. Religion thus sets l imits on human aspiration and 
freedom by def ining the range of the ind iv idual obligation to "sacred" and to 
the society. Durkhe im thus regards rel igion as a social and collective th ing 
par excellence outside of each indiv idual , wai t ing for h im/here at b i r th to 
help mou ld the ind iv idual into society. I t is of society, we become who we 
are. 
Greetz suggests a dialectic relationship between society and religion, and 
rel igion makes the model for and the model of society (Greetz 1973:118). The 
change in society w i l l reflect in the change of rel igion and vice versa. In this 
regard, the disappearance of tradit ional religion does not result in the 
dissolution of society. People need to f ind rational substitute for religious 
notions that for a long time have served as the vehicle for the most essential 
moral ideas. 
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One principal role of rel igion in society is that i t defines and differentiates the 
"sacred" f rom the "profane". Whi le rel igion should stand aloof f rom the 
secular wor ld , religious practice is inevitably affected by wor ld l y values and 
means, and hence the secularization of religion. The emergence of cell church 
i n recent decades is probably reflecting this dialectic relationship between 
rel ig ion and society. A t this juncture, i t is warranted to review the trend of 
secularization of Protestant Christ ianity as Protestant Christ ianity provides 
the context for the study of cell church in this thesis. 
2.2 Secularization of Protestant Christianity 
Scholars (Bell 1977; Beck, Giddens and Lash 1994; Heelas 1996 and Dodd 
1999) claim that modern society is characterized as differentiation, or the 
specialization of functions of society. Bell (1977) argues that modernity is 
r idd led w i t h "cul tural contradictions", w i t h contrasts such as: to do w i t h the 
divis ion of labor, the division between public and private sphere, the 
contrast of rationality and emotion, and so on. Under the terror of 
differentiation, society is secularized as institutionalized rel igion has lost i t 
monopoly on the sacred and that other sectors of modern societies have 
taken over many of the functions and some of the meaning formerly invested 
in religious institutions. For example, democracy and human rights gain the 
sacred status in polit ical arena; likewise, market economy in the economic 
arena, as wel l as emotional support and love in family. 
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Indeed, the secularization of Protestant Christ ianity is marked by the 
dif ferent iat ion of the church f r om the state, that of separation of rel igion and 
polit ics as the w o r d secularization is original ly employed i n the wake of the 
War of Religions, denoting the removal of terr i tory or property f rom the 
control l ing ecclesiastical authorities (Shinner 1967; Bell 1977). Science, arts, 
and economic activities are also gradually isolated f r om religious control. 
Secularization thus denotes the shrinkage of inst i tut ional authori ty of 
rel ig ion over the sphere of public life. Religion retreats to a private wo r l d and 
has authori ty only over fol lowers and not any other sections and the pol i ty or 
society (Bell 1977; Berger 1967). In orders words, rel igion has been privat ized 
(Cox 1965). Insti tut ional Christ ian rel igion declined (Berger 1967; Wi lson 
1969,1982; Luckmann 1967; Dobbelaere 1981; Chaves 1993; Bruce 1996, 2000). 
When rel igion devalues, the wo r l d forces those who w o u l d have controlled it 
to recognize its o w n law (Schluchter 1979). The more this happens, the more 
independent the wo r l d becomes. The mutual alienation becomes obvious. 
People now believe that they can learn the knowledge or belief they wish to 
know at any time. This indicates that there are no mysterious incalculable 
forces that come into play, but rather that one can in principle master all 
things by calculation (Weber 1976:139). This is in fact a fundamental cause 
for the emergence of social science - to generate knowledge/ theory about the 
social wor ld , which eventually enables people to gain control of and to 
configure the social wo r ld (Gulbenkian Commission 1996). Scientific 
explanation of man and cosmos are widely accepted by modern man. 
Religion becomes a less plausible explanation. 
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Accompanying the secularization of society, human consciousness is 
secularized as well. M a n turns his attention away f r om wor lds beyond and 
toward his w o r l d and this time. People are becoming wor ld ly , w i t h the 
erosion of belief i n the supernatural, and a loss of fa i th i n the existence of 
other wor ld l y forces (Cox 1965; Berger 1967; Stark and Bainbridge 1985). M a n 
discovers that he has been left w i t h the wor ld on his o w n hands that he can 
no longer blame fortune or furies for what he does w i t h it. 
Secularization generates quite a number of effects on the life of individual. 
Weber (1976) demonstrates that the wor ld once charged w i t h religious 
significance has been disenchanted by the tremendous cosmos of the modern 
economic order that is now bound to the technical and economic conditions 
of machine production. The values constituting the modern capitalism social 
system are called formal rationality. I t can be reflected in the thorough 
calculability at market, formalist law, and impersonal bureaucratic 
administration. W i t h formal rationality, means and ends are separated. 
Formal rationality emphasizes on the means that is under scientific and 
rational control in order to maximize the ut i l i ty gained, whi le the ends are 
subject to indiv idual choice. In practice, science provides people ways w i t h 
predicted consequences to achieve the desired ends but have no say on what 
the ends should be. 
W i th the domination of formal rationality in public sphere, the everyday life 
of indiv idual is compartmentalized. The moral i ty inherent in the public 
sphere, comprising of the polit ical arena and the economic arena, is formal 
rationality (Weber 1976). The private sphere, comprising of religion, family 
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and leisure institutions, is ru led by authority and expressive moral i ty. T ip ton 
(2002) suggests that the authoritative style is a commanding mode of 
discourse and a v i r tue of obedience presuming that organizations are 
structured by chains of command. I t presupposes a set of social roles and 
relations that feature superordinate and subordinate members whether 
parent and child, God and man. The expressive moral i ty, on the contrary, is 
intui t ive, affective and requir ing sensitivity. I t needs sufficient leisure t ime 
for a person to gain fluency in feelings. Such sensitivity stands apart f rom 
professional, educational or other practices that capture and discipline 
emotions in regular fashion and f rom religious rites that b ind them to 
authori ty (Tipton 2002:29). A n insolvable tension exists among these diverse 
moral principles. 
Individual/s everyday life thus becomes the battlefield of diverse moral 
principles. Each ind iv idual experiences different moral i ty i n different sectors 
of their own social life, as wel l as w i th in each sector at different times in their 
life. On one hand, each moral i ty is imperial, showing, for example, how to 
love and obey God not just i n worship but in business, politics and family 
life, i n such a way that the work and love and family become worship in 
their fundamental meaning and the church becomes the central insti tut ion in 
the believer's life. On the one hand, the diversity of moral outlooks 
surrounding each indiv idual in a modern society encourages them to 
distance themselves f rom any single outlook and relatives all of them in 
order to enact each one in the social role and practices specific to it: efficient 
worker, expressive lover, law abiding citizen, life-stylish consumer and so on 
(Tipton 2002). None of the roles they play can take hold of people's "whole 
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self", indiv iduals are " losing self" in the modern differentiated w o r l d 
(Bauman 1993:19). 
Christians are not exempted f rom this modern condit ion. Facing the effects of 
secularization, of crit icism of religion, and of increasing religious indifference, 
believers have lost the identif ication references wh ich have tradit ional ly been 
available to them. For a long t ime attachment to a church has been 
considered an inst i tut ional ly assured guarantee of Christ ian identi ty (Buhler 
1988). Nowadays, however, this attachment no longer constitutes an 
undisputed reference of identity. Buhler further suggests that one cannot 
make the adherence to a more or less precise body of doctrine the distinctive 
sign of Christian identity: a Christian is one who holds as true the 
fundamental aff irmations of the Christian faith. Intellectual assent does not 
amount to an awareness of identity, wh ich turns on a deeper concord 
concerning life itself. The development of various branches of theology, such 
as theology of liberation, natural, systematic, feminism, etc., is reflecting the 
development of theology alongside w i t h the development of society. W i th 
influence f rom society, there are different emphases on the different 
dimensions of the Ho ly Scripture in theology, wh ich are then reflected in the 
creeds and doctrines of different denominations. Christian faith cannot be 
expressed immediately and unambiguously by a certain type of moral i ty also. 
Under the effects of modern secularization, such an objective reference has 
become invalid. The knowledge explosion in the modern era make people 
know what happen outside one denomination, one religion, one country and 
even one cultural system. People are now more reflexive on what has been 
taken for granted in the past. For example, some people are revisit ing the 
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early life of Jesus that has not been recorded in the Bible (Prophet 2000). I n 
Hong Kong, the polarizat ion in Christ ian circle becomes obvious. On the one 
hand, organization l ike Z i Teng (meaning Acorns Calamus) is established to 
f ight for the rights of sex workers and fair treatment for prostitution. On the 
other hand, the Society for Tru th and L ight is formed to spearhead a 
conservative message: against unethical acts such as pornography and 
gambling. 
Faced w i t h this progressive loss of objective identif ication references the 
Christ ian identi ty is in crisis. To root identi ty unambiguously in objective 
references such as church membership, doctrine or moral behavior is 
becoming impossible and the roots of identif ication are becoming more 
subjective. I t goes through mediations wh ich must be accepted indiv idual ly. 
Modern evolut ion leads to a complex, elusive wo r l d in wh ich identif ication 
references, formerly so strong, become blurred and lost their structuring 
significance. In the absence of objective references, man himself becomes the 
subject responsible for his search for identity (Bulher 1988). 
Modernizat ion thus poses serious challenges to the authorities of tradit ional 
institutional religions. Institutionalized rel igion is no longer able to b ind 
together manifestations of the sacred that typ i fy complex societies. As Berger 
et al (1973:165-166) observe, the 'general uncertainty, both cognitive and 
normative, brought about the pluralization of everyday life and of biography 
in modern society, has brought religion into a serious crisis of plausibility. 
The age-old function of rel igion to provide ultimate certainty amid the 
exigencies of the human condition has been severely shaken (p. 165-6). 
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Similarly, Fenn (2000) argues that secularization l imits the capacity of 
rel ig ion to integrate confl ict ing ways of life to place sectional loyalties and 
class divisions w i t h i n a larger context of adherence and belief (p.6). 
Frameworks that previously support or control populat ion by br idg ing 
economic, ethnic, national or religious barriers are destroying. Meanings are 
thought to become decentred, mul t ip le and unpredictable, as the w o r l d 
becomes ever more diverse and f lu id (Lash & Friedman 1992). 
Consequently, i t is thought that individuals engage w i t h economic, 
environmental, religious and social issues independently rather than 
depending on static authoritative images. The images, meanings, practices, 
and authorities associated w i t h tradit ional institutionalized rel igion are 
thought to be endangered, as individuals become disenchanted w i t h their 
increasing implausibi l i ty and empowered to seek new ways of experiencing 
their beliefs (Beyer 1994; Bruce 1996). 
Facing serious challenge of modernization, the Protestant Christian church 
undergoes a radical inner change. Instead of setting standard for the society, 
churches fo l low the path set by the society in order to maintain h igh level of 
involvement in institutional religion. Churches are rationalized. Luckmann 
(1967) argues that organized religions are easily secularized internally due to 
the necessity for institutionally specialized religions to engage w i t h other 
social sectors. Religion develops the secular interests of any organization 
concerned w i t h its own economic, polit ical and administration condition. 
Nowadays, for a person to be called to be a clergy, a pre-requisite is that this 
person must have a recognized degree in theology. Berger (1969) suggests 
that in religiously plural society, religion has to be marketed and so religious 
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institutions become market ing agencies and the religious tradit ions become 
commodities for consumers. Religious marketing, at the end, reduce the 
ini t ial otherworldl iness of the institutions. Chaves (1993), after studying the 
organization of Christ ian churches, f inds that there is an increasing trend for 
religious institutions to be managed by CEOs instead of the clergy. Religious 
authorities thus fal l into the hands of management technocrats instead of 
theology priests and theologians. The difference between the church as a 
religious organization and the church as a commercial enterprise has become 
blurred. In many aspects (e.g. organizational structure, operational 
procedures, etc), a church is becoming very similar to a business organization. 
Whi le the failure to provide sufficiently v i v i d and consistently supernatural 
compensators are believed as the key factor contr ibut ing to the decline of 
institutional religions, the decline of institutional religions makes it d i f f icul t 
for religious leaders to provide authoritative and sufficiently v i v i d and 
consistently supernatural compensators (Stark and Bainbridge 1985). A 
vicious cycle is formed. Roof and McKinney (1987) f ind that mainstream 
American religions have basically collapsed. The involvement of members in 
church activities is declining, resulting in that the church knows litt le about 
church members. Neighbour (2000) observes that in the United States, only 
about ten percent of church members are actively involved in church 
activities. 
Religions insti tut ion thus loses many of its purposes when society 
differentiates. Compared w i t h that all embracing community in which like 
people work ing and playing together, holding vast of commonality in their 
life, a differentiated society leaves members holding litt le in common to 
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celebrate. In "The Div is ion of Labor in Society", Durkhe im (1984) argues that 
the transformations of whole societies f rom mechanical to organic sol idari ty 
d imin ish ing the role of the collective consciousness and therefore religion. 
Indiv iduals are therefore no longer pr imar i ly seen as part of a whole. Society 
is no longer serves as sources of reference. Social institutions of marriage and 
family, the moral standard of courtship, sexuality, and gender relations all 
undergo serious transformation. Moreover, the fai th in science of modern 
man results i n that they treat means as ends. I t becomes an i ron cage 
determining the lives of all individuals who are born into this mechanism 
and not only those directly concerned w i t h economic acquisition, w i t h 
irresistible force (Weber 1976:181). Modern society is neutralized and 
provides no meanings to individual. Berger et al (1973) suggest that 'the 
rationality that is intrinsic to modern technology imposes itself upon both the 
activity and the consciousness of the ind iv idual as control, l imitat ion, and by 
the same token frustrat ion (p.163), and the frustrated, emotionally 
concerned individuals show 'unrestrained enthusiasm for total l iberation of 
the self f rom the repression of institutions (p.88). Gehlen (1969, cited in 
Berger et al 1973:85) comments that the ' institutional fabric, whose basic 
function has always been to provide meaning and stability for the individual, 
has become incohesive, fragmented and thus progressively deprived of 
plausibi l i ty/ 
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2.3 Individualization in Religion: A Sociological Perspective 
Modern society gives individuals enormous lati tude in fabricating their o w n 
particular life. Indiv iduals must ident i fy themselves by referr ing to the 
characteristics that dist inguish them f rom others. Self-perceptions and 
self-descriptions can no longer be based on social posit ion and membership 
of a group or community. According to Giddens (1991), the personal ident i ty, 
wh ich is sti l l constituted in pre-modern society by shared local traditions, has 
become an ind iv idua l and reflective project. Individuals are responsible for 
their o w n selves; they are what they make of themselves (Musschenga 
2000:25-26). Indiv iduals now have more freedom to make decisions 
themselves. 
Modern ind iv idual has to choose his or her own God. The frame of reference 
for people making the choice is their o w n subjectivity, rather than that of the 
community. Berger et al (1973) claim that inevitably, 'the indiv idual is 
th rown back upon himself, on his o w n subjectivity, f rom which he must 
dredge up the meaning and stability that he requires to exist, (p.85). Or, the 
indiv idual has to seek to f ind his ' foothold' i n reality in himself rather than 
outside himself (p.74). 
Corresponding to the change of society, modern religions have become 
individual ized (Durkheim 1973, 1984; Heelas 1996, 1998; Heelas and 
Woodhead 2001; Hervieu-Leger 2000). This modern mutat ion of religious 
indiv idual ism is particularly visible w i th in the New Age. What constitutes 
the uni ty of this ensemble is a religious belief entirely centered upon 
individuals and their personal accomplishment, and characterized by the 
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primacy accorded to personal experience wh ich guides everyone according 
to their o w n way. Everyone finds their o w n t ru th for themselves (Heelas 
1996,1998; Heelas and Woodhead 2001; Hervieu-Leger 2000; Partridge 1999). 
They believe that truths cannot be communicated wi thout being in some way 
interpreted and therefore 'contaminated', but must come by way of one's 
o w n experience. Their aims are not to understanding the truth, but to 
experience the truth. They claim that know ing is good, but knowledge is not 
good. Know ing is yours, knowledge is others (Heelas 1996). Thus ' t ruths' 
provided by the dogmas of religious traditions, or by other people such as 
parents, scientists, spir i tual masters might we l l be erroneous. Reason per se 
is distrusted; people are now focusing on the authority of the indiv idual , 
stressing feeling, intuit ion, and imagination. Voices of authority emanating 
f rom experts, charismatic leader and established traditions are mediated by-
way of inner experience. Thus, the role of religious leader has changed to set 
up contexts to enable participants to experience their spiritual and authori ty 
(Heelas 1998). 
The objective pursued is the perfection of the self, which is not concerned 
w i t h the moral accomplishments of the individual, but w i t h access to a 
higher state of being. The most pervasive and significant aspect of the 
language used by the New Age is that the person is in essence spiritual. To 
experience the 'Self itself is to experience 'God', the 'Goddess。 'Christ 
Consciousness', the 'inner spiri tuality' (Heelas 1996). The inner realm, and 
the inner realm alone, is held to serve as the source of authentic life. It serves 
to in form the judgment, decisions and choices required for in the everyday 
life. The ' ind iv iduar thus serves as his or her own source of guidance. Thus 
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i n the N e w Age, the self becomes supremely significant: not only is the self 
able to discover t ruth, but also the t ru th i t seeks is w i t h i n the self (Partridge 
1999:81). The rejection of external authori ty frees people f rom the past, the 
tradit ional, and internalized traditions. The New Age highly values 
autonomy and freedom. The authority lies w i t h the experience of the self. 
Durkhe im (1969) also argues for the indiv idual izat ion of religion. He 
suggests that when societies grow in volume and density, they become more 
complex: w o r k is divided, ind iv idual differences mul t ip ly , and the moment 
approaches when the only remaining bond among members of a single 
human group w i l l be that they are all man. W i th the idea of "cul t of 
ind iv idual " or " re l ig ion of humani ty" , Durkhe im (1969) claims that 'each of 
us embodies something of humanity, so each indiv idual m ind has w i t h i n i t 
something of divine, and thereby finds itself marked by a characteristic 
wh ich renders i t sacred and inviolable to others' (p.26). Durkhe im further 
argues that 'the very center of the moral life was thus transferred f rom 
outside to w i t h i n and the indiv idual was set up as the sovereign judge of 
their own conduct having no other accounts to render than those of himself 
and to his God' (p.27). 
Individual izat ion indeed is not a new th ing in Protestant Christianity. Mar t in 
Luther, the leader of the Protestant reformation, promotes an internal 
Christian religion. He preaches that every believer should continuously be 
appropriate to religious truths by themselves. Every man is his own priest. 
Salvation can only be reached through indiv idual faith, and faith alone, but 
not the mediation of the clergy or good work. A Christian's life is 'being 
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called to serve God in the wor ld ' . Luther argues that all Christians are called 
to be priests and that call ing should be extended to the everyday wor ld , 
pur i f y ing and sanctifying its everyday life f rom w i th i n (McGrath 1997). 
Under ly ing the not ion of the calling, God calls his people not just to faith, but 
also to express that fai th in their everyday life. In a Christ ian context, 
Calv in ism has pushed this ethical logic of religious indiv idual izat ion the 
furthest, developing the idea that everyone must conf i rm their personal 
destiny and salvation in every aspect of everyday life i n the wor ld , w i t h 
particular emphasis in their work ing life. Mundane roles and occupations are 
promoted as expressions of piety, as being pleasing to God, prov ided that 
they are performed di l igently and honestly (Weber 1976; Hervieu-Leger 
2000). 
Indiv idual izat ion in Christianity can therefore be traced back to the age of 
Reformation, i n wh ich the Church was seen as only the sum of ind iv idual 
believers (Lortz 1962). W i th this view, one's membership in Christ and one's 
membership to the institutional Church can be separated (Aulen 1962). In the 
modern era, this individual izat ion process has been noticed to be 
accelerating. For example, Marsden (1980) notes that the church, whi le 
important as a support ing community, is made up of free individuals. The 
indiv idual stands alone before God, and the religious choices made by the 
indiv idual are decisive. Each indiv idual then becomes his own church 
(Sandeen 1968). Previously, the Lord led a people through the Law, and now 
He leads indiv idual through the personal indwel l ing of the Holy Spirit. From 
this perspective, the Church is not understood as a divine-human 
community. Salvation is regarded as purely a "personal" matter, resulting in 
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a shift i n the N e w Testament Christ ian experience, w i t h Christ ianity as a 
th ing focused on the ind iv idual instead of a communal entity (Marsden 1980; 
Sandeen 1968). This v iew of religious indiv idual ism eventually sees two 
churches: one visible and earthly, the other spir i tual and heavenly. The 
visible and earthly church is considered as a resource based f r om and 
through wh ich indiv iduals can be evangelized into the heavenly church, and 
as a classroom where the "sacredness" in oneself can be taught. 
The Church seems to be playing an important role in Christianity. As the 
Body of Christ, the Church is not simply a society; i t is fel lowship in God and 
w i t h God. Genuine fel lowship is not a shallow relationship among Christians. 
Rather, i t is an all inclusive, deep, personal and intimate relationship. 
Christians share one common life w i th in the body of Christ at all levels of 
existence and experience - spiritual, social, intellectual, economic, etc (Driver 
1976). Christ ianity is fu l f i l led in the life of Christians in common. In this 
regard, individual izat ion, which highlights the individual 's desire in making 
oneself distinctive and particularized, appears to be a concept incompatible 
w i t h Christianity. Nonetheless, the doctrine of individual izat ion has been 
associated w i t h great and influential Christian thinkers like Luther, Calvin 
and Moody (Bajis 1991). I t has been observed that many Christians 
demonstrate indiv idual ism in their Christianity, th inking it as a sign of 
discipleship - a discipleship practised by an independent and spiritual 
person who typically stresses private devotions (Bajis 1991). 
To an extreme, this focus on the indiv idual induces some modern Christian 
writers to reject the existence of a transcendental external deity, and 
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advocates the belief i n a transcendental reality present i n the very heart of 
ind iv idua l life. In this extreme posit ion of indiv idual ized Christ ianity, the 
internal transcendental reality is identi f ied as God (Spong 1998). Accord ing 
to this v iew, rel ig ion is not a system of beliefs, but rather a human attempt to 
process the God experience, wh ich breaks f rom an ind iv iduars o w n depth 
and wells up constantly w i t h in this indiv idual . The only div ine mission in 
life that the Church of the future could possibly have is to open people to a 
recognit ion that the ground of their being is holy and that when they are in 
touch w i t h the holy Ground of Being, they can share in God's creation by 
g iv ing life, love and being to others. That is the task of those who claim to be 
God bearers. The Christians of the w o r l d are not here to bu i ld institutions, to 
convert other people or even to claim that they can speak for God. God is the 
Ground of Being and does not bless and curse individuals according to an 
imposed prescription of conduct. God calls people to l ive fu l ly , and to have 
the courage to be their own real selves. So when people live, love, and have 
the courage to be. Christians re expanding their humanity and are probably 
breaking out of their barriers. 
There is, however, a fundamental difference between the old Protestant 
religious indiv idual ism and the modern New Age individual ism. There is a 
Biblical t radi t ion which states that there is intrinsic value in individuals 
because of their relationship w i t h the transcendent, i.e. God. Therefore, there 
is an obligation for each indiv idual to respect and acknowledge the dignity 
of all. Thus, religious indiv idual ism requires believers to submit themselves 
to God. Believers need to live a fai thful life and to work for the after life, 
something that is not subject to rational calculation. On the contrary, the 
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N e w Age ind iv idua l ism assumes Goddesses of individuals. The self is being 
made divine. In this context, there is a concern on whether Protestant 
Christ ianity has the capacity to reformulate themselves whi le simultaneously 
remaining fa i thfu l to their o w n deepest insights relating to the external deity. 
From a sociological perspective, this t rend of indiv idual izat ion in the rel ig ion 
sphere is regarded as a shift i n the "spir i tual landscape" (Marty 1998). I t is 
observed that the growth of religious indiv idual ism may affect the religiosity 
and belief structures of individuals, and may contribute to the development 
of the self-image of individuals whose religious identi ty is denied or 
challenged (Wilcox 2002). On the other hand, Wuthnow (1998) argues that 
there has been a shift f rom a "spir i tual i ty of dwel l ing" to a "spir i tual i ty of 
seeking". People are no longer emphasizing on a "spir i tual home" (i.e. a 
congregation and / or a geographic location) in wh ich people experience 
spir i tual i ty and a sense of permanent "sacred space". Instead, they are 
creating their o w n identity by negotiating among a wide range of materials, 
and each person's identity is understandable only through biography. This 
shift i n spir i tual i ty is further elaborated in Roof (1999), in wh ich the concept 
of " l ived rel igion" is introduced. In this concept, there are three central 
aspects: scripts, practices, and human agency. 
Scripts are the teaching, positive as wel l as negative, of the religious group 
individuals have been involved and are raised, of individuals' parents, 
and/ or ideas embodied in the culture. They are also seed images that sprout 
plants never anticipated by many religious authorities. From these seeds 
come images of God and Jesus, and understandings of the Bible, that af f i rm 
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and celebrate ind iv idua l identities. Thus, according to Roof (1999), 
spir i tual i ty is not a mere ind iv idual issue but is shaped by surrounding 
inst i tut ion and influences. 
Practices are those learned in religious training, such as services, prayer, and 
so on. People learned to talk to God, and when their lives reached a crisis 
point, they turned to a personal relationship w i t h the divine rather than to a 
human being. Practices are connected w i t h the community, though i t is 
probably the individuals who practise. Practices may l ink indiv iduals to the 
communi ty , and may reinforce scripts, inf luencing belief through action, and 
m ind through body. Given the interaction between scripts and practices, 
human agency w i l l complicate the situation. Human agencies are indeed 
religious resources reclaimed and reinterpreted in so many different ways 
and by so many different people. When individuals make choices and 
selectively engage scripts and practices, they are having a dialogue w i t h 
traditions, and are making meanings through internalizing and 
authenticating their own affirmations. There are subtle interactions among 
these three central aspects. On the one hand, they are configuring each other. 
On the other hand, they are being configured by the others. In this regard, 
Wuthnow (1998) observes that one's own thoughts and feelings w i l l have 
greater influence on one's self-definition. I t is not surprising to f ind 
individuals forging their own paths to self-acceptance and spiritual 
wholeness. Wilcox (2002) further comments that there is then a new point of 
v iew and a new angle of analysis on religious individualism: the questions of 
choice and agency complicate sociologists' explanations and evaluations of 
the phenomenon. In fact, it is believed that identity integration is of critical 
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importance to religious individuals, and religious ind iv idual ism plays an 
important role in the process of ident i ty development. I t is also argued that 
for "those whose identities collide sharply w i t h official religious doctrine, the 
increased f lexibi l i ty of ind iv idual belief and practice, along w i t h the g rowth 
of congregational, denominational, and religious shopping and switching, 
can be of critical importance - and f rom their experience there is a great deal 
to be learned about contemporary forms of rel igiosity" (Wilcox 2002:511). 
2.4 Individualization - "New" Form of Protestant Christianity 
in the New Paradigm 
I t is in this scenario that a new fo rm of religious indiv idual ism in Protestant 
Christ ianity is found to be emergent. Wuthnow (1988), focusing on the 
internal sources of institutional fragmentation and the fissures created in the 
wo r l d of the religious establishment, notices that 'spir i tual seekers' are 
emergent i n American society (1998). Davie (1994) f inds the emergence of 
Christians who are having 'belief w i thout belonging' to a particular religious 
inst i tut ion in Britain. A self-referential relationship between their personal 
belief and a traditional, institutionalized faith is established. 
Wuthnow (1998) shows that these spiritual seekers no longer l ive w i th in a 
scared space but between sacred spaces. Attachment to a specific 
place/organization is less emphasized. They now identify faith not by 
membership but by search for connection w i th various groups. Seekers put 
emphasis on spiritual consumption which supports the exclusively 
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i nd iv idua l search for the conf irmation of faith. They let professional experts 
be the producers, whi le they consume what they need in order to enrich 
themselves spir i tually. Then, fai th is no longer something people inheri t 
but something for wh ich they strive. It provides security not by protecting 
them w i t h h igh walls but by g iv ing them resources, p lugging into r ight 
network of groups and organization to satisfy their spir i tual needs (p.7-8). 
Thus, the concept of self is changed. The tradit ional self is embedded in the 
established order of external institutions such as communities, congregations 
and home. People rely on those external authority and control rather than on 
themselves. The self-identity is collectively defined. In other words, the self is 
pr imar i ly other-informed instead of self-informed. There is l i t t le awareness 
of the existence of one's own autonomy (Heelas 1996; Wuthnow 1998). On 
the contrary, self-expression is highly emphasized by spir i tual seekers. Ideas 
of self-acceptance, self-emancipation, self-esteem, self-fulf i l lment, 
self-identity and self-realization are recognized as pr imar i ly important. The 
self comes increasingly to be those traits that defined one's indiv idual 
uniqueness, rather than the needs, dispositions, and values that humans 
shared nearly everywhere (Wuthnow 1998:148). Inward feelings started to 
become increasingly important. People have come to the v iew that they can 
cultivate deeper spirituality only by gaining a better understanding of 
themselves. In this view, the self is a territory r ich in potential and wai t ing to 
be cultivated. 
The concepts of God also change in modern religions. In tradit ional religions, 
God (or the gods) is believed as being distinct f rom the self, as being 'the 
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Other' on wh ich the self absolutely depends. In modern rel igion, self has 
been reconceptualized to offer personal power and to sever as the key to 
spir i tual wisdom. The centering on the self and the emphasis on choice has 
lead to belief, practice and experiences being reinterpreted i n terms of the self. 
A new set of self-divine relationship is constructed. In this context, some 
modern Christ ian writers even restate their beliefs as fol lows (Spong 1999: 
220-221): 
I believe that there is a transcending reality present in the very heart of life. I 
name the reality God. 
I believe that this reality has a Mas toward life and wholeness and that its 
presence is experienced as that which calls us beyond all of our fearful and 
fragile human limits. 
I believe that this reality can he found in all that is but that it reaches 
self-consciousness and the capability of being named, communed with, and 
recognized only in human life. 
I believe that heaven, the domain in which this reality has traditionally been 
domiciled, is not a j)lace but a symbol standing for the limitlessness of 
Being itself. 
I believe that this realm of heaven is entered whenever the barriers that seem to 
hind human life into something less than that for which it is capable are set 
aside. 
I believe in Jesus, called Messiah, or Christ. 
I believe that in his life this transcendent reality has been revealed so completely 
that it caused people to refer to him as God's son, even God's only son. The 
burning God intensity was so real in him that I look at his life and say, "In 
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you I see the meaning of God, so for me your are both Lord and Christ." 
I believe that Jesus was a God presence, a powerful experience of the reality of 
that Ground of Being undergirding us all at the very depth of life. That is 
u)hy the earliest Christians interpreted this Christ experience in the 
language of theism. That was the only language in which they knew how to 
speak of God. 
I n sum, the indiv idual ized rel igion is veri f ied in a t ru ly ind iv idua l discipline: 
to each of his or her o w n truth. Belonging to a communi ty is of secondary 
importance, if not completely useless. The self-produced small scale order of 
meaning allows one to re-orientate one's own life and to respond to ult imate 
question concerning one's own existence. If this eminently personal 
experience does not require action in the wor ld, i t potential ly does away w i t h 
all forms of religious communalization. 
2.5 Collective life of Christians in the New Paradigm 
Indiv idual izat ion in rel igion obviously constitutes a l imi t ing constraint. 
There is doubt that individuals are able to sustain either a public or a private 
self. Berger et al (1973) argue that human beings are not capable of tolerating 
the continuous uncertainty of existing wi thout institutional supports (p. 168), 
and most individuals do not know how to construct a universe and therefore 
become furiously frustrated when they are faced w i th a need to do so. In 
other words, the self is th rown back on its own subjectivity which is 
insufficiently substantial to provide a meaningful life. The meaning system 
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prov ided by rel igion serves as a tool to make sense of the differentiated 
w o r l d and to dedifferentiate w i t h i t so that the self becomes a uni ted whole. 
For indiv iduals to stabilize the meanings they produce to give significance to 
their dai ly experience, they must f ind outside of themselves a conf irmation 
of the val id i ty of these meanings. Cavalcanti and Chalfant (1994) argue that 
when indiv iduals struggle to bu i ld their private wor lds of faith, they have to 
use some k ind of external yardstick to measure whether the meaning they 
f ind in l ife is also extended to their dealings w i t h the outside wor ld . Beck, 
Giddens and Lash (1994) therefore state that the identi ty of a person must 
continually integrate events that occur in the external wor ld , and sort them 
into the ongoing 'story' about the self. I t is further argued by Chalfant (1992) 
that believing in God in modern time makes people feel more urgent to f ind 
a group that shares a similar v iew of the wor ld. Cavalcanti and Chalfant 
(1994) suggest that the collective life is more than a mere background for 
ideas. Collective life is the creative energy that makes a group out of 
individuals and infuses them w i t h a shared wor ldv iew. As such, collective 
life is the source for the creation and maintenance of ideas, the f ramework for 
the group's identity, and the ground for the meaning of their behavior. They 
state that 'w i thout collective life one is left w i t h disconnected, aimless 
individuals and argues that wi thout taking into account the active role of 
collective life, any discussion of rel igion today is left w i t h only one side of 
the equation - the indiv idual side' (1998:443). Institutional rel igion thus 
seems quite unthreatened in modern secular society. 
Modern community life however is different f rom that of traditional forms. 
Berger et al (1973) state that religious institutions, corresponding to the 
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change i n religious beliefs and practices, w i l l change f r o m a primary-
inst i tut ion, wh ich is experienced as i ron cage representing meaninglessness 
and r ig id i ty , to a secondary institution, wh ich are less strongly 
institutionalized. Moreover, secondary institutions are sufficiently 
inst i tut ional ized to provide some guidance, and thus to serve as a refuge and 
support for people. Secondary institutions may cater for those who seek 
l iberat ion f rom the i ron cage, want to f ind identi ty and personal g rowth by 
way of what lies w i th in , and feel the need for guidance w i t h regard to what 
their subjective reality has to offer. Secondary institutions become new 
homes for spir i tual seekers - including, of course. Christians. 
Compared w i t h pr imary institutions, secondary institutions are relatively 
deti 'aditionalized (Heelas and Woodhead 2001). The tradit ionalized pr imary 
institutions provide an order of things to be obeyed. They require some 
element to deferral of one's o w n interests in favor of the inst i tut ion and its 
ways. By contrast, secondary institutions are considerably less regulative and 
authoritative and therefore provide much greater freedom for people to 
exercise autonomy. Much greater value is accorded to the experiential 
rather than the deferential, w i t h participants encouraged to express 
themselves, explore their feelings, grow indiv idual ly and in relation to one 
another. In this sense secondary institutions are life af f i rming and life 
expanding. A l though structures and procedures are in evidence, they are 
kept to a m in imum and are open ended, non judgmental, democratic and 
intra personal. The indiv idual is not subordinated to the institution. 
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Primary church institutions are undergoing serious changes. Heelas and 
Woodhead (2001) suggest that new paradigm churches are characterized as 
detradit ionalization: downplay ing the hard authori ty, hierarchical, 
patriarchal, heteronymous nature of tradit ional religious communit ies in 
favor of softer characteristics and forms of belonging wh ich al low 
indiv iduals to f ind homes, exercise autonomy and resource their lives. 
Churches are ' increasingly shifts f rom wi thout to wi th in , f r om God to self, 
f r om church to communi ty and f rom after life to this l ife' (p.66). Mi l ler (1997, 
1998) sees churches entering a new paradigm: they are restructuring the 
organizational character of institutional religion, result ing in substantial 
changes in worship style. The new paradigm churches are democratizing 
access to the sacred by radicalizing the Protestant principle of priesthood of 
all believers. Mi l ler suggests that this reformation, unl ike the one led by 
Mar t in Luther, is challenging not doctrine but the med ium through which 
the message of Christianity is articulated. Such churches. Mi l ler believes, 
cater to the needs of those who are disenchanted w i t h church rel igion and 
distrustful of pr imary institutions, yet equally dissatisfied w i t h narcissistic 
counterculture individual ism. They abandon the tradit ional characteristics of 
Christianity such as clergical authority and its symbols, unquestionable and 
authoritative preaching, stiff and formal ritual. However, they retain an 
emphasis on the authority of the Bible, the transcendence of God, the 
importance of Christian l iv ing, and the sovereignty of Jesus. These all are 
directed at transforming people's lives by addressing their deepest personal 
needs (p.183) 
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The development of groups in church can be considered as a most significant 
development in the sphere of secondary spir i tual institutions. There has been 
a long history of using small groups in religious settings. Dur ing Israelites's 
sojourn in the wilderness, they became too numerous to gather easily i n 
small units. Moses and Aaron therefore div ided the Israelites into groups 
approximately equal i n size for administrative and religious purposes. Jesus 
formed the core of his ministry around a group of twelve men who spent 
most of their t ime together. The first Christians met in homes for mutual 
support and to a f f i rm their common faith. Throughout the mi l lenn ium of 
church history, small groups provide the basis of most of the religious orders 
that are established. Methodists, for example, employed the class meeting as 
a way of encouraging uni ty among small groups of believers in the 
nineteenth century. A t the twent ieth century, fel lowship groups and Sunday 
School classes are pillars in church to facilitate the development of 
'brotherhood' and to enhance Biblical knowledge. 
The small group movement in modern Christianity is nevertheless different 
f rom small groups in tradit ional Christian churches. In fact, the modern 
Christian small group movement has emerged as a serious effort to combat 
the forces of fragmentation and anonymity in society and to reunite 
spiri tuali ty w i t h its roots in human community. Empirical studies on small 
groups f ind that people's understanding of both community and spirituality 
are changed in the modern small group movement (Wuthnow 1998:3). 
Communities developed by small groups are more f lu id and more concerned 
w i t h the emotional states of the individual. Emotional support refers to 
encouragement rather than criticism or guidance. Tolerance of diversity is 
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another no rm championed in the ideology of most small groups. The group 
w i l l refrain f rom offer ing constructive advice. Instead, the group w i l l a f f i rm 
members they are okay. Communi ty becomes more intentional as a result 
of the small group movement (Wuthnow 1998:13). 
Small group movements are changing the way God is understood 
dramatically. Tradit ional ly, God wou ld set out for the individuals, and i t 
w o u l d be less l ikely for the individuals to set out to f ind God. In small 
group movement, God is now less of an external authority and more of an 
internal presence. The sacred becomes more personal and, in this process, 
also becomes more manageable, more serviceable in meeting ind iv idual 
needs, and more a feature of group process (Wuthnowl998:3-4). Small 
groups do not simply let the sacred emerge as a byproduct of their t ime 
together. Instead, they prescribe activities for growing closer to the sacred. 
The sacred comes to be w i t h the process or activities, l ike Bible study or 
personal testimonies by wh ich it is pursued. The object after which one 
seeks may remain somewhat mysterious or intangible, but group members 
know clearly that they are on the r ight track because they are fo l lowing a 
rational set of procedures. The sacred is also being redefined in the small 
group movement by the emphasis on achieving practical results for everyday 
l iving. The signs of the sacred are all pragmatic. They reveal themselves in 
feelings of peace, happiness, and a good self-image. The sacred, above all, 
works (Wuthnow 1998:18-9). The group then encourages people to think 
about spirituality, but in the process it channels their th ink ing so that only 
some ideas about the sacred are acceptable. Spirituality becomes a matter of 
sincere seeking. 
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2.6 Practice of Spirituality in the New Paradigm Church 
W i t h understanding of indiv idual izat ion in rel igion and the role of 
organizations play in bu i ld ing Christians, Wu thnow (1998) suggests a 
practice-oriented spir i tual i ty, wh ich is neither communal nor indiv idual. To 
say that spir i tual i ty is practised means that people engaged intentionally i n 
activities that deepen their relationship to the sacred (1998:169). W i t h 
reference to Maclntrye (1984), Wuthnow shows that broadly conceived 
spir i tual practice is a cluster of intentional activities concerned w i t h relating 
to the sacred A l though i t may result i n extraordinary or miraculous 
experiences, i t generally takes place in ordinary life. 
Regarding the importance of practice, Bourdieu (1977, 1990) suggests that 
personal identi ty is created as a way of understanding how beliefs and 
assumptions influence ordinary life. People's practical knowledge is rooted 
more in stories and in part ial understandings of what we do than in abstract 
theoretical formulas. Practices are the ways practical knowledge and skills 
are developed. 
Thus, according to Wuthnow (1998), the characteristics of spiritual practice 
are reflected on both indiv idual and communal dimensions. For the 
indiv idual dimension, spiritual practice involves intentional ways of seeking 
contact w i t h the divine and of relating one's life to the divine. The basic idea 
is to become aware of one's deepest objectives or goals in life and developing 
1 According to Maclntyre (1984), practice is 'coherent and complex form of socially established 
cooperative human activity through which goods internal to that form of activity are realized in the 
course of trying to achieve those standards of excellence which are appropriate to, and partially 
definitive of, that form of activity, with the result that human powers to achieve excellence, and 
human conceptions of the ends and goods involved, are systematically extended' (p. 187). 
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one's inner sense of who God is to the point where one is able to be 
discerning (1998:179). In return, spir i tual practice is rewarding. The intrinsic 
rewards the experience of grace is pr ime important. I t motivates people to 
have further commitment to the practice (p.l80). Wu thnow also suggests that 
spir i tual practice involves deep reflection about who one is. Reflection 
includes self-interpretation on how one understands specific experiences. I t 
forces people to clarify their o w n beliefs and to ask themselves wh ich ones 
are pu l l ing them toward God and wh ich are pu l l ing them away (1998:186). 
The spir i tual practice is also social. A l though Wuthnow (1998) points out that 
the center of people's spir i tual i ty practice is neither a social group nor people 
themselves, but rather people's relationship w i t h God, religious institutions 
can be supportive, prov id ing both the resources and the encouragement that 
people who are interested in spir i tual practices desire. The community keeps 
people f rom feeling alone in a person's spiritual journey (p. 183). In addit ion, 
people who are engaged in spiritual practices emphasize the moral 
dimension of these practices. I t includes rules that constrain a person's 
behavior. Rather than behaving strictly i n accordance w i t h whims or desires, 
the person fol lows a set of rules and tries to do what is r ight (p.184). I t 
constrains them both by prov id ing daily activities in wh ich to engage and by 
requir ing them to evaluate all their activities in relation to their growing 
understanding of the nature of God. By cult ivating their relationship w i t h 
God, people seem more often to free them f rom material concerns and other 
self interested pursuits so that they could focus on the needs of others. A 
community in which people support others and be supported by others is 
therefore crucial for the development of people's spirituality. The practice of 
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spir i tual i ty requires people's intention to deepen their relationship w i t h God. 
A t the same time, there is a need for support and enabling provided by the 
church organization. The practice of spir i tual i ty by ind iv idual believers is a 
major task for modern churches. H o w modern churches enable believers to 
practise their spir i tual i ty is therefore a question wor thy of investigation. 
2.7 Summary 
I t has been shown in this review of literature that faced w i t h a progressive 
loss of objective references. Christian identity is i n crisis. The current mode of 
religious life, that of ind iv idual spiritual exercise and participation in 
worship, is insufficient for church members to sustain a real Christian 
identi ty - an identi ty i n wh ich there is an adventure of a meeting w i t h Jesus 
Christ, of a life shared w i t h H i m on the path wh ich leads H i m to the cross. 
Such adventure, by its unexpected and overwhelming nature, takes 
Christians out of themselves, sets them apart f rom themselves and therefore 
places them in a situation of crisis. The identity in which Christians 
rediscover themselves is given in the very heart of this crisis in which they 
lose themselves. Identity is therefore subjective. It is the indiv idual who as a 
responsible person, answers for his t ru th and his identity. Truth and 
non-truth, the identity and the alienation of a man, are not decided by his 
attachments, his knowledge, and his behavior, but by his way of l iv ing 
truthful ly amid the constant tensions of his existence (Bulher 1988). 
Hellas (1996, 1998), Hellas and Woodhead (2001), Mi l lar (1997, 1998) and 
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Wuthnow (1994,1998) further discuss the condit ion of spir i tual i ty of modern 
individuals. The church authori ty is declining in parallel w i t h the increase of 
ind iv idua l autonomy in searching and def ining of sacred. I t is i n this context 
that the cell church emerges as a response to this challenge. This thesis 
therefore investigates the case of a cell church in Hong Kong. Whi le st i l l 
def in ing what "sacred" is for her members, the church assumes the role of a 
secondary religious inst i tut ion and endeavors to develop the Christ ian 
church i n the individuals. The cell church recognizes the role of formal 
rationality i n religious practice and put i t under the direction of substantive 
rationality that serves as the ult imate reference point of the church and 
ind iv idual believers as well. Thus, there are a series of differentiation, as wel l 
as the reconstruction of the boundaries of the public and the private spheres. 
A t the same time, there is dedifferentiation through melt ing rationality w i t h 
value rationality. Through an indiv idual izat ion process, the cell church 
successfully constructs a new way of religious life, in wh ich religious belief 




Background of ASK Church 
As described in Chapter One, this research project adopts a case study 
approach w i t h a v iew to highl ight the various aspects relating to a cell 
church in Hong Kong. These aspects are of interest to researchers studying 
the development of Christ ianity i n general and the development of cell 
church in particular i n Hong Kong. A n active cell church in a local new town, 
the ASK Church, is chosen as the subject of the case study for this research 
project. This chapter provides a description on the background of ASK 
Church, and is d iv ided into the fo l lowing parts 
3.1 The Social Communi ty of ASK Church 
3.2 The Physical Setting of ASK Church 
3.3 The Congregation of ASK Church 
3.4 The Official Organization of ASK Church 
3.5 Zones and Cell Groups of ASK Church 
3.6 A n Evaluation of ASK Church 
3.7 Summary 
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3.1 The Social Community of ASK Church 
ASK church is located in a new town public housing estate, wh ich has a 
history of over twenty years history. Over 70% of the 6,424 flats found in this 
housing estate, situated in 7 blocks, are small domestic flats w i t h area under 
30 square meters. This housing estate also has an aging population. Among 
the 18,000 residents l i v ing in this housing estate, over 30% are aged 55 or 
above and only 6% are i n the age range f rom 6 to 12^. I t is further observed 
that at least 45% of the households are worship ing ToDe (土地)，a local 
Chinese god looking after people's whereabouts 2 
A l though the l iv ing area of each household is small, the estate provides a 
number of facilities for residents. There are five playgrounds for children, 
two basketball fields, and four badminton courts, a shopping mall, a number 
of tradit ional outdoor food stalls (i.e. Tai Pai Dons) and a market. In the dusk, 
there w i l l be a number of children, probably aged under 10, playing in the 
playgrounds, and they are not under the supervision of adults. When being 
asked, the children often say that their parents require them to go back home 
on time. 
There are totally 12 institutions prov id ing childcare services, elderly services, 
youth services, family services and disability services. 7 of these institutions 
have religious backgrounds. A n d there are 6 Christian churches provid ing 
services to the public, one being a nursery set up by the parent denomination 
‘Sources: Hong Kong Authority, oral report. 
‘ T h e figure was found by counting of number of households who get a position for ToDe in front 
door. Two building blocks, over 2000 household was randomly selected and counted. The findings 
from two blocks were similar, with the figure of 43.8% and 45.5%. 
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of ASK Church, and ASK Church is established inside the nursery. ASK 
church has set up a standing Committee to supervise the operation of the 
nursery. 
3.2 The Physical Setting of ASK Church 
The outlook of ASK Church is one of a typical nursery. A l l w indows are 
decorated w i t h colorful cartoons and flowers. The name of the nursery is 
pr inted on the wa l l just beside the main entrance, w i t h the size of each 
Chinese character about one square feet. I n contrast, the name of and the 
services provided by ASK Church is put on a nearby 3 feet by 2 feet whi te 
board. There is no other indication that there is a church inside the nursery. 
The nursery has an area of about 3,000 square feet, and is part i t ioned into 10 
smaller areas by fo ld ing doors. Two areas are used as a kitchen, two are used 
as offices, and the rest are used as classrooms. The area used by ASK Church 
for Saturday and Sunday services and celebrations is about 600 square feet, 
wh ich is i n fact a conjunction of the reception area and a classroom just next 
to the main entrance. There are 5 fans hanging on the wal l , and the ceiling is 
fu l l of pipes and wires. In addit ion to the 5 fo ld ing doors for classroom 
partit ion, which are decorated w i t h colorful flowers, there are 6 notice boards 
w i t h size of 4 feet by 6 feet hanging on the wal l in the assembly area. The 
nursery uses 4 of these boards. The 2 boards close to the main entrance are 
used for posting the organization of the nursery, including the names and 
photos of the teachers. The other 2 boards close to the podium are 
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decorated w i t h a cartoon figure, Winnie-the-Pooh. ASK Church uses the 
two remaining notice boards, wh ich are just above the board w i t h 
Winnie-the-Pooh, w i t h one board showing the cell group structure of ASK 
Church and the other posting network programs, worship activities, and 
promotional materials f rom Christian bookshop, etc. 
A wooden cross hanging in front of the w i n d o w is probably the only th ing 
inside the assembly area, wh ich reminds people that there is a church. 
Dur ing the celebrations, the w indow w i l l be covered w i t h a deep red velvet. 
As there is an air conditioner at the top left corner of the w indow, part of the 
curtain is cut into strips to al low for airf low. A screen is set at the top r ight 
corner of the w indow. Dur ing celebrations, the screen w i l l be pul led down 
for the projection of lyrics. This results in part of the cross being covered and 
people can only see ". On left hand size of the w indow, there is a banner 
just below the air conditioner, w i t h the church's theme of year printed on. 
Last year, the banner was white in background and pr inted w i t h colorful 
hearts over a blue river representing the church's mission: " W i n Our District 
for God". The theme of the year, "Be United for the Emergence of the 
K ingdom of God〃3 i s pr inted sharply on the banner. The banner w i t h the 
church's theme on is more attractive than the wooden cross. 
There are no other fixtures for celebrations in the assembly area. About one 
hour before the celebration, people responsible for setting up the assembly 
area w i l l come, and they w i l l first remove all nursery facilities like chairs, 
3 The exact Chinese version of the theme IS “心意共聚神國展現,’. 
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tables, and toys. Then they w i l l set up the pod ium under the w i n d o w by 
put t ing d o w n a specially designed cabinet. The pod ium is about one feet 
high, 10 feet w ide and 6 feet deep. The only th ing placed on the pod ium is a 
stand, wh ich is normal ly used by the worship team and the speaker. 
Audio-visual equipment for the celebration w i l l also be set up. 
Like other cell churches, music is an important element in celebrations, and 
though space is l imited, there are a lot of musical instruments in ASK Church, 
including three wireless microphones, a bugle in the center front of the 
podium, a piano on the left hand side of the podium, and a d rum set on the 
r ight hand side. Both the piano and the d rum set are behind the fo ld ing 
doors. In front of the d r u m set, there are toys, bicycles and plastic carpets, 
wh ich are original ly placed in the classrooms now being used for 
celebrations. The audio control panel is in an a luminum case at the back. 
3.3 The Congregation of ASK Church 
The parent denomination of ASK Church is a large and well-established 
Protestant denomination in Hong Kong, w i t h 95 churches and a total 
congregation of over 18,000 worship attendants in 2000. This denomination 
is very active in prov id ing various types of community services in Hong 
Kong. The congregation of ASK Church as a percentage of the Hong Kong 
denomination total is presented in Table 3. A. 
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Table 3.A ASK Church in the denomination 
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Denominational Total 13,802 14,581 15,938 16,948 18,362 
(Worship attendants) 
ASK Church celebration 89 90 91 80 86 
participants 
Percentage of total for 0.64 0.62 0.57 0.47 0.46 
ASK Church participants 
The mother church of ASK Church was original ly situated in the current 
location of ASK Church, w i t h a mission of serving the neighborhood grass 
root people. However, the church has gradually become a middle class 
church and eventually moved out of the nursery to another location. Some 
leaders of the mother church nevertheless were sti l l ho ld ing onto the original 
mission. A missionary group of over 10 members was then formed to revive 
the original mission of the mother church: to spread the Gospel to the grass 
root people l i v ing in or nearby the public housing estate. As a result of this 
decision, ASK Church was established and started her first service at this 
original location of the mother church in July 1990. Currently, ASK Church 
has two celebrations each week, one on Saturday evenings f rom 7:00 p m to 
9:00 pm, and the other on Sunday mornings f rom 10:30 am to 12:30 pm. 
Influenced by her mother church, ASK Church emphasizes on the 
importance of groups in the church. In October 1990, ASK Church organized 
her members into four fellowship groups. Two years later, after visi t ing 
several cell churches, ASK Church decided to officially organize the church 
as a cell church. In 2001, there are 19 cell groups in the church, and 7 of these 
groups are groups for pr imary school students. Details on the numbers of 
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ASK Church members and cell groups are listed in Table 3.B. 
Table 3.B ASK Church Members and Cell Groups 
Celebration participants Number of Cell Groups 
Registered Adult Children Total Elderly Women Couple Working Youth Children Total % of 
Member /adult youth G/P* adult 
1991 38 51 10 61 — / 1 — 1 3 / —5/41 ^ 
1992 43 63 9 72 / 1 4 2 / 9 / 4 7 75% 
1993 52 86 11 97 / 1 一?>~~ 4 2— / 1 0 / 6 3 73% 
1994 64 93 19 112 / 1 3 4 2 ？ 1 0 / 7 2 77% 
1995' 73 91 25 116 / 1 一 1 4 1— 3 ^ 8 / 6 0 66% 
1996 92 89 25 114 1 1 6 ~ T ~ 11/61 69% 
19976 107 91 20 111 2 3 “ 4 1 10/61 67% 
1998 116 92 20 112 2 3 — 6 1 12/70 76% 
1999 118 80 12 92 2 / 1 8 3/20 1 2 / 6 2 ^ 
2000 128 86 20 106 1 / 2 7 ] 6/33 14/71 83% 
2001 131 95 40 135 1 / 2 6 3 7/38 12/70 74% 
I 1  I I 1  I I I I I I 
*G: number of groups; P: total number of participants (excluding children) 
Over the last ten years, ASK Church has experienced a lot of changes. The 
number of salaried workers increases f rom 2 ministers to 2 ministers and 2 
ful l- t ime and 1 half-t ime officers. The number of church participants has also 
increased. As shown in Table 3.B, the registered members of ASK Church 
increases f rom 26 in 1990 to 131 in 2001. The number of celebration 
participants increases f rom 61 in 1991 to 112 in 1998, and after a drop to 92 in 
1999, continues to increase again and reaches the level of 135 in 2001. The 
number of fe l lowship/cel l groups has grown f rom 4 in 1991 to 20 in 2001. In 
addition, the percentage of adults participating in cell groups also reflects 
4 Children Sunday School 
5 Leaving of Lu, the former minister-on-charge. 
6 Joshua promoted to be minister-in-charge. 
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the stages of development of ASK Church. This percentage starts h igh at 80% 
in 1991, decreases to 66% in 1995, and increases again to 83% in 2000. In 2001, 
the percentage drops a bi t to 74%. 
In ASK Church, there are more female members than male members. The 
female: male ratio was 62:38 in 1994, wh ich then increased to 64.7:35.3 i n 
1999 (Table 3.C). These ratios are higher than overall average of Protestant 
churches i n Hong Kong. 
Table 3.C Sex Ratio of ASK Church 
1994 (%) 1999 (%) 
_ _ _ ASK Church Other HK churches ASK Church Other HK churches 
Male ^ ^ 39.6 
Female 62 64.7 
Regarding the age, ASK Church has a relatively young congregation. Over 
36o/o of the congregation age between 25 and 34. This f igure is greater than 
Hong Kong's overall figures of 26.6% in 1994 or 22.6% in 1999 (Table 3.D). 
Table 3.D Age Distribution of ASK Church 
1994 
ASK HK ASK Medium Average ASK HK ASK | Medium | Average 
(o/o) (%) (No.) (HK) (HK) (%) (%) (No.) (HK) (HK) 
14 or below 15.5 7.4 25 6 13.9 16.7 14.5 17 13 20.7 
15-24 18.6 18.2 30 22 19.3 6 18 27.6 
25-34 37.3 26.6 60 29 ~ 5 Q T ~ 36.3 22.6 37 
35-44 12.4 18.6 20 17 ^ 3 5 J _ _ 2 0 ^ 19.0 21 ~~ 19 27.1 
45-54 6.2 8.6 10 5 6.9 " s T " 7 6 l l 5 ~ 
5 8.2 8 4 15.5 7.8 6 . 6 8 4 9.4— 
65 and over 5 |l2.4| 8 n .a .~ 23.4 5.9 9.3 6 6 13.3 
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There is also a change in the educational background of members in ASK 
Church. As shown i n Table 3.E, whi le the percentage of members receiving 
tertiary education remains unchanged, there is a rise in the educational level 
of members when comparing the 1999 figures w i t h the 1994 figures. There is 
an increase in the percentage of members w i t h matr iculat ion or tertiary 
education. This change probably corresponds to educational development i n 
Hong Kong. 
Table 3.E Educational Background for members, aged 15 or above 
I 1999 
Actual % I Actual % 
Number Number 
No schooling/kindergarten 7 5.1 / / 
Primary 22 16.2 5 5.9 
Junior secondary 22 16.2 15 17.6 
High secondary 60 44.1 25 29.4 
Matriculation 15 11 30 35.3 
Tertiary 10 7.4 10 11.8 
Total 136 100% 85 100% 
Concerning the occupation of members, i n 1994, over 50% of ASK Church 
are clerical staff or blue-collar workers. In 1999, however, this percentage 
decreases to 26.5%. On the contrary, the percentage of teachers, managers, 
and professionals increases, as wel l as the number of retired persons. I t 
should also be noted that a majority of the teachers are pr imary or 
kindergarten teachers. Thus, considering the entirety of the occupational 
background of members, i t seems that ASK Church basically remains a grass 
root church at the present moment. Details of the occupational background 
of ASK Church members can be found in Table 3.F. 
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Table 3.F Occupational Background of ASK Church Members 
1994 1999 
Actual Percentage Actual Percentage 
Number Number 
Manager and Administrative staff 5 3.9 6 12 
Teachers/Principals 3 2.3 10 12.0 
Medical professions 2 1.6 1 1.2 
Social Workers/Welfare workers 2 1.6 3 3.6 
Clergy 3 2.3 3 3.6 
Other professionals 2 1.6 8 9.6 
Clerical staff 40 31.25 15 18.1 
Services workers 4 3.2 3 3.6 
Technical and non-technical workers 26 20.3 7 8.4 
Unemployed / / 2 2.4 
Retired persons 10 7.8 10 12.0 
Home makers 10 7.8 7 8.4 
Students 21 16.4 8 9.6 
Total 128 100% 83 100% 
3.4 The Official Organization of ASK Church 
The official structure of ASK Church consists of a hierarchy of 5 layers. A t the 
top of the hierarchy, there is the General Assembly, which is a meeting to be 
attended by all registered members, and therefore has the highest authority. 
The General Assembly is normally held once a year, w i t h the fo l lowing 
agenda items: 
• Election of deacons 
• To approve the annual report of the minister-in-charge 
• To approve the financial report 
• To approve the annual plan for the coming year 
• To approve the annual budget for the coming year 
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Because of the importance of the General Assembly, and to al low sufficient 
t ime for discussion, ASK Church reserves a whole Sunday celebration 
session for this meeting. Church ministers consider this annual meeting a 
most important event for ASK Church. One sign for the ministers' respect for 
this meeting is that Joshua, the minister-in-charge, who is usually i n casual 
wear for Sunday celebrations, w i l l dress up for the meeting. The clergy w i l l 
prepare a yearbook for distr ibut ion dur ing the meeting. In addi t ion to the 
annual p lan and the budget, the yearbook w i l l begin w i t h a paper wr i t ten by 
the minister-in-charge to elaborate on the annual plan. Zone shepherds are 
also required to publ ish their annual zone plans in the yearbook. 
Similar to a tradit ional church, the chief executive of ASK Church is the 
minister-in-charge, Joshua, who is also the chairman of the church executive 
committee and the church workers' meeting, the next two layers of the 
church's hierarchy. The executive committee consists of deacons, who are lay 
leaders elected in the General Assembly. The minister-in-charge is the 
ex-officio member and chairman of the executive committee. The 
minister-in-charge also represents the other ministers and salaried officers 
who do not normally attend executive committee meetings. A l l ministers and 
salaried officers ( including both ful l- t ime and part-time officers) attend the 
church workers' meeting. According to David, the vice chairman of the 
executive committee, there is a difference in functions between the executive 
committee and the church workers' meeting. The minister-in-charge is 
charged w i t h the responsibility, as wel l as the authority, to run the church. 
Assisted by the church workers' meeting, the minister-in-charge takes charge 
of spiritual issues of ASK Church, including the direction, mission and vision 
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of the church, spir i tual development of church members, topics of the weekly 
sermons, operations of cell groups and the respective zones, and v i r tua l ly all 
other things related to church memberships. The minister-in-charge also 
exercises his leadership in ASK Church through supervising other zone 
shepherds, zone supervisors in the zone supervisors meetings, and cell 
group leaders and associate leaders in the cell group leader meetings. O n the 
other hand, the executive committee is responsible for administrative duties 
such as decoration of the church, determining salaries of church salaried 
workers, etc. 
ASK Church is operating in a nursery, wh ich is regarded as a social service 
offered by the church to the local community. To ensure smooth operations 
of this nursery, ASK Church has set up a Standing Committee to oversee the 
routine operations of the nursery under the executive committee. The 
organizational structure of ASK Church is summarized as f igure 3.1. 





Standing Committee Meeting 




Cell Group Leader's 
Meeting 
I n the Natura l Church Development Survey, 7 members of ASK Church 
seem to be very famil iar w i t h the official church organization. I t is shown in 
this survey that 86.7% of respondents claim that they know about the church 
objective for coming years and nearly 70% of respondents can wr i te d o w n 
the church structure. A l l respondents agree that church activities are we l l 
planned and organized. A n d the majori ty disagree that their church structure 
is an obstacle to church development (Table 3.G). 
Table 3.G Knowledge on church organization and church plan 
Strongly Agreed Agree Disagree Strongly 
agree very much disagree 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
I know church objective for coming years 36.7 16.7 33.3 10.0 3.3 
I can write down church structure 20.0 16.7 30.0 16.7 16.7 
I know the church growth plan 6.7 26.7 26.7 36.7 33 
Church structure obstacle church development - - 6.7 60.0 33.3 
Church activities are well planned and organized 13.3 30.0 56.7 - -
As a cell church, cell groups and zones constitute the other two layers in ASK 
Church's hierarchy, which w i l l be described in the next section. 
7 The study is a worldwide study about church. Over one thousand churches from various 
denominations are surveyed. In Hong Kong, over one hundred churches have conducted the study. 
However, the sample for each church is rather small. 30 members are surveyed in each church. 
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3.5 Zones and Cell Groups of ASK Church 
ASK Church is a cell church w i t h cells as basic units of church life. Several 
cell groups fo rm a zone, and each zone is taken care of by a zone shepherd. 
By the end of 2001, there are 19 cell groups in ASK Church, compris ing of 70 
adult members and about 35 chi ld members. These cell groups are organized 
into f ive zones based on members' age and marital status. They have 
children's zone, you th (student) zone, work ing youth zone, couple's zone, 
and elderly zone. There are zone supervisors and zone shepherds in each 
zone. In the children's zone, there are 7 cell groups, w i t h pr imary students as 
group members. There are three zone supervisors responsible for these 
groups, and they report to the zone shepherd, Joan, who is now taking a 
theology course in order to serve chi ldren better. I n the youth (student) zone, 
there are three groups of secondary students led by two zone supervisors, 
who report to Joshua, their zone shepherd. Group members' part icipation in 
church life and in cell activities is not stable in this zone. As commented by 
Kent, one of the two zone supervisors, there have once been about 30 
members, but now only 10 members sti l l stay in his group. There are 6 
groups directed by two zone supervisors in the work ing youth zone. The 
work ing youth zone is further d iv ided into two sub-zones. Each sub-zone 
has 3 groups. One sub-zone is looked after by Joshua, and the other by Ding. 
Members of groups taken care by Ding are mainly white-collar workers, 
whi le members of groups taken care of by Joshua are a mix of university 
student, blue-collar workers and the unemployed. There are two groups in 
couple's zone, and Joshua looks after these groups directly. In the elderly 
zone, there is only one group, which is being looked after by Ding. Figure 3.II 




































































































































































































































































































3.6 An Evaluation of ASK Church 
To evaluate the healthiness of their own church, ASK Church has conducted 
a Natura l Church Development Survey in 2000.8 This study evaluates the 
healthiness of a church by look ing at eight dimensions, wh ich are believed to 
be important factors contr ibut ing to the natural g rowth of a church. These 
eight dimensions are: lov ing relationships, evangelism, cell 
g roup/ fe l lowship , worship, church organization, passionate spir i tual i ty, 
leadership and gift-orientated ministry. Comparing w i t h the international 
mean score of 50 for the overall mean as wel l as for each factor, ASK Church 
scores h igh in all these eight factors, w i t h the lowest score i n " lov ing 
relationship" (58), fo l lowed by "gift-oriented minist ry" (63), and the highest 
score in "passionate spir i tual i ty" (79) (Table 3.H). 
Table 3.H Scores of ASK Church in Nature Church Development Survey 2000 
Factors Score 
Loving relationship 58 
Gift-orientated ministry 63 
Cell group 64 
Church organization 69 
Evangelism 72 
Church Leadership 74 
Worship 75 
Passionate Spirituality 79 
Overall Mean of ASK Church 69 
International Overall Mean^ 50 
Error factor: +/-15 
8 This study, originated in USA by the Natural Church Growth Research Center, is conducted in Hong 
Kong by the Church Renewal Movement. 
9 The International Overall Mean is reported here as a benchmark to show that ASK Church is a 
healthy church according to the Natural Church Development Survey. 
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According to Schwarz (2001),io there is no exception of church g rowth when 
all factors of a particular church reach 65 or above. He comments that w i t h 
the mean score reaching 65 or above, i t can be interpreted that leaders of this 
church are committed to church growth, and members of this church are 
good at apply ing their spir i tual gif t to bu i ld their church, and their 
enthusiasm in Christ ianity w i l l positively influence others. Worship is the 
focal point of a week's activities, and members can experience the lov ing 
relationship, w i t h almost all members committed to preaching the Word of 
God. I t is believed that i t is impossible for such a church not to have any 
growth. i i 
3.7 Summary 
Through the description on the background of ASK Church presented in this 
chapter, i t appears that ASK Church is a well-structured cell church serving 
her neighborhood grass root community. A n d her development in the last 
ten years is quite stable. It is nevertheless important for researchers adopting 
an case study approach to review the objectives of ASK Church and how 
these objectives are (or may be) achieved. This review w i l l be presented in 
Chapters Four and Five that fol low. 
Schwarz is the Executive Director of the Natural Church Growth Research Center. 
1 1 . 
Details of Schwarz's general comments on findings of Natural Church Development Survey can be 
found in the following website: www.ncd.org.hk/abc/rule_all.asp page 1. 
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Chapter Four 
The Building of Christians: 
The Individualization of Religion in ASK Church 
ASK Church endeavors to develop her members as commit ted Christians. 
Though situated i n a nursery, wh i ch is not an ideal location for a church, 
a s k Church does not pay attent ion to the improvement of the physical 
settings. Instead, the church has a pr ior i ty i n pav ing for her members a « 
Chr ist ian way of l i v ing i n the secular wor ld . I t is believed that the sacred can 
and should be found in the ind iv idual . ASK Church does not treat the church 
as a p r imary religious inst i tut ion. Rather, the church plays the role of a 
secondary religious inst i tut ion to facilitate ind iv idua l Christians to 
personally experience God and to have spir i tual growth. Thus, ASK Church 
does not emphasize on fo l low ing church tradit ions and rel igious rites, but 
endeavors to influence members to practise. Through practice, "sacred" is 
internal ized in the life of ind iv idual .一 I t w i l l therefore be shown in this 
chapter that the approach of ASK Church in bu i ld ing Christians is to stress 
on the Christ ian way of l i v ing as sacred, as wel l as ind iv idua l Christians as 
church. I t is in this context that ASK Church aims at p rov id ing a mechanism 
to enable her members to develop religious experience as an essential 
element i n their Christian lives. This chapter has the fo l lowing parts: 
4.1 The Christian Way of L iv ing Our Lives 
4.2 Indiv idual izat ion of the Church: Believers as Church 
4.3 The Practice of Spirituality: Faith in Act ion 
4.4 Summary 
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4.1 The Christian Way of Living Our Lives 
Members of ASK Church f i rm ly believe that Christians should fo l low the 
teaching of Jesus Christ, and they treat themselves as travelers in their 
wo r l d l y lives. I t is considered essential for Christians to organize their 
everyday life w i t h reference to their personal identi ty as Christians. As 
Christians, they are both differentiated f rom and dedifferentiated w i t h the 
secular wor ld . They l ive in this secular wor ld , and have to handle the 
wor ld l y affairs i n a Godly way. The way of life prescribed i n the Bible is not 
the same as that adopted and fo l lowed by ordinary people, part icularly 
non-Christians, i n this modern secular wor ld. Thus, i t is not uncommon for 
ind iv idua l Christians to experience the inner conflict as described in the 
Bible: 
For I know that nothing good dwell in me, that is in my flesh; for the 
wishing is present in me, but the doing of the good is not 
(Bible: Romans 7:18) 
This shows that i t is di f f icul t for Christians to l ive in a Godly life on earth 
alone. From a theological point of v iew, i t is stated in the Bible that: 
And let us consider how to stimulate one another to love and good 
deeds, not forsaking our own assembly together, as is the habit of 
some, hut encouraging one another, and all the more, as you see the 
day drawing near. 
(Bible: Hebrews 10:24-25) 
From a sociological point of view, the church as a religious insti tut ion needs 
to play a key supporting role to help Christians practise spiri tuali ty and to 
set their faith in action。ASK Church is very much aware of this role, and the 
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church is successful i n inf luencing her members to l ive in a happy and yet 
Christ ian way of life. This is reflected in the fo l lowing three comments made 
by ASK Church members. 
In Lord, I have happiness and j)eace. Jesus has won over the world. He 
has won everything. Hallelujah, God has changed me. 
-Jones, a group member 
God frees me from things constraining me. I can now face myself, both my 
strength and weakness. I am freed. I have to say that man has to be dead to 
himself and to be alive only to God. When doing so, we enjoy the freedom 
God gives us. 
-Ruth, a zone supervisor 
I feel that Christians can positively influence the world because we have 
Lord, the best and the greatest Lord. In the old days, I used to think that 
Christians are good people. They are kind and gentle, and they go to 
church every Sunday. Yes, it is right. Christians are good people. However, 
it is not the whole truth. Christian can influence the world and spread the 
good news of Jesus Christ to non-believers.... As a person, a Christian is 
nothing special But as a Christian, a person has God in one's heart. God 
has made one different. We have God. That is important. 
-Joan, a zone supervisor 
In addit ion to these three comments, how ASK Church has influenced her 
members can further be il lustrated by the fo l lowing two cases, in which the 
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members concerned show that they are able to see the w o r l d f rom a Christ ian 
perspective, wh ich is very different f rom their previous perspectives. 
Case 1: The case of Kent, a cell group member 
(Kent has been a cook working in the canteen of a local university for 
several years. After attending the ASK Church, Kent has the chance of 
experiencing the work of God. He feels that God has opened his eyes and 
let him be aware of how deeply brothers and sisters love him. His 
testimony is given below.) 
In an evangelism meeting, the pastor asked people who had eye problems 
to move forward to the podium. Other than shortsightedness, I had no 
other eye problems. I still went out Something strange happened: I saw 
Jesus. When I prayed, He sat on a high chair and looked at me with anger. 
At the same time, I heard Jesus talking to me: "Even no one loves you, I 
still love you: God cured me and cared for me. He opened my eyes from 
my heart. God made me understand that I was wrong in the past. I used 
to feel that I did not match up with my cell group members. You know I 
was a cook, a blue-collar worker. I felt that there is a great distance 
between my group members and L I do not have much education, but 
many of my group-mates have university education, and they are working 
in offices. I used to focus on my own deficiency but not on the Words of 
God or the truth when we had cell group meetings. Since that evangelism 
meeting, however, I become aware of how deeply my group-mates love me. 
I treasure the cards and letters they write to me when I do not attend 
group meetings. I treasure particularly the friendship from one of my 
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brothers in the group. He went to my office to pick me up during my 
absence from cell group. I begin to know what love is. I decide to have 
growth in God. 
Afterwards, God lets me see how hopeless this world is. I had two 
supervisors in the canteen I worked in. One of them was in charge of 
Western food and the other Chinese food. You know, I have been working 
for eleven years. I think that the one in charge of Western food is one of 
my best supervisors. He cares for his colleagues. He understands our 
needs and he works so hard. He is never late for work. But he is pitiful. He 
is the breadwinner of his family and he has a little daughter, and he 
cannot afford to lose his job. As a result, he can only wish that his boss 
would not fire him. He is a good man hut without dignity. The other 
supervisor is had. He knows only to make his boss happy. I know that he 
has an extra marital relationship with another women in Mainland China. 
The worst thing is that he oppresses the other supervisor. But God helps 
me to understand that he is also pitiful. Both of them have no real hope. 
Their "hopes" are but illusions. 
God lets me see that without God's salvation, human beings will do so 
many had things: respect no one, damage their own families, and so on. 
The worst is that they do not know how hopeless they are. They have no 
future if they do not have God in their heart. I realize that human beings 
need Jesus Christ. I recognize how important the salvation of Jesus means 
to human beings. A man has no future if he does not have Jesus in his life. 
I then decided to quit the job and participcited in the church's short 
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missionary trips. Later on, I enrolled in the Missionary Training College 
in order to become God's servant.i 
Case 2: The case of Joyce, Church Executive 
(ASK Church is the second church Joyce attends. After her surgery, the 
hospital minister introduces her to ASK Church. Her testimony is given 
below.) 
At the first six months, I enjoyed my church life. Thereafter, there were 
conflicts among group members and me. I then had a mixed feeling every 
time I attended cell group meetings. On one hand, I did not like my 
group-mates to challenge me. I felt guilty in church. There were so many 
areas in my life that needed to be changed. I did not want other pecrple to 
teach me on those areas. On the other hand, I could not stop myself to back 
to church. Indeed, in my heart, I enjoyed my church life. Therefore, every 
time I attended cell group meetings, I pretended to be an unhap-py person 
hy showing my group-mates an angry face. However, I gradually realized 
that my brothers and sisters in the group tolerated me. I know that this is 
the love of Jesus Christ. 
After attending ASK Church for a few years, I began to find my work in 
business firms meaningless. I worked hard to get promotion in my 
company. I wanted to work for those big companies and I knew that once I 
got a job in those companies, I would have a bright future. I wanted to 
1 The Missionary Training College is a theological school run by the Cell Church Network in Hong 
Kong. 
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excel and to be outstanding, and I wanted to get a University degree. 
However, I failed to actualize these wishes. But God loves me so much. He 
has given me opportunities to work in different companies. I hoped I could 
7�or/c in big brand, and God gave me a chance. I wanted to earn more, and 
God prepared me a company with higher salary. However, I began to ask: 
\Mhat was the meaning of working for these companies? What did a better 
prospect mean to me? What did higher salary mean to me? My job was no 
long able to give me satisfaction. 
I started to pray. I asked God to help me to clarify the goal of my life. Later 
on, I found myself enjoy working in church. I zvas happy even when I was 
cleaning the washrooms in church. I did not know why. One day, Joshua 
asked me whether I would like to serve Jesus Christ and to work in church. 
I could not control my happiness and I said "yes� immediately. I was 
surprised by my own response. I want so much to serve God from my 
heart. 
From the cases of Kent and Joyce, i t seems that ASK Church is successful in 
bui ld ing a Christian life for her members. In the case of Kent, Kent was 
originally an ordinary cell group member wi thout much self-confidence. 
Through the love of his group-mates, Kent has experienced God, and this 
experience provided h im an alternative view of the wor ld. Wi th this 
alternative view, Kent was not only able to develop his self-confidence but 
also to be more committed in his Christian life. He later became a ful l-t ime 
worker in the church. In the case of Joyce, she had originally some attitude 
problems in attending cell group meetings. However, through the love of her 
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group-mates, Joyce experienced the love of God and changed her att i tude in 
attending cell group meetings. In addit ion, she had a change i n her 
wor ldv iew and re-oriented her goal i n life. Joyce eventually became a 
dedicated church executive officer. These two cases il lustrate very clearly 
how ASK Church is successful i n helping her members to l ive their lives in a 
Christ ian way through the cell group. The cell group is a place where 
spir i tual i ty is practised, and this practice of spir i tual i ty does change and 
develop people. Christians have a wor ldv iew associated w i t h their div ine 
destiny, wh ich differentiates them f rom the secular wor ld . The sacred has 
been indiv idual ized and internalized in them. This approach of bu i ld ing 
Christians reflects ASK Church's understanding of the sacred and how the 
sacred is actualized in the indiv idual through collective af f i rming church 
activities. 
4.2 Individualization of the Church: Believers as Church 
Cell groups and cell group members are the bui ld ing blocks of a cell church. 
I t is based on this understanding that ASK Church identifies the roles of the 
church. Programs and religious rites do not constitute the church. What are 
sacred and important are indiv idual Christians. They are the real church. 
ASK Church, as a church organization, holds that a key role of her is to 
provide an institutional support and assistance to help members practise 
their Christian spirituality w i t h a v iew to bui ld them as committed and 
dedicated Christians. 
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m The church as a resource center for believer's individual growth 
Hold ing the belief that every member is a church, ASK Church believes that 
the life of her members is the core and the sacred, and church activities 
should a im pr imar i ly at constructing members' life. Church should therefore 
functions as a resource center for the development of members' spir i tual life. 
This v iew is reflected i n a comment made by a zone shepherd of ASK Church 
Everyone wants to he developed and to develop others. Church should 
therefore act as a resource center, providing human and other resources to 
support the development of her members. 
-Joan, a zone shepherd 
The church is no longer the bui ld ing or the programs, and constructing 
believers' life is equal to bui ld ing up the church in the secular wor ld for God. 
Believers should be differentiated f rom the secular wo r ld through l iv ing a 
Christian life. They should also be de-differentiated w i t h the secular wo r l d 
by l iv ing out their religious life and to spread the good news of Jesus Christ. 
To achieve this goal, ASK Church has rationally designed the church life in 
order to make Christians who are w i l l i ng to fo l low the teaching of Jesus 
Christ, and who are w i l l i ng to spread the Gospel of Jesus' salvation of 
mankind. This is the vision ASK Church takes f rom God. Joshua, the 
minister-in-charge, states clearly that he is not coming to ASK Church to run 
any program or model: he comes to serve people and to help them to have 
spiritual growth. Programs and cell groups are means for that goal. Ding, 
another minister, also comments that she enjoys constructing the life of 
believers. She enjoys witnessing the change in believers' life. It does not 
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matter how hard and how much efforts she has to put on when she f inds 
changes i n believers' life. This is a common vis ion for all members in ASK 
Church. Ruth, a zone supervisor, comments that a church is good if their 
ministers can concentrate on what they need to do - to shepherd their sheep. 
This commitment to the growth of members is a goal not only for ministers, 
but for lay leaders as well . This v iew is shared by lay leaders of ASK Church. 
M y task is to ensure the spiritual growth of Jeans (the cell group leader). 
I am committed to his growth. This is what a zone supervisor should do. 
-Kern, a zone supervisor 
I often think about the future of my members. What are their spiritual 
gifts？ How can they he developed? I need to prepare a road for their 
growth. 
-Joan, a zone shejjherd 
As a cell group leader, I am committed to the growth of my group 
members I always put their spiritual development in my heart. 
-Ive, a cell group leader 
In ASK Church's training course, the church makes it clear that an important 
task for cell group leaders is to develop a new group leader and to commit to 
people's growth and development. This commitment is a major criterion for 
selecting a new group leader. Members in ASK church f i rmly believe that i t 
is God who makes the development of indiv idual members happen. They 
frequently say that i t is human beings who plant the seeds whi le it is God 
who makes them grow. As illustrated in the case of Kent, when he saw the 
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picture of Jesus, his l ife was changed. Ind iv idual subjective experience of the 
sacred thus plays an important role in developing members' spir i tual i ty. 
4.2.2 Where the sacred does not exist 
Parallel w i t h the emphasis on the spir i tual life of ind iv idual members and 
the importance of "sacred experience", the sacred is no longer attached to 
tradit ional religious objects such as the altar, the church bui lding, the cross or 
even the Bible i n ASK church. The sacred exists in the life of Christians. 
The physical environment of ASK Church is therefore not a concern among 
her members. ASK Church is not situated in a cathedral or a chapel. She is 
only located on the ground floor of a residential block in a public housing 
estate. In the weekdays, the premise is used as a nursery. She has no bu i ld ing 
of her own. The church even does not have a small wooden altar. A movable 
pod ium w i t h no special decoration is used in the worship hall instead. 
Nevertheless, members of ASK Church understand clearly that the bu i ld ing 
and the decoration have nothing to do w i t h sacredness. This recognition is 
i l lustrated clearly i n a comment made by a church member. 
Our church is not a church. I mean the setting is not a traditional 
church setting, but a nursery. Though I like those cathedrals, with 
colorful glasses, long chairs and altar made of wood, I know that the 
building is not the core in our religion. It is the presence of God, but 
not the building itself, which makes the place sacred. 
-Kern, a zone supervisor 
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Even the cross is not considered as sacred in ASK Church. Every t ime when a 
celebration is held, people w i l l pu l l d o w n a screen for the projection of 
hymns. The screen w i l l cover up three quarters of the cross. A n d celebration 
participants sti l l feel comfortable w i t h this arrangement. This v iew is echoed 
in the fo l low ing comment. 
It is not a problem at all when we pull down the screen during 
celebration even it covers three quarters of the cross. You know our 
space is limited. If you ask me to choose between the cross and the 
screen, I will choose the screen. It makes us easier to concentrate on 
hymn when we sing. We all look at the screen but not the 
hymnbooks. The cross is a symbol only. If we can, we will not cover 
it up. However, in our condition, we have no choice. 
-Jones, a group member 
Their choice is further justif ied by their understanding of religious symbols: 
The cross is basically a piece of wood. I do not mean to insult the 
symbol. The cross symbolizes the sacrifice and the salvation of Jesus. 
But it is still only a symbol. It is not sacred. If we overemphasize it 
and treat it as a sacred item, then we might be in danger of 
committing the sin of idol worship. We should always remember 
that we should have God in the core of our religious life, hut not 
symbols. Only God is sacred. 
-Kent, a cell group leader 
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The book of Bible is treated in a similar way. 
I don't think there is anything sacred of the Bible. I mean the book 
unth black hard cover. It is simply a book. The sacred is God and His 
Word. 
-Kent, a cell group leader 
A n d even Bible study alone is not considered sacred. A comment made by 
Joshua, the minister-in-charge illustrates this v iew very clearly. 
You know that in quite a number of local churches you may know many 
things from a theological perspective, but you have no ideas on what is 
happening in the lives of brothers and sisters, and what they are 
thinking. The clergy have no idea of their church members' lives. Being 
a cell church, however, we are close to each other. We know what is 
going on in the individual life of brothers and sisters. 
In our church, it may only be a few persons who are good at memorizing 
Bible verses. However, their lives are beautiful. They hand their lives over 
to Jesus. They are tools for the Lord. In modern churches, there are so 
many Christian who have good knowledge on God and Bible. However, 
their behavior does not reflect their faith. To what extent they will act 
according to what they have learned? There is one question which I 
normally ask: "Which type of Christians are real Christians whom God 
loves the most - those practicing God's Words or those Bible professors ？〃 
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Members of ASK Church therefore have a def ini t ion of the sacred. Adm i t t i ng 
the existence of an external deity, the sacred is considered by ASK Church 
not attached to physical things. The sacred exists in ind iv idual Christians 
when they experience God and l ive in a Godly way. A n d the church is to 
help members practise spir i tual i ty i n order to experience God. 
4.2.3 Experience with God as sacred 
I t has been stated that the sacred is when Christians respond to the call ing 
f rom Jesus Christ and practise what God asks them to do. Members of ASK 
Church, through practicing, testify that they experience God when they l ive 
their lives in a Christian way. They are touched by God. The sacred no long 
exists in objects; i t exists in ind iv idual subjective religious experience. This is 
evidenced in the fo l lowing experience of ASK Church members. 
When I sing in celebration, I feel that I am touched by God. I dont 
know why. I sing and sing with all my heart. Sometimes, my tears 
will hurst out. I know it is God's work. God is with us. 
-Kwok, a cell group leader 
I remember that I have once led the musical worship. I knew there 
was something wrong inside me. I prayed and asked God to help me 
when I led the worship. It was strange. When I repeated and 
repeated the same song, my tears came out. God cured me in 
worship. 
-May, a cell group leader 
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I �Ty often experience God in celebrations. The sermon last week 
•s an example. Ding talked about focusing on Jesus but not others. 
I 職s touched so deeply. When focusing on Jesus, Peter could walk 
on the water. However, when he looked at the environment, like the 
darkness and the had weather, he had fears and then he sank into the 
water. You know my situation is the same. In my cell group, all my 
group-mates are more senior and have more experience than me. 
There are deacons, zone supervisors, and former cell group leaders 
in the group. I am the only one who has no experience. My group 
becomes a great pressure on me. I know that the sermon last week is 
for me. It is God telling me to focus on Him alone, and not any 
others. I now can continue my work as cell group leader. I have no 
fear now. 
-Jeans, a cell group leader 
ASK Church members also experience God when they participate in 
evangelism meetings. They always give witnesses that when they preach the 
Word of God, they can sense the Work of God. They believe that i t is not 
their o w n wish to preach. It is God's w ish and God is w i t h them. The 
fo l lowing two comments are typical testimonies given by ASK Church 
members. 
I used to be afraid of preaching the Gospel to males. I thought it was 
difficult for them to convert. But God uses me. One night I went out 
and had the chance of preaching to three men. They were of different age: 
one was old, the second was young, and the third urns middle aged. 
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They all converted. I knew that it is not me but God who was working. I 
�优 r y clear that God told me to walk towards one man. This 
experience helped me to become sensitive to what God asks me to do. I 
really know that as long as you depend on God, but not yourself, you 
can do anything. 
-Joan, a zone shepherd 
I experience God when I take part in evangelism meeting. I remember 
that in one Christian Festival I had a target. I asked God whether I 
should share the Gospel with her. God said no. I kept asking God 
whether it was the right time to preach. God still said no, but told me to 
talk to her and showed my concern for her everyday life. I thought that 
there was no reason not to share the Gospel with her. I then asked God 
again. I was so sure that the Holy Spirit told me not to peach, but just 
showed my care for her. I obeyed. God let me know I was not alone. My 
teammates then came and shared Jesus Christ with her. When they 
finished, she converted to Christ. At that moment, I understood God's 
arrangement. God is so wonderful. 
-Jones, a group member 
When being asked why they are so sure about God's presence and the voice 
of God, the usual answer f rom ASK Church member is that they don't know 
how to describe, but they are sure that a person w i l l feel and then know the 
presence and the voice of God when one is in the situation, because it is the 
work of the Holy Spirit. This is illustrated in the fol lowing comments made 
by ASK Church members. 
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(Question raised by the interviewer: How do you know it is God's wish 
to reach that man?). 
You know, there were so many people in street that night. Suddenly, I 
looked at that man who was holding a can of beer. I looked at him. It did 
not make any sense for a girl to approach a man holding a can of beer at 
night. When I was telling myself not to approach him, God told me that 
he was the one, I could not remember what the voice was, but I was sure 
of what I have heard. I then walked towards him. He zvas willing to 
share with me. He put down his beer and talked to me. 
-Joan, a zone shepherd 
(Question by the interviewer: How do you know God ask you not to 
share the gospel to her? Why are you so sure?) 
Simply by my own feeling. I kept praying. I felt God asked me not to 
share the Gospel with her. I obeyed the Holy Spirit. 
-Jones, a group member 
The presence of God in one's life can only be felt by this person. A n d the 
voice of God when God is talking to a believer can only be heard by this 
believer. The experience w i t h God can only be interpreted by the Christian 
having this experience. This is a subjective, internal, and in fact 
individual ized experience for Christians. Through internalizing the sacred, 
members are able to experience the "sacred" anytime. This is reflected in the 
testimonies given by members after their boat tr ip to Sai Kung^. 
On 2 October 2001, the working youth zone organized an outing for zone members. The meeting 
aimed at creating a contact point for members to develop relationship and to make friends with their 
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Thanks God. I was worried about the trip. The trip however was good. 
Members knew what they should do in developing relationship with 
others. 
-Kim, a deacon 
Thanks God. I was happy to have joined the trip. In the trip God made me 
know my potential. 
-Ting, a cell member 
Thanks God. I got the chance to involve in the life of my friends. They 
now know that Christians are not people who only talk about Jesus, but 
they can play as well. Brothers and sisters have built a good Christian 
image among my friends. They asked me to reserve seats for them if we 
would organize similar activities. Thanks God. 
-Kern, a zone supervisor 
Thanks God, at the time we prepared the trip there were so many 
uncertainties. I was indeed worried about the trip. However, everything 
was smooth in the trip. In the afternoon, I had the chance to talk to my 
friends and I'll keep in touch with them. 
-Gide, a cell member 
non-believer friends. About 30 people joined this loosely organized boat trip to Sai Kung. Upon 
arrival, they played two games then had lunch together. The afternoon was free time, without any 
pre-arranged activities. And there was no message as well. Some people played in groups; some went 
to swimming; some flied their kites; some went fishing; some chatted with others. Testimonies are 
recorded in the following Saturday celebration. 
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Thanks God. Through games, people get familiar with each other. I had a 
breakthrough myself. It was the first time that I could swim to the 
floating platform. Thanks God. 
-Ruth, a zone supervisor 
Internal iz ing the sacred in their lives through practicing spir i tual i ty, 
ASK Church members can feel the presence of God in their everyday 
life. This contact w i t h God, and the consequential interpretation of 
everyday life f rom a sacred point of v iew, have significant impact on 
bu i ld ing ASK Church members as committed Christians. 
4.3 The Practice of Spirituality: Faith in Action 
Members in ASK church f i rm ly believe that the "sacred experience" change 
their life. The sacred experience is the revelation of God and is the work of 
God. When people have direct and subjective experience w i t h God, their life 
w i l l be changed. They believe that the more one experiences, the more God is 
understood and the more l ikely one's life w i l l change. To experience the 
"Sacred", members of ASK Church do not passively wai t for the revelation 
f rom God, but actively seek God through religious practice. In fact, i t is 
believed in ASK Church that the sacred experience w i t h God does not 
happen to believers automatically. The church has a key role to play by 
teaching believers and by defining what a proper way of Christian way of 
life means for the believers so that members can subjectively interpret and 
construct their sacred experience w i t h God. Christian faith is not something 
to " know" , but something to "practise". 
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4.3.1 True believers act out 
A conventional way of understanding Christian life i n H o n g Kong is that 
Christians w i l l go to church on Sundays, and w i l l participate in fel lowship 
groups, prayer groups, and, of course, the Ho ly Communion. Believers w i l l 
go through a religious rite, baptism, to publ icly announce that they accept 
Jesus Christ as their personal savior to be admitted to a local church. ASK 
Church, however, challenges this conventional way of look ing at religious 
life. I n a sermon, Joshua, the minister-in-charge, has made the fo l lowing 
comments: 
We need experience of God, the glory of God, but not our own worldly 
experience. It is natural for ordinary people to work in accordance 
with their own experiences. When we accumulate these experiences, 
we are going to have our religious life stabilized. It becomes our 
tradition. Working under long established traditions, people feel save. 
Tradition thus replaces God's calling. We put God aside and pray for 
Him to satisfy our own wishes, but not God's wishes. 
Faith is important in experiencing the glory of God. Faith in Jesus is core to 
differentiate Christians f rom non-believers. Faith is however dif f icult to 
identify. ASK Church doubts whether the conventional pattern of religious 
life is a good expression of Christian faith. People may go back to church not 
for God, but for other indiv idual and personal benefits, l ike seeing their good 
friends, seeking help f rom the clergy or other believers to overcome some 
personal difficulties, using the equipment available in church, etc. The 
church should of course offer assistance to members when they are in need. 
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I t is also good for members to develop close relationship w i t h other members. 
However, these should only be of secondary importance i n church life. The 
church should a im at developing members to become true believers and only 
those true believers are going to meet Jesus Christ i n Heaven. This v iew is 
i l lustrated by a comment made by a member in an interview. 
I remembered that Joshua had once challenged me. He told that he 
would he sad if I was the one who could not migrate to Heaven. He used 
an analogy. Members of ASK Church had all hoarded the airplane, but I 
was the one who could not pass the security check. When all members 
were flying to Heaven, I was left in the airport with tears. How sad it 
would be. The gate to Heaven is narrow, and quite a number of believers 
are unable to pass. I need to work hard for it. 
Joshua also expresses his wor ry about the situation of modern Christians. 
Not all peo-ple who claimed themselves 'Christians' will be saved. 
They are 'called' Christians, hut they do not live real religious life. 
They follow the society, but not the Lord. They themselves, but not the 
Lord, are masters of their lives. 
Joshua goes on to argue that a great danger for modern church is that 
modern church overemphasizes on Biblical knowledge, but forgets to 
f ind ways to make members practise what they have learned. While 
there may be an increase in Christians' Biblical knowledge, there may 
be litt le or even no change in their lives. Knowledge to some extent 
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produces negative effect on the life of individuals. 
There is a danger on overemphasizing Biblical knowledge alone. People 
drill into different dimensions of knowledge and they may neglect 
another important aspect on how to live their Christian lives. 
Knowledge makes Christians feel safe as they need not face their true 
selves. I think a church should challenge brothers and sisters to live 
their lives based on their faith. The church has to challenge members' 
life. 
This point is further elaborated in a sermon given by Joshua in a 
celebration. 
There are many Christians who recognize the existence of God, but they 
do not have faith in Him. They know God, but God is not their only 
God in life. They just say that they have faith in God. But a real 
Christian will live their life for God. They will follow God's 
instructions. 
To ensure that members do get the salvation of Jesus Christ, the clergy of 
ASK Church feel that they have to show members the r ight path to Jesus. 
They distinguish true believers f rom others. Joshua elaborates this point in a 
sermon. 
Brothers and sisters, what is the meaning of 1 believe in Jesus'? 'I 
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Relieve in Jesus' is not equal to' I agree that there is a God called Jesus: 
'I believe in Jesus' is not equal to 'I know Jesus is Lord: 'I believe in 
Jesus' means 7 will live my life according to the Bible, God's Words'. 
Brothers and Sisters, there might be difficulties when we are walking 
with God, hut let's follow the example of Daniel, who has not been 
influenced by the environment. We have to keep on positively and 
actively responding to God and do what God asks us to do. 
True believers are not those who know Jesus Christ, but those who submit 
their lives to the Lord and act according to God's w i l l w i t h faith. Faith is not 
something spoken, but l ived and acted out. Faith needs to be demonstrated 
through Christ ian actions. In a monthly bul let in (January 2002), Joshua 
makes the fo l lowing statement. 
Bible studies should not stop as an understanding and a kind of 
knowledge in one's mind. Understanding and pursuit of 'truth' should 
be based on practice. Only through practicing 'truth' can our life 
becomes strong and be kept away from weakness. ... I hope in our 
church, we will have more and more practitioners of 'truth' but not 
Bible professors. 
ASK Church's attitude towards Biblical knowledge reveals the church's 
belief that the standardized objective knowledge, though related to the Bible, 
is unable to integrate the compartmentalized life of modern believers into a 
unif ied whole headed by their God, Jesus Christ. Biblical knowledge, 
especially those theological studies on Bible, is alienated f rom members' 
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everyday life. In other words. Christians' spir i tual l ife is not challenged by 
this knowledge. Practice, on the contrary, requires members to make a 
continuous reflection on their fai th and on their life. The clergy of ASK 
Church has therefore set a very clear Christian life standard for church 
members. Faith is not something taken for granted, but something that needs 
to be consciously developed through ind iv idual spir i tual practice. Faith 
fluctuates f r om t ime to time. Members of ASK Church believe that only 
through direct experience of the glory of God can believers develop a strong 
foundat ion for their faith. Act ion provides opportuni ty for believers to 
experience the glory of God. Act ion is core to Christ ian life. Christians 
should strive to have the glory of God actualized in their lives. This is a life 
long journey that ind iv idual Christians have to take personally. What the 
church could do is to guide Christians in this indiv idual ized seeking process, 
and to create a favorable and supportive environment for this practice of 
spir i tual i ty to take place. 
4.3.2 Evangelism as believers' faithful acts 
I n ASK Church, i t is believed that evangelism is the best practice of their faith. 
This emphasis in evangelism is justif ied by making reference to the Great 
Commission commanded by Jesus before His ascension: "Go therefore and 
make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father 
and the Son and the Ho ly Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I 
commanded you; and lo, I am w i t h you always, even to the end of the age" 
(Matthew 28:19-20). As Jesus has clearly called his followers to preach His 
Gospel and make people His disciple, members of ASK Church fo l low and 
practise what Jesus has asked them to do through their evangelism work. A 
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zone supervisor has made the fo l lowing comment in an interview: 
Let me put it in a bold way, if a Christian does not communicate the 
Gospel to anyone, this person cannot claim himself / herself a 
'Christian . 
(Question raised by the interviewer: What if there is a 'Christian' who 
goes to church regularly and teach in Sunday School in church, hut 
preach the Gospel to no one. Will this person be saved?) 
Well, he would not. ... What is your question, a Christian goes to 
church regularly and teaches in Sunday School ... I don't know. I 
think God will make the judgment at the end of the world. It is the work 
of God. However, there are many ways to communicate the Gospel to 
other people. A Christian may deliver a Gospel pamphlet to a passer-by; 
a believer may Mess other people in the name of Jesus; a person may 
publicly testify the glory of God. These are all different ways to jrreach. 
Communicating the Gospel does not necessarily mean inviting people 
to attend evangelism meetings. They are not the same. You testify the 
glory of God to your son is preaching too. 
This idea of what a Christian should act matches w i t h Joshua's idea, 
who has elaborated his views in an interview as follows. 
When you look at the life of Christians in early church, you will find 
that their church life is not related to theology, but life. They had only 
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the Old Testament. The New Testament zvas not yet published. The 
New Testament is for modern church. In that situation, what they did is 
simply obedience, and they follow the teaching of the disciples: they 
preached Jesus Christ and they met at believers' homes. Thus, they did 
two things only: building relationship and evangelism. Therefore, 
church should only do these two things directly. We do these two things 
only. 
ASK Church spells out their understanding of the Great Commission clearly 
i n their mission statement: To make people k n o w Jesus Christ and be His 
disciples . More specifically, ASK Church has set the fo l low ing goals i n their 
evangelism work : 
We expect that in the year 2005, with God's grace and glory, we have 
achieved: 
• To spread the Gospel across our whole district 
• To set up a cell group in each building in our district 
• To develop cell groups outside Hong Kong (beginning with regions 
close to Hong Kong) 
• To send at least one missionary to overseas country as a response 
to the Great Commission 
參 To train leaders and to mobilize group members to serve Christ 
through our equipping and training system 
• To develop contact with and to serve our neighbor community 
through offering social service programs^ 
3 The original and exact Chinese wordings a r e :使人認識基督，作主的門徒 
4 The original and exact Chinese wordings are: 
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ASK Church emphasize much on developing members' relationship w i t h 
God as wel l as evangelism as their core activities. I t is expected that all 
members in ASK Church w i l l agree and commit themselves to the church 
mission and vision. Joshua has made this point very clearly i n an interview. 
Our vision is to share the good news of Jesus Christ to the whole 
community. And the mission of our church is that every member 
must have his / her own vision. Some may feel that they owe single 
parents the debt of Gospel; some may target at elderly people; some 
may work with the youth; and some may devote themselves to 
children's evangelism work. 
While God w i l l let His believers know His w i l l , i t seems to ASK Church that 
God's w i l l is identical to evangelism. Every member of ASK Church may 
have different target groups, but they should all committed to 
communicating the Gospel to other people. ASK Church therefore has 
translated the belief of "True believers act out" into an emphasis on 
evangelism. It is through participating in evangelism work organized by the 









4.3.3 The importance of practice and the experience of God 
There are many ASK Church members claiming that their lives have changed 
through their part ic ipat ion in evangelism programs. This part icipation brings 
them opportunit ies to experience the "Sacred", wh ich has positive and 
significant impact on their lives. These practices put members into a context 
that make the member to reflect on their religious life: i n w h o m they believe, 
the power and glory of God, and God's wo rk on their ind iv idual life. Joyce, 
the church executive officer, commented in interview: 
When you participate in evangelism outreach, you have to share 
something. When your teammates have finished, you have to follow. 
You need to think about the salvation of Jesus, and the scriptures 
related to salvation. You will also share what Jesus Christ has done in 
you life. You need to testify Him. You also pray. The most important 
thing is that you will experience God when you are doing so. 
Practice also allows members to scrutinize their faith. In a cell group meeting, 
a newly converted Christian shared her experience w i t h her group-mates: 
I don't know how deeply I believe in Jesus. If there is a continuum for 
faith, with 'Don't believe' on one end and 'Totally committed' on the 
other end, I think I am wandering between these two ends. However, I 
think my faith is getting stronger after participating in evangelism 
meetings. It is unbelievable. When I preached the good news to other 
people, they responded and said that they believed in Jesus. Indeed, at 
that point, I myself was not sure in whom I believed. It is funny. 
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I n the interview, the g i r l explained further her experience: 
It's unbelievable. You know at the moment, you have to say 
something. We can t face a target person and say nothing to him. At 
that time, I knew I had to pray and ask God to help because I was 
afraid I would do something wrong. I kept praying when I preached. 
It's natural. Afterwards, I am aware how deeply I believe. I am happy. 
(Question by the interviewer: Happy for what?) 
I think I am happy for what I have experienced. I have experienced the 
protection of God. I am a newly converted Christian. I am not at the 
level of becoming happy for those people who say they believe in Jesus. 
Of course, I am still happy for them. But in my heart, what makes me 
happy is the experience of God; what makes me happy is my work on 
God's Words. I believe that one day I will be happy for converters. Yes, 
I am sure, one day. 
Through practicing Christianity in their lives, ASK Church members become 
more mature and committed Christians. Practice in evangelism programs 
helps members to publicly announce their Christian identity, and this 
identity gradually becomes a most important identity of a Christian 
individual. Practice in evangelism programs also allows them to experience 
the glory of God. 
I experienced God so much when I participated in a short-term 
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missionary trip. The weather was bad that time, we prayed, and God 
listened to our prayer. Everyday, when we went out to preach, God 
stopped the rain. When we arrived the house, it rained again. It 
happened everyday. It's miraculous. I have experienced the power of 
God, and I have experienced His glory. 
-Joyce, church executive officer 
The spir i tual g rowth of ASK Church members is a natural outcome of their 
awareness of their Christian identity, as wel l as the glory of God that they 
have experienced. 
I now support evangelist outreach programs. If you do not go out, 
your spiritual life will not grow. Of course, it is my own experience, 
but not the 'truth,. My spiritual life grozus when I preach. At least, I 
dare to speak to strangers. Through preaching, I learn to care for the 
life of other people. 
-Kent, a cell group leader 
Practice in evangelism programs stimulates people to work for God. The 
development of Joan, a zone shepherd fol lows this path. 
In evangelist meetings, God opens my eyes. He lets me know that 
there are many jieople waiting for me. I think no more about myself. I 
am aware that, as a Christian, it does not matter how fit I am. It is 
myself only. I love God very much. I owe God the responsibility to 
preach the Gospel. It is the communication of Jesus' Gospel that makes 
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靈 willing to put aside my ego and to think about what will make God 
happy. It is different. The happiness in world is short and filled with 
lust, but in God happiness is forever. 
This practice of fa i th through part icipating in evangelism programs 
eventually changes f rom a church program to an ind iv idual seeking process 
for the love of God. This therefore concludes the internalization of the 
"Sacred". Ruth, a zone supervisor, shares her experience: 
I think we were wrong in the past. I used to think that evangelism is 
an order and I follow this order of God. I said to God that I have 
worked for Him. But now I understand that we are wrong. I now 
understand that there is "love" behind the order. When we preach, it 
is we who benefit the most. We have the opportunity to work for God; 
it is our glory. We have the opportunity to experience God; it is 
wonderful 
Ind iv idual practice of faith is of utmost importance in bui ld ing a Christian. It 
is a process in wh ich one's Christian identity is publicly announced, and one 
can experience the power and the glory of God. Practice thus becomes a vi tal 
means to develop ASK Church members' spirituality. Practice in evangelism 
programs is no longer simply for the good of listeners (i.e. non-believers) but 
for the good of speakers (i.e. Christians spreading the Gospel). 
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4.3.4 Practising for the good of own self 
Evangelism in ASK Church is not s imply a response to God's calling. I t is 
pr imar i ly seen as an opportuni ty for members to act and to experience the 
glory of God so that their spir i tual l ife w i l l be changed. Members are 
expected to see God through evangelism. They seek God, and they can 
witness the glory of God. They believe in that God, their Lord, can be 
reached when they preach. I t gradually emerges an understanding among 
leaders of ASK Church that a pr incipal objective of evangelism is the t ra in ing 
of church members. This is reflected in the comments made by a deacon of 
ASK Church in an interview. 
(Question raised by the interviewer: Why ASK Church is so active in 
participating in the Christian Festival?) 
We provide brothers and sisters an opportunity to share the good 
news of Jesus Christ to others, and to make them have courage to do 
so. 
(Question raised by the interviewer: You mean that the objective is on 
brothers and sisters, but not the non-believers?) 
Yes. VMe want brothers and sisters to experience the glory of God. But 
we will also be happy if there are non-believers converted to God. 
Yes. We hope brothers and sisters to have spiritual growth through 
communicating the Gospel. (Answer given by another deacon) 
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(Question raised by the interviewer: Do you think you owe the 
non-believers a responsibility?) 
Yes. We expect members to follow them up. But it is very difficult. 
You know, there are many factors affecting our work. We preach just 
like farmers who jAant seeds into the soil. You don't know when God 
will work on the seeds. I myself have once been an infrequent 
churchgoer for years. But when I need, I know there is church I can go. 
In addition, we make it known to our neighbors that we care for them. 
Vste not only communicate the Gospel, but also show them that there is 
warmth in the community. Now they become aware that we will often 
go out and share the good news with them, and they will talk to us 
when they want. Through this we feel that the atmosphere in the 
whole community has changed. 
It is wrong to emphasize on how many peoj^le have converted. Rather, 
a primary concern should he how many brothers and sisters have 
participated in the meetings. I prefer to have one hundred people 
taking part in the meetings but only ten non-believers convert but not 
the reverse. When brothers and sisters go out to preach, they will he 
ignited and stimulated. And they will then have the courage to share 
the good news to their friends and family members. 
I t is therefore found that ASK Church is organizing evangelism programs to 
help her members experience God. For traditional church, the principal 
objective of evangelism program is to convert non-believers to followers of 
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Jesus Christ. For ASK Church, however, the targets of evangelism program 
are believers. It is hoped that Christians can have a close encounter w i t h God 
through part icipating in the evangelism programs. Evangelism becomes a 
carefully designed tool to make believers committed and dedicated 
Christians. The end is the lives of ind iv idual members. 
Indeed, members of ASK Church are highly passionate in evangelical 
programs. This can be reflected in ASK Church's scores of 79 in passionate 
spir i tual i ty and 72 in evangelical programs in the Natural Church 
Development Survey 2000. Findings in this survey confirms that members of 
ASK Church are enthusiastic i n evangelical work: they w i l l invite 
non-believers friends to church activities, including celebrations; they are 
w i l l i ng to develop good relationship w i t h non-believers in order to spread 
the Gospel; they w i l l also pray for non-believers (Table 4.A) 
Table 4.A Natural Church Development Survey 2000: Findings on Evangelical Programs 
Strongly Agreed Agree Disagree Strongly 
agree very much disagree 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
I know there are activities for non believers in 6.7 20.0 43.3 26.7 3.3 
our church 
New comers make friends easily in church 10.0 40.0 50.0 - -
Lack of imagination in evangelistic work - - 3.3 66.7 30.0 
I like to invite non believers to church 6.7 30.0 46.7 6.7 10.0 
I pray for non believers 33.3 23.3 43.3 - -
I like to invite new friend to celebration 13.3 26.7 33.3 23.3 3.3 
Few new comers join celebration 3.3 3.3 16.7 66.7 10.0 
I try to develop in depth relationship with non 33.3 23.3 43.3 - -
believers 
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4.3.5 Evangelism through outreach programs 
W i t h clear v is ion and mission, ASK Church organizes a variety of 
evangelism programs for her members to participate. Tradit ional ly, ASK 
Church has set every last week of a month as a Gospel Sunday. However, 
Joshua, the minister-in-charge, realizes that a major problem w i t h this 
arrangement is that i t is di f f icul t for them to have new comers if they confine 
to preach the good news inside the church. Outside the church, however, 
there are many people who do not have the chance to l isten to the Gospel. 
Therefore, ASK Church designs outreach evangelism programs for those 
who do not come to the church for various reasons. ASK Church encourages 
her members to reach out for the believers in her district instead of inv i t ing 
people to come to church. 
In 2001, the church has participated in a number of evangelical programs, 
inc luding those organized by the church, and those organized by the cell 
church network. ASK Church does not confine herself to programs in her 
o w n district but w i l l also participate in programs of other districts. The 
church also arranges various programs for different age groups. For children, 
they offer free homework tu i t ion classes. For youth, they organize members 
to participate in a local Youth Festival and encourage them to jo in a youth 
club organized by their parent denomination. For elderly, the church 
organizes various welfare activities, such as haircut, movie shows, body 
check, and appreciation of Cantonese operas, etc. In addition, ASK Church 
has regular evangelist programs. Every month, they have outreach activities 
to communicate the Gospel to her local community. The church w i l l also 
assist in organizing evangelist meeting in Shatin Hospital and Cheshire 
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Home, Shatin. In 2001, they have also organized two short missionary trips 
to Malaysia. 
A m o n g the evangelical programs that ASK Church has organized or 
participated, the Christ ian Festival is the one that deserves more attention. 
The concept of having Christ ian Festivals in each district i n Hong Kong is 
originated f rom the Cell Church Network. The idea is that cell churches in 
each district w i l l jo in force to organize a major evangelical event i n reaching 
their district for God, and to train up their members to be brave enough to 
communicate the Gospel to strangers. The Christian Festival is comprised of 
a series of activities aiming at reaching the community for God. Normal ly , 
the Christ ian Festival w i l l start w i t h a few w a r m up activities, wh ich may 
include Gospel f i lm shows, youth concerts, and street evangelism activities. 
The climax of the Christian Festival is normally a carnival held in one 
Sunday (or a public holiday) afternoon, fol lowed by a series of home visits. 
Whi le the Festival may last for several weeks, participating churches w i l l 
need to regularly motivate their members to keep up w i t h their momentum. 
As an active cell church in her district, ASK Church actively takes a leading 
role in organizing Christian Festivals not only in her own district but also in 
neighborhood districts. ASK Church participated w i t h great enthusiasm the 
first Christian Festival in her district in Apr i l 2000, w i t h 52 members work ing 
as volunteers in the carnival, and 40 members participating in home visits. In 
Apr i l 2001, ASK Church assisted in organizing the Christian Festival in a 
neighborhood district. The church also participated very actively in this 
Festival, w i t h 116 members work ing as volunteers in the carnival, and 60 
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members part icipat ing in home visits. In July 2001, i n the Christ ian Festival 
i n her o w n district, ASK Church had 116 members work ing as volunteers in 
the carnival, and 42 members part icipating in home visits. ASK Church 
claims that through these events they are able to contact more than 1,000 
persons, and have successfully explained the Gospel to about 600 persons.^ 
This h igh part icipation rate of ASK Church members i n these events is a 
result of the enthusiasm of ASK Church members in wo rk ing for God and 
the mot ivat ion through cell groups. The spir i t of ASK Church members in 
wo rk ing for and w i t h God can further be il lustrated in the carnival of the 
July 2001 Christ ian Festival. That early afternoon, the weather was bad and i t 
rained continuously. The "Amber " rainstorm warn ing was issued. Despite 
the poor weather, the carnival continued. Members in ASK Church showed 
l itt le concern for the bad weather and kept on work ing in the games booths 
and doing personal evangelism to carnival visitors. 
A characteristic of the Christian Festival is that before believers are sent out 
to preach the Gospel, especially before street evangelism and home visits, 
there are normally short celebrations to encourage and to motivate people. In 
these short celebration meetings, believers sing and pray and cry out the 
slogan of the Festival " W i n the district for God" loudly. They sing the theme 
song "Go Go Go" many times. A n d members w i l l go out in teams of three. 
Believers are convinced that they are going out w i th the power of God. They 
are work ing for God and at the same time they are experiencing God. When 
the believers return fo rm their outreach work, there are again short 
celebration meetings in which believers w i l l testify in public how they work 
5 These figures come from ASK Church's Cell Group Leader Bulletin, 21—22 July 2001. 
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w i t h God in order to w i n people for God. The number of people that the 
outreach teams have contacted and the number of people w h o have said that 
they n o w believe in Jesus Christ are wr i t ten on a notice board to encourage 
participants. The figures w i l l constantly be updated when there are outreach 
teams returning f rom their work , br inging in their results. The ministers 
hosting the celebrations w i l l also announce the figures to the participants 
periodical ly, and all the participants w i l l clap their hands. A n d the 
moderat ing minister w i l l lead the group to cry out words l ike "Glory to 
God" , "A l le lu ia" , "Thank God", etc. This creates a very supportive 
atmosphere wh ich reaffirms participants that they have actually done great 
w o r k for God (and, of course, w i t h God). This is considered as an invaluable 
experience in Christian life. 
4.4 Summary 
ASK Church has set the priorit ies of the church quite clearly. Thus, instead of 
attaching religious importance to tradit ional Christian symbols, ASK Church 
considers the growth and development of Christian life for her members 
sacred. The sacred embeds in the life of indiv idual members. Believers are 
the church, and they should act for God and witness God through l iv ing 
their secular life in a Christian way. A n d this Christian way of l i v ing the 
secular life should be achieved not through mere Bible studies but through 
experiencing God. Faith alone is insufficient; there should be lots of actions 
by Christians as well. The sacred is in the life of Christians. A n d believers are 
the church. As such, Christianity is individual ized w i th the focus of personal 
experience of God by way of practicing their faith. 
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This ind iv idual izat ion of Christ ianity, however, does not solely rely on the 
efforts of ind iv idua l Christians. Whi le the church has to give up her role as a 
pr imary religious insti tut ion, the church is p laying an important role as a 
secondary religious inst i tut ion that provides members opportunit ies to 
practise their faith. In many cases, this practice of Christ ian fai th and 
spir i tual i ty is collective. However, the objective is that through this collective 
practice of fai th and spir i tual i ty ind iv idual Christians can experience God 
and—to individual ize and internalize the "sacred". Thus, ASK Church 
develops and organizes the church and plan church activities to ensure that 
her members w i l l act for God and then experience God. Whi le the goal of 
a s k Church is sacred, her approach is quite rational and calculative. Man 
plays an important role in seeking the "Sacred". A n d the "Sacred" can be 




The Building of Christians: The Mechanism of ASK Church 
Chapter Four provides an analysis on the indiv idual izat ion process of 
mak ing Christians in ASK Church. It has been shown that i n ASK Church, 
emphasis has been put on ind iv idual experience w i t h God, and the church is 
but a secondary inst i tut ion to create a supportive environment and to 
organize relevant activities to facilitate members to practise their Christian 
faith, and to help members interpret their experience w i t h God. This chapter 
illustrates how ASK Church crystallizes her approach in bu i ld ing Christians 
into actual and regular practices. Setting a "correct, mind-set among her 
members, and adopt ing the "Fai Chai Theology", a cell group mechanism is 
built. A n d the work ing of the cell groups is supported by a favorable 
atmosphere in the church, which encourages members to experience God 
and to interpret and to share publicly w i t h other members their experience 
w i t h God. This supportive environment functions as an encouragement and 
positive reinforcement to members who have experienced God as wel l as to 
other members. This chapter is d iv ided in the fo l lowing parts: 
5.1 Tuning In the ASK Channel 
5.2 "Fai Chai" Theology - A Theology for Logs of No Use 
5.3 Cell Groups in ASK Church 
5.4 A Supportive Atmosphere in ASK Church 
5.5 Celebrations in ASK Church 
5.6 Summary 
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5.1 Tuning In the ASK Channel 
ASK Church does not assume that new believers w i l l automatically submit 
themselves to God, w i t h the influence of the secular wo r l d immediately 
disappear after their conversion to Jesus. Christians need to learn how to l ive 
their lives in a Christ ian way and to act for God, through wh ich they can 
experience the power and the glory of God. To motivate members to act for 
God, ASK Church emphasizes on prov id ing new perspectives and ideas on 
church life and being Christians to members. Joshua, the minister-in-charge, 
has elaborated this point i n an interview. 
The mind-set is important. My focus is always on how brothers or 
sisters can be made real Christians. I don't emphasize on physical 
objects. It is my job to make brothers and sisters grow, and to 
provide them opportunities. I want not just one brother to grow, but 
the church as a whole to grow together. 
The phrase ' tun ing in the r ight charmer is used in ASK Church to indicate 
the need of changing people's mind-set. This phrase is frequently heard in 
sermons, cell group meetings, and causal talks among members. They 
believe that members should look at church life f rom a new perspective. 
Modern church is no longer just a place where God is glorif ied and worship 
through tradit ional ways such as Sunday Services, Sunday Schools, 
fellowships, etc, but a place for Christians to l iv ing together and testifying 
and demonstrating the glory of God. 
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Members of ASK Church share the vision that the church needs to develop 
her members' spir i tual l ife in modern society. A comment made by Joan, a 
zone shepherd, best summarizes this conviction. 
^very one wants to be developed and to develop others. No one 
wants simply to receive but not to do anything in return. This is 
what our church, a cell church, does. In cell groups, we are so close 
to each other, and we can develop the spiritual life of each other. 
Members play a role in doing so. 
Members of ASK Church believes that they are co-workers of God and need 
to play a role in bu i ld ing Christians. This co-worker relationship is not l ike 
that of master and servants as in the old days. W i th revelation f rom God, 
they work w i t h God to achieve a defined goal. 
In their acting for God, ASK Church members believes that instead of just 
praying to God for His help, they have to try their best in order to fu l f i l l the 
w i l l of God. When the work is later done, members w i l l ascribe the glory to 
God, and w i l l say that i t is God's almighty power that makes things done. In 
the teaching materials for the Baptism class, ASK Church w i l l make believers 
to understand that ' In order to achieve what God asks Christians to do, 
believers should not wai t for God's act to make things happen. Instead they 
should actively make things happen in their l i f e? This emphasis on the 
proactive work for God is clearly il lustrated in the fo l lowing dialogue 
‘ T h e original Chinese is “爲了達至神的心意，做到神要求我們做的事，我們就不能坐著等事情 
發生而應採取主動使事情發生在我們生活中” 
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between Joshua and the interviewer in an interview, Joshua again h ighl ight 
the importance of wo rk ing actively for God. 
Interviewer: It is interesting to note that in other churches, believers 
would pray to God for His assistance in achieving some 
goals. However, in ASK Church, I find that you have 
developed so many means to achieve specific goals. I 
wonder whether it is God's work or man's work? 
Joshua: Listening to your question, I would like to ask: "If man 
does something, will God do the job or not? 
Interviewer: I am not sure. I cannot distinguish man's work from 
God's work 
Joshua: You are not sure. I am sure that God works with us, and 
human beings also needs to put efforts in it When we 
prepare an Evangelist meeting, should we prepare the 
message ？〇f course, we need to do it. 
Convinced that man has a role to play in God's work. ASK Church members 
have no hesitation in planning how to work for God. Believers' enthusiasm 
in a particular activity w i l l be regarded as a verification of God's calling. In 
Joshua's words. Christians need to realize that if a believer has a call f rom 
God, he or she w i l l not stop thinking about it. For example, Joan, a zone 
shepherd, has testified that when a minister asked her whether she wou ld 
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participate in serving chi ldren in the church, she could not stop th ink ing on 
how to serve the children. Her enthusiasm in serving chi ldren has been 
regarded as a best indicator of the call ing f rom God. This idea that man 
needs to wo rk hard for God's work provides believers a direction. I n 
addi t ion to just praying, ASK Church members spend time i n p lanning on 
how to do a particular job, to r un a cell group, to organize a booth for 
Christ ian Festival, to lead a musical worship, etc. Of course, these all are 
works for God. 
Thus, i t can be said that i n uphold ing the core value of acting for God, ASK 
Church members have no hesitation in developing rational means to achieve 
God's objectives. This eagerness is regarded as a call ing f rom God. When the 
wo rk is done, they w i l l praise God and ascribe the glory to God. In fact, they 
wholeheartedly believe that all the rational means they have developed are 
coming f rom God. I t is God who reminds them what they should and can do. 
This is a m ind set wh ich ASK Church wou ld like her members to have after 
tuning in the ASK channel. This reflects how Christianity is internalized and 
then indiv idual ized i n indiv idual Christians, as wel l as the role of ASK 
Church as a secondary inst i tut ion in this process of making Christians. 
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5.2 "Fai Chai" Theology - A Theology for Logs of No Use^ 
ASK Church emphasizes much on experiencing God through practices. 
Every member of ASK Church is therefore expected and in fact encouraged 
to wo rk for God. ASK Church believes that in Jesus Christ, every Christ ian is 
a priest. I n a sermon. Ding, one of ASK Church's ministers, has commented 
that ASK Church w o u l d have good development if ordinary members of the 
church were doing better than ministers. This v iew of D ing is supported by 
Joshua, who has reiterated this point i n an interview. 
Do you remember what Ding said last week? That is what we want to 
achieve. Church will be developing well if all members grow in the Lord. 
I am not worried about my position at all In heaven, there will be no 
redundant members and there will be no unemployment problem. In 
heaven there is always opportunih/ for work. I always remind myself 
that at some point, I have to let brothers and sisters make decisions and 
do things for God. 
Backing this trust in ordinary members of the church is ASK Church's 
adoption of "Fai Chai Theology" - wh ich l iterally means a theology for logs 
of no use. Joshua and Ding uses to call themselves "Fai Chai" (i.e. logs of no 
use). They claim that wi thout the work of ordinary members, they can do 
nothing. In fact, ordinary members of ASK Church are encouraged to assume 
the role of spiritual fathers/mothers and to take care of newly converted 
Christians. This is considered an important arrangement to ensure that the 
2 The original and exact Chinese term used in ASK Church is “廢柴示申學，，. 
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new converts can experience the love of God through h is /her brothers and 
sisters, and stay in the church to pursue spir i tual growth. It does not matter 
what the background of the spir i tual fa ther /mother is. Even some ordinary 
members of ASK Church may be considered as "Fai Chai" f r om a secular 
point of v iew, they can sti l l be used by God, and hence the term "Fai Chai 
Theology". The most important criterion for being spir i tual fathers/mothers 
is whether the ordinary members are sympathetic and committed to the lives 
of the new converts and the non-believers. The spiri tual father /mother is 
expected to take care of the new converts or the non-believers and be 
sensitive to their needs, however secular the needs may be. Spiri tual 
fathers/mothers w i l l pray for their spir i tual sons/daughters, spend t ime 
w i t h them and show support in their d i f f icul t times. Because the ordinary 
members know that they are "Fai Chai", they need to rely on the grace of 
God. As D ing has commented: "Grace w i thout t ru th w i l l make people relax 
and go astray. Tru th wi thout grace w i l l make people judgmental and 
legalistic." ASK Church members should have both t ru th and grace. They 
can experience God themselves, and they can help others to experience God. 
Born in a supportive environment deliberately created and actualized in 
different activities of ASK Church, particularly the appointment of cell group 
leaders, this "Fai Chai Theology" is instrumental in encouraging ASK 
Church members to work for God w i t h confidence and at the same time to 
rely on God and then to experience God. 
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5.3 Cell Groups in ASK Church 
Cell group mechanism is the key in ASK Church to help members develop a 
Christ ian way of l iv ing. Cell group allows members to br ing their everyday 
life back to the church community, w i t h the aim of bu i ld ing members. 
Members' secular and wor ld ly lives, inc luding emotion, work , and fami ly 
life, etc., are l inked up w i t h the church community. Their relationship w i t h 
sacred is then reinforced. In cell group, the sacred and the secular converge. 
This section therefore provides a detailed analysis on cell groups in ASK 
Church. 
5.3.1 An overview of cell groups in ASK Church 
Cell groups are used in ASK Church as a basic caring model and the bu i ld ing 
blocks for church life of members. ASK Church assigns her members into 
different cell groups based on criteria such as age, occupation and marital 
status. In 2001, ASK Church has 19 cell group meetings every week in 
various locations. There are two types of cell group meetings in ASK Church. 
One is the regular cell group meeting f ixed by the church, and the other is ad 
hoc activity organized by indiv idual groups. A d hoc activities may be 
outings, bir thday parties, karaoke, lunch or dinner gatherings, etc. Regular 
cell group meetings, which are normally held in group meeting rooms at 
ASK Church, w i l l last for about two hours. They can be div ided into four 
parts, i.e. Welcome, Worship, Word, and Works (the "4-W" model). In the 
init ial "Welcome" (or ice breaking) session, group members w i l l normally 
play a game together. Sometimes, members may be asked to tell the group 
something about themselves, and things other group members may not 
know. Then the "Worship" session starts, w i t h a focus on God Himself. This 
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session normal ly lasts for twenty to th i r ty minutes. The " W o r d " session then 
starts, and w i l l focus on the needs of the attending members and the w o r k 
that Jesus wishes to do in and through the group. The f inal " W o r k " session 
w i l l b r ing the attention of the group on their callings, the vision of the church 
and their min is t ry to non-believers. In some groups, the group meeting may 
not fo l low this approach strictly, and the group leaders can mod i f y the 
overall arrangement to suit the particular situation of the group. 
Over 77% of ASK Church members participate in cell group activities. Each 
cell group w i l l meet at least once a week in a specified location. In general, 
participants are able to develop a sense of belonging, trust and sharing 
relationship in their groups. The Natural Church Development Survey 
conducted by ASK Church in 2000 shows that two-thirds of survey 
respondents strongly agree that their cell group members do pray for them 
and over 80% of members confirms that they discuss spiritual issues in their 
group meetings. The overall rat ing of cell quality in ASK Church is 64, wh ich 
is higher than the international mean of 50, though not as h igh as other 
factors in the study (Table 5.A in the next page). 
I t can therefore be concluded that ASK Church members in general f ind the 
cell groups relevant to their church life. 
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Table 5.A Natural Church Development Survey 2000: Findings on Cell 
Groups 
Strongly Agreed Agree Disagree Strongly 
agree very much disagree 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
In depth sharing among cell group members 26.7 33.3 33.3 3.3 3.3 
Cell group members pray for me 66.7 23.3 6.7 3.3 -
I have sense of belongings towards my group 26.7 36.7 30.0 3.3 3.3 
Mutual trust among our group members 20.0 50.0 23.3 33 3.3 
I feel easy in cell group 30.0 30.0 33.3 3.3 3.3 
Cell group members discuss spiritual issue 23.3 20.0 40.0 10.0 6.7 
New comers easily adapt to my group 13.3 30.0 50.0 6.7 -
My group has clear multiple goal 23.3 26.7 36.7 10.0 3.3 
We always spend plenty of time on irrelevant - 6.7 3.3 56.7 33.3 
things 
5.3.2 ASK Church's expectations of cell groups 
In an interview, Joshua comments that God creates human beings i n groups. 
God sees community life as good, and therefore asks believers to have good 
community life and to treat the church as a body of one. Christians thus 
belong to a community, and w i l l be influenced by the community. However, 
the community does not belong to the member but to God. Members of the 
community should therefore work for God instead of merely focusing on 
their own needs. Members should endeavor in preaching the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ and to be spiritual fathers/mothers of other Christians, especially the 
new converts. 
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The distance among modern man, however, is great. According to Joshua, 
sins make people feel that they need to keep distance and to hide their 
shortcomings and problems f rom other people so that they can feel safe. The 
result is alienation - people being separated f rom other people in a hopeless 
way. If not dealing w i t h this phenomenon properly. Christian church may be 
affected seriously by this type of human relationship. ASK Church believes 
that cell groups provide an effective means to pu l l the walls between people 
d o w n and to reconstruct the relationship between people. Ult imately, 
through the works of God in cell groups, and "Fai Chai" Christians' active 
part icipation in and leading of the cell groups, people can wo rk for God, 
experience God, and eventually become God's dedicated followers. The 
construction of this type of religious, or in a more precise way. Christian, 
individuals is not based on what Christians know, but how believers 
actualize their beliefs through religious practice. 
ASK Church's reliance on cell groups can be reflected in an ASK Church 
members' declaration used in a baptism preparation course:^ 
We are determined to submit to Jesus Christ and to live a life which is 
loving and can witness our Christian life. In order to: 
— actualize our mutual commitment to spread the Gospel 
— have our spiritual lives developed simultaneously 
— care for each other's life 




- worship and to serve God together 
• shall actively participate in our weekly cell group meetings to 
practise our Christian life. 
I t can therefore be seen that ASK Church emphasizes much on members' 
practicing Christ ian life i n cell groups. Cell groups, instead of being an end 
in themselves, are an important means for ASK Church members to 
experience God. 
5.3.3 Atmosphere of cell group meetings 
ASK Church members' declaration cited in the previous section spells out 
the core spir i t of cell groups in ASK Church as "Submission to Christ, love 
each other, and witness God through group and indiv idual l i fe". Wi thout 
Jesus, a cell group may become a social club. Thus, there has been a case that 
members of a cell group deliberately put a chair in the center dur ing cell 
group meetings to remind members that Jesus Christ is present and is the 
center of the group ^ Every member is expected to share their lives w i t h 
other members, to pray for other members, and to care for other members. 
Instead of becoming another session for sermons, cell group meetings are 
designed to practise the teaching of Jesus Christ in members' daily life, to 
achieve indiv idual spiritual growth, to bui ld friendship, and to work 
wholeheartedly for God. ASK Church therefore endeavors to create a loving 
and caring atmosphere in cell groups meetings in which members can 
experience God. 
4 Verbal report by a cell group member. 
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The atmosphere of cell group meetings at ASK Church can be reflected in a 
typical cell group meeting reported below. 
The cell group meeting was held in one of cell group meeting rooms in 
the church. The meeting started at 7:40 pm when all group members had 
arrived. A group member asked other members their dreams for the 
future. He started by talking about his own dream first. "If I had the 
time and the money, I would like to go on a short missionary trip. I 
want to go to Taiwan for about three to six months." Some members 
laughed and said, "Taiwan again. Do you go there for short missionary 
trip or to meet friends ？〃 
Another member shared, "If I don't have to worry about my job, I will 
travel alone with my backpack. I would like to go to Southeast Asia. It 
will be fun. I will go to a mountain for a month. In the mountain, no 
one will find me. There is no TV, no phone calls. I want quietness. I will 
enjoy the creations of God, different creatures, stars and the moon...." 
After sharing, they move onto worship. Everyone stood up and sing 
loudly. They were familiar the hymns they sang, and they (except one 
member) had no need to refer to the hymnbooks. The hymns were 
repeated again and again. After one hymn, the group leader prayed. She 
then invited members to thank God for His work on them if they were 
touched by the Holy Spirit. A member thanked God for the peace God 
provided, another for God's protection of her mother, and so on. They 
then sang again to praise God. They waved their bodies and raised their 
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hands to praise God. The worship lasted for half an hour. 
After the worship, the group leader told members that the meeting that 
day was a jmyer meeting and they would first jjray for the 911 issue, 
including the political leaders concerned and the country of Afghanistan. 
Then they would pray for the church. Four issues were mentioned: 
evangelical programs, needs of the church leaders, the Baptism meeting, 
and the unemployed members. The group leader then invited members 
to pray for the issues mentioned. 
At 8:40 pm the prayer session was finished. The group leader asked 
members to share their needs to other group members and the group 
would pray for them together. A group member said that she was 
unhappy for these days as she was a final year nursing student and 
there were so many technical skills she could not master although she 
had tried her best. She was so worried whether she could be a nurse or 
might need to transfer to other disciplines. After listening to her sharing, 
the group leader invited other members to respond by saying: "What do 
you think? Someone has just said that she is useless/' Other group 
members responded immediately. One encouraged her by saying that "I 
do not agree with you. I think you can be a good nurse You are a 
caring and benevolent person. I think merely with good skills is not 
enough to be a good nurse. A loving heart is more important.'' Another 
one said, "I think you must have experienced something bad in your 
learning. Would you mind to share it with us?" The girl then told 
members another story The cell leader then shared with members 
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her own experience in handling difficulties. She showed members how 
prayer could help her. 
In the middle of the sharing session, a zone supervise came in and joined 
the group. In order to help the zone supervisor to understand what was 
going on in the group, the group leader briefly summarized what had 
been shared to the zone supervisor. After sharing, members prayed for 
each other one by one. 
Finally it came to the "Work" session. To encourage members to work 
for God, the zone supervisor shared with members some of her recent 
experience, "Yesterday, I attended a seminar on building up a church. 
For a long time, a majority of church resources have been used to pay 
the salaries of the ministers and other monthly utilities bill, and we have 
no spare resources to be used in communicating the Gospel to 
non-believers. The fact is that we all are able to construct a church, as 
we are the church. I ask the whole group to pray and ask God to ignite 
us to build His church. In mid-November, our church will hold an 
evangelism meeting in Cheshire Home, Shatin, again. Last time, we had 
four members participating in leading ice breaking and worship. Four 
patients had responded to the message and said they were willing to 
accept Jesus Christ as their own Lord. Thanks God. This time, I invite 
all of you to join the meeting. Anyone will come? Not decided yet? 
Please check you diary and see whether you are available or not The 
second thing is that the Cell Church Network has organized a series of 
seminars. I am sure it is worth going. I encourage the whole group to 
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join the seminars. You may join the seminars as your cell group 
meetings." The group leader then announced that there would be 
another evangelist program at the end of October. She invited the whole 
group to join. 
A group member said that she would like to join the program and to be a 
spiritual father. However, she felt that her spiritual condition was not 
stable, and she was not enthusiastic enough in taking part in the 
meeting 
With all these discussions, the cell group meeting ended at 10:00 pm. 
This is a typical cell group meeting of ASK Church. In cell groups, members 
br ing their everyday life to this small religious community. Through sharing 
and prayer, members show concern for each other, and reinforce other's 
experience w i t h God. By highl ight ing the work of God in members' life in 
worship session and pushing members to work for God, the sacred is l inked 
up to the cell group. 
In cell groups, indiv idual needs are shared. The whole group is mobil ized to 
support and help members to overcome their difficulties, at least 
psychologically. There are other similar cases in other cell groups. For 
example, in a group for couples, they have once spent four cell meetings to 
help a couple to speak out their marital problems. ASK Church believes that 
when members are w i l l ing to open up themselves to other group members, 
cell leaders and other members can work w i t h them to help them change 
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their m i n d and their way of life so that they can l ive in a differentiated 
sacred way. 
Interpersonal relationship and ind iv idual experience are also important in 
the cell group process. W i t h good interpersonal relationship, people are 
w i l l i ng to open themselves up so that other members know how to work 
w i t h them. In the cell group process, Bible knowledge is of min imal 
importance. Throughout the entire f ie ldwork observation period, there has 
only been one occasion in wh ich group members were asked to read Bible 
scriptures. Ind iv idual experiences and prayers are keys in helping members. 
" W o r k " distinguishes cell groups f rom other social groups. Indeed, some cell 
leaders consider that the Work session is the most important session in cell 
meetings. They claim that i t is the session they never delegate to others as i t 
relates to the "Sacred" and to the growth of members' spir i tual life. The cell 
group mechanism indeed generates many opportunities for members to 
practise their belief and to experience God. 
5.3.4 Life in a cell group 
There are several aspects of cell group life that w i l l have impact on spiritual 
development of ASK Church members. These aspects are discussed in details 
in the fo l lowing section. 
(A) Personal growth in cell group 
Cell groups in ASK Church play an important role in facil itating the personal 
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growth and spir i tual development of her members. They emphasis that 
l i v ing i n cell group is to br ing Christian rel igion into members' everyday life. 
L i v ing together in cell group is not equal to attending Sunday Services 
together and sitt ing close to each other; i t is not equal to going to fel lowship 
groups together and to have dinner afterwards. ASK Church believes that 
the true life in church should be that brothers and sisters i n Christ treat each 
other as fami ly members. When they go shopping, brothers and sisters i n 
Christ can go together; when they go traveling w i t h friends, brothers and 
sisters in Christ can jo in as well. L iv ing together in cell groups means 
brothers and sisters in Christ are mature enough to open themselves up to 
the rest and bear the responsibil ity of bu i ld ing others' lives. Brothers and 
sisters in Christ can intervene other members' everyday life. Small religious 
communities are created to facilitate members l iv ing their spir i tual lives in 
their secular and everyday life. The impact of cell groups on the lives of ASK 
Church members is i l lustrated in the fo l lowing cases. 
I am discovered in cell group. I am a person who needs a longer time to 
warm up. I would be cool to persons I am unfamiliar with. However, in 
my heart, I am a passionate person. A cell group with small size thus f i t 
with my characters. The group makes me feel safe when I am familiar 
with every one in the grouj^. My potential can fully be developed in the 
group. 
-Joan, a zone shepherd 
Starting a new group provides me a chance to re-build my self-confidence. 
At first, I did not enjoy being a cell group leader. There were so many 
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things happening at that time. My supervisor could not provide sufficient 
support to me. It was frustrating. Now, I can handle my group well. I 
learn a lot through my experience in the last group. 
-Kwok, a cell group leader 
I had a most difficult time in my life when I quitted my job as a cook and 
•nt hack to school to study information technology. My parents objected 
to my decision. I did not have confidence in my own decision too. The 
course indeed was difficult for me. This was a course taught in English 
and I was not good in English. The only thing I could do is to pray. I 
phoned my cell group leader every evening and we jmyed together over 
the phone for an hour. My group leader did support me in that difficult 
period of my life. 
—Jeans, a cell group leader 
As a cell leader, I have learned to see things not only from my own 
perspective, but also from the need of my group members. If I don't know 
their needs, I cannot serve them well. 
—Kern, a zone supervisor 
One major impact of cell group is personal growth of cell group members, 
wh ich w i l l eventually be used to evidence spiritual development in ASK 
Church. 
(B) Con flicts in cell group 
Life in cell group is not only love and harmony. There are also conflicts, too. 
It is not uncommon to f ind conflicts between cell leaders and trainee cell 
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leaders, and between members or even former-members. Conflicts may be 
outcome of differences in how to run the group, or i t may be related to 
different understanding on how "support " can be given to cell group leaders. 
The fo l low ing is an example of conflicts in cell groups. 
I can't imagine that my group members will reject my idea of collecting 
some money for birthday gifts. They have said that they would "sujjport" 
me when I first became the group leader. But now they go against my 
recommendation collectively. I feel bad and I have thought of quitting the 
post of cell group leader seriously. 
-Jeans, a cell group leader 
Some conflicts are related to the use of language. Some new comers jo in cell 
groups because i t is fun. They f ind i t funny to laugh at other people in the 
group. The more a person opens up himself or herself, the more easily this 
person may be laughed at. I n this k ind of situations, conflict may appear. 
Conflicts, however, are v iewed positively in ASK Church. 
Do you witness conflict in your fieldwork? It happens frequently. 
Because people care about what they do and because they know each other 
well, they do not need to hide their emotions. Conflict is indeed a sign of 
openness. 
-David, a deacon 
Modern man is frightened about conflict and emotion. It is wrong. There 
is indeed nothing to fear. Emotion and conflict make people know 
themselves more. We know that there are differences among members, 
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纽d we have learned to cooperate with each other and to love each other 
even we are different 
-Ruth, a zone supervisor 
Indeed, members claim that they learn a lot after conflicts. 
I grozo in conflicts. At the early years, I used to have arguments with my 
zone supervisor. I did not agree with him. Conflicts, however, make me 
know more about myself. I now understand that quite a number of 
disagreements are not related to issues, but myself. I don't want to lose. I 
feel r i l lose face if my points are not accepted. 
-Ruth, a zone supervisor 
I used to argue with my partner ——.I don't like him. We then separated. I 
looked after the student group myself. However, when I did so, I became 
aware of the importance of partners. I realize that he is right in some 
areas. God teach me to treasure our brothers and sisters. 
-Joyce, church executive officer 
Conflicts are tradit ionally considered as something bad. A n d people tend to 
avoid conflicts as far as possible. ASK Church however, successfully changes 
this concept and labels i t as good for development of her members. It is not 
something needs to be avoided but to overcome. They therefore do not 
hesitate to discuss their conflicts. Conflicts are indeed not uncommon in cell 
groups. It seems that ASK Church can benefit f rom conflicts in cell groups, 
which eventually lead to spiritual development in ASK Church. 
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(O Romantic relationships 
Besides conflicts, romantic relationships are also possible outcomes in cell 
groups, especially i n you th cell groups. The group environment of 
emphasizing on sharing and caring provides opportunit ies for group 
members to develop further personal relationships, wh ich may end in 
romantic relationships. Sometimes, there may be happy endings, w i t h 
marriages as results. Sometimes, the romantic relationships may break up 
and ex-lovers may feel embarrassed if they sti l l attend the same cell group. 
Impact of romantic relationships on cell group is i l lustrated in the fo l lowing 
cases. 
The reason I attend cell group meetings in ASK Church is that I want to 
know some girls. I indeed envy Kent who frequently receives telephone 
calls from girls. So one day when Kent invited me to attend cell group 
with him, I followed him without hesitation. I enjoyed the cell group and 
I later became fond of a girl in the group. On one Christmas Eve, our 
group went to the movie together and I gave the girl a Christmas gift. She 
returned the gift to me saying that she couldn't accept the gift because it 
was too expensive. She rejected me, and I was down. My cell group leader 
prayed for me for a long time. The girl and I still stay in church and 
attend the same group. We are still friends, but the wound is still there. 
The bad feeling may sometimes come again. 
-Jeans, a cell group leader 
I was in love with a group-mate but she later rejected me. Then I did not 
attend cell group meetings for several months. Later, God made me know 
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how deeply my other group-mates loved me. 
-Kent, a cell group leader 
My former boyfriend and I were in the same church. We did talk about 
getting married. However, we were separated eventually because we had 
different goals in life. Not long ago, I fell in love with another hoy. I could 
not accept that I was this kind of person. I committed suicide. God saved 
me hy sending a stranger to look for me. At the time she found me I was 
saying goodbye to my parents and to God. 
-Ruth, a zone supervisor 
I stayed in church because I fell in love with a girl in the groujh We 
finally separated and she left the church. 
-Kwok, a cell group leader 
Romantic relationship is a factor which, on one hand, is unavoidable in 
groups consisting men and women w i t h similar ages, and on the other hand, 
w i l l affect the internal relationship of cell groups. 
(D) Mutual support in cell groups 
Regular cell groups meetings create opportunities for members to l ive 
together. Cell group life becomes parts of members' everyday life. They 
experience conflicts, romantic relationships, leadership roles, etc., in cell 
groups, which provide opportunities for group members as wel l as group 
leaders to grow. These also provide opportunities for group members and 
leaders to learn how to handle these issues, as wel l as for members to show 
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their concern and care for other group members and their group leaders w i t h 
the guardians of church leaders. This mutua l support helps cell group 
members to survive the frustrations they have to face in their secular lives. In 
fact, members of ASK Church use different methods to show their concern 
and care for other group members who are facing diff iculties in their lives. 
These methods include: taking a l i t t le wa lk w i t h the troubled member, 
sending letters/cards to the troubled member, praying for h im or her, 
inv i t ing the troubled member to play w i t h them, etc. I t is believed that 
through these activities ASK Church can help their members to develop their 
spir i tual i ty and to become strong Christians who can survive the 
temptations in this secular wo r ld and act as a real Christian. Thus, in cell 
groups, people are put into a context wh ich fosters in them a need to develop 
and to practise lov ing relationship w i t h brothers and sisters. This is an 
important aspect in Christians' practice of their fai th and spirituality. 
5.3.5 Everybody is a cell group leader 
Participating in cell meetings is good for members. However, i t is rather 
passive. To be a cell leader and then to assume responsibilities on individual, 
members have more opportunities to experience the work of God. Wi th "Fai 
Chai Theology", ASK Church believes that every Christian is capable of 
being a cell group leader and a spiritual father/mother of other believers. To 
ASK Church, to be a cell leader is at the front line of touching the life of 
others and the life of the leader as well. To be a leader is to be put into a 
position to examine the spiritual life of indiv idual and to live this spiritual 
life in the secular world. ASK Church works rationally to generate 
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opportunit ies for her members. The reason that everyone should be a cell 
group leader at least once is frequently used to persuade believers to become 
cell group leader. This is evidenced in the cases of Jones and Jeans reported 
below. 
I became a cell group leader when Joshua asked me whether I wanted to 
he a leader. I know that I'll be leader at least once. It's just a matter of 
time when to be a leader. I prayed to God and asked him whether it was 
the right time. God told me that He would take care of me. He would 
not sit there doing nothing if I faced difficulty. I therefore tried. 
-Jones, a cell group leader 
My cell group leader invited me to he her trainee group leader when she 
was facing some personal difficulties, and leading cell group created 
great pressure on her. She needed someone to share the work with her. 
More seriously, the group might be dissolved if we couldn't find a 
trainee group leader. I therefore agreed to take up the responsibility. In 
fact, I was very happy to hear my group-mates calling me group leader. 
They accepted me. Three months later, the whole zone was re-organized 
and my group leader "retired: and I became a formal group leader. 
Well, I have to say that I am the only member in my group who do not 
have experience on leading a cell group. 
- Jeans, a cell group leader 
There are cases where members are hesitant in becoming cell group leaders. 
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i n ASK Church, people often challenge the life of other church members. 
Today you are group members; tomorrow you may be group leader. 
Because they believe that there is a leader in each of us, and we can all 
be priests. Therefore, when you regularly participate in cell group 
meetings, people will invite you to be cell group leader. In my case, they 
asked me to beg a cell group leader, though I have just come to ASK 
Church for less than one year. It's too soon for me. I could not accept 
this invitation. Yet I know that I'll in some day become a cell group 
leader, but not now. I therefore ask them to give me one more 
year I then become a leader later. 
-Kwok, a cell group leader 
Members are aware that cell leader is the most basic training in ASK Church. 
Joshua, the minister-in-charge, says that when a person starts going to ASK 
Church, the church w i l l encourage them to become cell group leaders. He 
further comments that if a person is not capable of being a cell leader, he/she 
can do nothing else. W i th this understanding, ASK Church has no hesitation 
in inv i t ing new comers to become cell leader. I t is indeed a major task of cell 
leaders. They w i l l mark one to two group members and to prepare them to 
be cell leaders. The cell group process is to some extent used as mechanism 
to push members to become leader. Criteria used for choosing potential cell 
leaders are whether they are interested in being cell groups leaders, fo l lowed 
by spirituality, loyalty and teachability. 
A dialogue that has occurred after the ice-breaking session of a cell group 
meeting clearly illustrates this point. 
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Cell leader: What will you do if our group is dismissed? 
Teng (a new comer): I hope I can run a group with members at early 
twenties. Indeed, I have many friends who are not Christians yet. These 
include my university classmates, secondary school classmates and so 
on. But I myself have some doubts. I am not so sure about my faith. Am 
I a Christian ？ I am afraid to discuss my religion with them. 
Cell leader (to other members): Do you hear Teng saying that she wants 
to be a cell group leader. But she has some problems. Can anyone help? 
Kent (group member): You have just said that you don't know whether 
you are a Christian or not. I ask you some questions. Do you admit that 
you are a sinner? Do you accept that Jesus Christ is your Lord and He 
has died on the cross and come alive again from death? Do you accept 
Jesus Christ as your personal God? 
Teng: Yes for all. 
Kent: There is no problem about your faith. 
Teng: I know. I just feel not certain... 
Cell leader: Have you thought about the qualifications of being a leader? 
Teng: I think one must know the Bible well. It is too bad if I cannot 
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cinswer questions like when Jesus come alive. In addition, I think 
leadership is important. Good leaders generate cohesion in the group. 
Knowing how to care for others is important too. After all, I think 
commitment is the most important criterion. 
Cell leader: You are right that commitment is the most important 
quality. Regarding knowledge, I myself am not good in Bible knowledge 
too. 
Teng: But you already have eight years of experience in church. 
Cell leader: Knowledge is nothing, but you should experience God. We 
need life experience on God, hut not dead knowledge. 
Jones (another group member): I have similar experience in leading cell 
group I finally know that it is God whom we should rely on but not 
ourselves. 
Cell leader: No matter how much you know about Bible, it is important 
to he loyal to your experience. They are concrete. They are faith 
Wi th the understanding that cell leaders are trainees, zone supervisors 
assumes the responsibility of backing up them. They indeed are true leaders 
in cell groups. Joshua explains clearly that members of ASK Church 
understand that there w i l l be close supervision on cell group leaders. The 
zone supervisor, and sometimes the zone shepherd, w i l l sit in cell group 
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meetings regularly. They w i l l share their views and comments w i t h cell 
group leaders immediately after the group meeting. There are also cell group 
leaders' meetings to help leaders to r u n the group better. This is i l lustrated in 
a comment made by a zone supervisor. 
Supervisors treat themselves as companions of cell group leaders. In 
running a group, there will he lots of problems. There may be personal 
conflicts; there may be difficulties in leading the ice breaking sessions or 
the worship sessions; group members may be unwilling to share their 
true feelings. Supervision is therefore important to help leaders function 
well as a cell group leader. Supervisors are not going to challenge 
leaders. They are helping leaders to grow. Everything begins with love. 
〇f course, we should all he aware that we are not working our own way, 
but the way of God. 
-Ruth, a zone supervisor 
Kern, another zone supervisor, has the fo l lowing comments. 
I am learning to be a supervisor. My job is to support and to back up the 
group leaders. I'll also serve as a bridge linking up the zone shepherd 
and the group leaders. In our church, a zone shepherd will lead up to 4 
or 5 zone supervisors. Zone shepherds will clarify the sermons in 
Sunday celebrations to zone supervisors. This cannot he done in 
celebrations in which there are so many participants. The zone shepherd 
will also provide additional information to us. And we'll in turn help 
cell group leaders to understand the sermon. 
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The effect of supervision, however, is varied. 
Don't think about supervisor as someone checking my work, hut a 
brother or sister to support me and help me to grow. The experience is 
good. 
-Ive, a cell group leader 
I have been quite busy in recent months. I am going to take a public 
examination. My supervisor therefore helps me to run the cell group 
meetings. However, my relationship with her is not as good as my 
relationship with my former group leader. I started to share with her 
when she becomes my zone supervisor. However, I have not called her 
recently because she is dating someone else. 
It is not easy to be a cell group leader. When you are an ordinary group 
member, someone will care for you. When I am the group leader, I feel 
the great pressure, which is flattening me. Nevertheless, it is still a good 
experience as I learn to wait for God. One day when He is on my ship, 
everything will be over. 
-Jeans, a cell group leader 
It is difficult to be a cell group leader. I don't know much about 
leadership. I do nothing in members' birthdays. I do nothing on 
important programs announced by the church. When there are new 
members joining the group, I don't know how to follow up. I am a 
failure. 
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(Question raised by the interviewer: How do you know that you have to 
do all these things ？) 
My zone supervisor told me. He told me that I need to do this and I 
need to do that. At that time, I was angry and asked him, ''Why don't 
you do all these stuff?" God trained me. Joshua asked me to be patient. 
Cell group leaders are not born. We need to learn by doing. Joshua also 
asked me to forgive my zone supervisor if he was unable to back me up. I 
accepted Joshua's teaching, though the experience might not be good. 
But I believe that if God makes me here, there must be something I can 
do. If I do nothing, I learn nothing. 
-Kwok, a cell group leader 
Other than developing members to be group leader, cell leaders also assume 
the responsibility of mul t ip ly ing the cell groups in a f ixed period of time. 
Growth in numbers is crucial for them. Those groups fai l ing in doing so w i l l 
be labeled as cancer cells and the group w i l l be re-organized for the good of 
group members. Cell leaders thus have strong motivat ion to push members 
to wo rk hard in evangelism and to care those new comers in order to keep 
them in the cell. The reality, however, is cruel. 
When I run my cell group, I keep asking myself why is there no growth in 
my group. Other groups are growing. Members attend cell group 
meetings in a stable manner. In my group, however, they don't care to 
come hack. I am sad. Is this a problem of mine? I keep asking God and 
pray for my group. God cures me. He tells me that He never gives up. I 
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suddenly become aware that I should depend on God, but not myself. 
-Jones, a cell group member 
I cim angry once when no other member showed up in the cell group 
meeting. It forced me to think: "Is there any problem with me? Do I 
lack the techniques to lead the group?" Ncrw, I know it is nothing related 
to techniques, but love. Last week, no one showed wp in the meeting again. 
I decided to take time to visit one group member. I was in peace. I know I 
have learned from past experience. 
-Kent, a cell group leader 
The pitiless reality generates pressure on cell leaders. It is this pressure that 
provides them opportunities to be taught by God. In such a way, they br ing 
their life i n f ront of God. The sacred provides reasons for their failure and 
supports them to work as a cell leader continually. 
Facing the challenges produced by cell group life, a pressure release 
mechanism is developed. Rather than developing a unif ied set of standards 
for all cell groups, diversity is preferred. Different cells are al lowed to have 
their own development paths that match w i t h the characteristics of their 
group members. 
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5.3.6 The diversity of cell groups 
Cell group plays an important role in ASK Church. W i t h cell group structure, 
ASK Church is able to take care of members according to their o w n 
background. As Joshua has said in an interview: " I l ike cell group. Cell group 
is ' to let hundred flowers blossom: There is no one type of cell group, but 
many different types of cell groups. The life in cell group changes according 
to the needs of members/ ' Indeed, cell group meetings are diversif ied in ASK 
Church. The big difference between four cell groups described below show 
this clearly. 
Case 1: Working Youth Group A 
The atmosphere in the group is happy. People are willing to open 
themselves up to others. People respond to each other actively. Their 
meeting will follow the "4_1/V" model. However, the content of the 
meeting seldom reflects the sermon in the past week. When being asked 
what the goal of the cell group is, the leader says that the goal is to extend 
the Kingdom of God, which is same as the church goal. Members of this 
group are eager to preach. But they complain that their leader is not 
enthusiastic in motivating members to -participate in evangelism 
meetings. For example, there has been an occasion that while the leader 
reported that there would be an evangelism meeting and then asked 
members to join, she made other members feel disappointed because she 
said that she was not able to go herself. Members queried that if the leader 
would not show up, not many group members would participate in the 
evangelism meeting. They said that if the leader went, the whole group 
would go to support her. 
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Case 2: Working Youth B 
JN this group, members are eager to preach. They seldom follow the 
" 4 - W " model In the first two meetings in November 2001, the meetings 
u，ere related to evangelism. Before the meeting, the leader prepared a piece 
of paper, on which the current work of members in church was noted. The 
leader then asked members to think about their work in church in future. 
Over half believe that they were going to peach. They then discussed 
whom their targets would be and how to make contact with them. They 
then prayed for each member. In the third meeting of this month, they 
met in the home of a member. The leader, instead of leading the meeting, 
motivated members to lead a session of evangelism meeting in hospital. 
Case 3: Working Youth C 
The atmosphere in the group is different from other groups. People seem 
to be keeping distance from each other. Their meetings follow the "4-PV" 
model. They do ice-breaking, worship, Bible reading and discussion of the 
questions set by the clergy, which are related to the sermon in the past 
week. It is interesting to note that participation of members in cell group 
meeting is not stable. In one meeting only four out of the original twelve 
members showed up. It seems that this group is formed by a group of 
people who need more time to warm wp. 
Case 4: A Couple Group 
The atmosphere in this group is energetic. It is full of fun. Instead of 
focusing on motivating people to participate in evangelism programs, the 
group focuses on building up husband-wife relationship. Members say 
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that it might be hard for them to participate in evangelism meeting as 
they all have families and children. They believe that it is good enough for 
them if they can regularly participate in celebrations and cell group 
meetings. They have once thought about splitting their group, but 
eventually this is not done. The group has been run for four years and is 
still classified as a health and growing cell group. 
The diversi ty i n cell group structure i n ASK Church is just i f ied by the 
understanding that cell inst i tu t ion is for serving the need of members. 
Members should not serve the insti tut ion. Thus, di f ferent groups w i t h 
di f ferent character are normal and welcome. Joshua has made the fo l l ow ing 
comments i n an interview. 
One thing I always reminds members: 'Institutions is for the good of 
people'. We should be careful not to make things up side down and to let 
members serving the institution. It is important. When the lives of 
members have changed, we need to think about new ways to help them 
grow continuously. Just like the growth of a baby, when his body is 
getting bigger, you will buy him clothes of bigger size. 
I n sum, the diversity in cell groups al low ASK Church to take care of the 
dif ferent development trails of her members. The focus of cell l ife is 
ind iv idua l spir i tual life, wh ich is considered to be most important i n cell 
groups. 
Cell group is a carefully designed inst i tut ion in wh ich cell group members 
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are exposed to challenges to their ways of life. I t is also a road to God 
prepared by the church. When a person joins a group, ASK Church w i l l 
target this person to be a future cell group leader. And, as a cell group leader, 
this person w i l l be responsible for developing new leaders and mu l t ip ly ing 
the cell groups. There are, however, tensions in nur tur ing cell groups. Whi le 
Christians can be developed in cell groups, there may be other problems of 
cell groups, wh ich may in tu rn result in loss of cell group members. Cell 
group leaders therefore need to work hard, and to seek assistance and advice 
f r om elders, and, most important ly, God. I t is God who eventually helps cell 
group leaders so that they can enjoy their work and have their pains reduced 
and then eliminated. In this process, the church authori ty is very much 
involved through prov id ing supervision and advice to the development of 
the groups and of the leaders. The church also plays an important role in 
bu i ld ing up a positive environment to cheer up members. This is i n essence 
the role for the church as a secondary inst i tut ion in paving the road for 
Christians to practise spirituality. 
5.4 A Supportive Atmosphere in ASK Church 
Members' indiv idual life is challenged in cell groups. Development in 
spirituality, as wel l as conflicts and frustrations are experienced. A 
supportive atmosphere, rather than an authoritative environment, is 
constructed in ASK Church. While members need to work along the 
direction set by the church, the church pr imari ly work as a supportive 
insti tut ion to assist members to achieve the desired goals but not to make 
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judgment on how far they are away f rom the standard. The clergy of ASK 
Church therefore endeavors to bu i ld a strong supportive atmosphere in the 
church. 
5.4.1 The four dimensions of church atmosphere 
I t is believed in ASK Church that a r ight atmosphere, wh ich is considered as 
the collective life power,^ w i l l motivate people to act. Thus, instead of 
a l lowing the growth of a negative atmosphere arising f r om complaints on 
the wo rk of ministers and problems of ind iv idual members, ASK Church 
focuses on creating a positive, aggressive, energetic and visionary 
atmosphere for her members. 
Positive means that the church w i l l see her members in a positive way. God 
creates human beings according to His own image. God is glory and power. 
Therefore, human beings also have glory and power in them. The church 
should therefore help members to explore and to develop their own strength. 
Aggressive means Christians must actively serve God, and members should 
actively participate in church activities. I t is through actively participation in 
church activities, and therefore work ing for and w i t h God, and therefore 
experiencing God, that a Christian can have spiritual growth. 
Energetic means God is l ively and fu l l of joy. A boring church is definitely 
5 The exact Chinese term used in ASK Church is “群體生命力” 
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not God's wi l l . A church need not be "solemn". Church life can be l ively and 
yet Christians are sti l l serious and earnest in their belief. 
Visionary means Christians must have goals and directions. These are of 
course not personal directions and secular goals. The goals and directions 
are f r om the vis ion of God. H u m a n beings exist to fu l f i l l the w i l l of God. 
Thus, Christians must wo rk according to God's w i l l , and believers should 
not just sit and wai t for things to happen. Instead, Christians should make 
things happen in their lives. 
These four dimensions of church atmosphere are reflected in ASK Church's 
way of organizing her cell group meetings and celebrations, which are 
means for members to practise their Christian faith. 
5.4.2 A Christian identity built on love 
ASK Church avoids being judgmental in the church. For example, Joshua 
believes that standards laid down in the Bible should not be used to measure 
how far Christians are away f rom these standards, but should be used as a 
challenge to Christians to motivate them to move towards these standards. 
Joshua has explained his posit ion in an interview. 
When I become a priest, I found that the church used to talk in a 
judgmental way. We learn to do so in the Theological Seminary. Do you 
do spiritual exercise regularly? How often do you practise？ Do you have 
regular donations to church? How much do you contribute? However, I 
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find that the majority of Christians cannot reach these standards. 
Members feel that they need to do confession every time these standards 
騰 mentioned in sermons. I am a sinner; I do not live up to the standard 
of Jesus Christ. Will this guilty feeling make people change? 
Therefore, we should be careful and not become dogmatic. I believe in 
Jesus Christ as my Lord, who has power and glory. He promises that in 
Him we'll have peace and happiness. I believe in the pozver of Jesus Christ 
who has won the world for us. God makes us strong. We need to glorify 
God and His work. We have to emphasize on the pozver of God in church. 
We want to do something constructive, but not judgmental. We need to 
point out the way for our members. Let God be the savior. In the glory of 
God, members will be developed and their spiritual gift will he discovered. 
Thus, instead of stressing God's justice, ASK Church put much emphasis on 
the love and power of God. I t is based on their understanding of God as love, 
as grace, and as the creator that ASK Church members construct their 
Christian identity. In the Baptism course of ASK Church, i t is stated clearly 
that God is the k ing and God w i l l w i n the wor ld for members (Ephesians 
1:20-23; Philippians 2:9-11; 1 John 3:8 and John 14:30). Jesus cures the heart 
and the body of His followers, and He free people f rom unclean spirits. A l l 
messages are point ing to one truth: Jesus Christ is God w i t h authority. His 
authority applies not only in the old days but also in modern era. Only 
Christians who believe in H i m wholeheartedly w i l l experience the authority 
of God. Indeed, not only w i l l believers experience the power of God, but they 
w i l l also own the power of God if they are wi l l ing to walk w i t h God. 
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I n an evangelist meeting organized by the wo rk ing youth zone, a zone 
supervisor spoke to the audience: 
you all are beautiful in the name of God regardless of whether you are a 
boy or a g i r l , tall or short, fat or slim, beautiful or ugly; we are all the 
same. God gives us the identity as His sons and daughters. He loves us 
all. ...The problem is that we are not aware how beautiful we are. Our 
understanding of our own selves is constrained hy people's worldly 
standards: whether we are rich or not, our academic standard, and so on. 
God does not judge us in that way. God loves us. 
ASK Church members believe that when people believes in Jesus Christ, they 
are newborn in God, and they possess a happiness and a peace which are 
due to the new power they gain as Christians. They regain the digni ty and 
glory as human beings. They have Jesus l iv ing in them, and they w i l l lay 
aside their old selves that are corrupted in accordance w i t h the lusts of deceit 
and put on the new self, wh ich in the likeness of God has been created in 
righteousness and holiness of the truth. In addition, the new creatures have 
escaped the corrupt ion that is in the wor ld by lust. (Galatians 2:20-21; 
Ephesians 4:20-24; 2 Corinthians 5:17 and 2 Peter 1:4)6. 
6 Galatians 2:20-21: I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives 
in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me, and 
delivered Himself up for me; 
Ephesians 4:20-24: But you did not leam Christ in this way, if indeed you have heard Him and have 
been taught in Hum, just as truth is in Jesus, that in reference to your former manner of life, you lay 
aside the old self, which is being corrupted in accordance with the lusts of deceit, and that you be 
renewed in the spirit of your mind, and put on the new self, which in the likeness of God has been 
created in righteousness and holiness of the truth; 
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I n addit ion, a new relationship between God and man is established. I t 
promises that Christians are saved f rom darkness and transferred to the 
k ingdom of God (Colossians 1:13); there is no condemnation for those who 
are i n Jesus Christ (Romans 8:1); there is peace w i t h God through Jesus 
Christ (Romans 5:1); there is boldness and confident access through fai th i n 
Lo rd (Ephesians 3:12); Christians w i l l receive the Ho ly Spirit f rom God (1 
Corinthians 2:12); believers are salt of the earth and l ight of the w o r l d 
(Matthew 5:13-14); believers are friends of Jesus Christ (John 15:15); 
Christians are freed f rom sin and enslaved to God (Romans 6:22); believers 
are led by the Spirit of God, and they are now sons of God (Romans 8:14-15); 
believers are Christ's body, and indiv idual ly members of i t (1 Corinthians 
12:27); believers are no longer strangers and aliens, but are fel low citizens 
w i t h the saints, and are of God's household (Ephesians 2:19); Christians are a 
chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God's own 
possession (1 Peter 2:9-10). The evil one does not touch h i m (1 John 5:18) and 
any person in Christ is a new creature, w i t h the old things passed away and 
new things come (2 Corinthians 5:17). 
ASK Church recognizes the role of her members in the church in an annual 
award presentation celebration at the end of the year. The celebration aims at 
honoring members who have participated in various church activities. Before 
the celebration, the church w i l l prepare small souvenirs, such as litt le flags 
2 Corinthians 5:17: therefore if any man is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things passed away; 
behold, new things have come; 
2 Peter 1:4: For by these He has granted to us His precious and magnificent promises, in order that by 
them you might become partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the 
world by lust. 
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made f rom cardboard paper, straws and stickers on wh ich some encouraging 
phrases l ike "Have progress", "Nice", " O n t ime", "A lways smile", etc, are 
pr inted in colors. Members are then invi ted to praise other members when 
they th ink other member's behavior matches w i t h the description. The whole 
church becomes energetic and vibrant at once. People move in the hall and 
praise other members by g iv ing the flags and saying words l ike " I appreciate 
you. You always smile"; " I f ind you make progress a lot this year"; "You are 
always on t ime"; " you must have guts when you testify God, appreciate 
you" . The church is fu l l of laughter and happiness. 
Then, deacons and zone supervisors w i l l be invi ted to share their feelings of 
their work last year. People clap their hand for a long period of time. Some 
speakers cry when they are sharing how God makes them know something. 
Members are masters of the celebration. There is no sermon in this special 
appreciation celebration. The church also prepares gif t items such as a photo 
frame for each member to recognize their different services in the church in 
the past year, f rom leading cell groups to arranging chairs for celebrations. 
The gift may bear words l ike "Serving God; May God's Grace Be Wi th You; 
Be Loyal and Faithful to God; Practicing God's Teaching"?. 
Indeed, members in ASK Church are not hesitant in appreciating the work of 
their brothers and sisters, as wel l as the work of God in their lives. They 
believe that they live in a community; they need to publicly acknowledge the 
work of God. Joshua mentions that when a brother or a sister help a person 
7 The original Chinese wordings are: “事奉真神主恩常伴忠信謙勤心意力行”. 
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out of h is /her troubles and br ing h im /he r a blessing, this person needs to 
share this to all h is /her group-mates so that everyone knows. This w i l l be the 
blessing of the whole cell group. People not only learn f rom others' 
experience, but they also open their lives to others. There is no longer you 
and me, but the whole group and the whole church. This is the life of a cell 
church. 
Members do have blessing f rom the witness made by other members, as 
reflected in the fo l lowing comment made by a cell leader. 
When people share the work of God, I learn how God work in the life 
of my brothers and sisters. Next time, when I face the similar 
sitiintwns, I learn from their experience and I know what to do. The 
blessing of God in their lives thus turns to be God's blessing on me. I 
therefore encourage my group members to testify the work of God. 
This comments illustrates the importance of an open and sharing and 
supportive environment in constructing the Christian life of ASK Church 
members. Church organization exists for the good of spiritual development 
of indiv idual members. By emphasizing the love of God, dignity and glory 
of human being and powers indiv idual Christians hold, they are empowered 
to live a differentiated Christian wav of life in the secular wor ld, which thev 
de-differentiate with. It justifies the efforts of ASK Church in fostering a 
supportive em^ironment in the church to complement other church activities 
and let her members practise their Christian spirituality. The supportive 
environment is crystallized in celebrations. 
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5.5 Celebrations in ASK Church 
In accordance w i t h the idea of bu i ld ing up a support ive environment for the 
g rowth of ind iv idual , worship in ASK Church is re-named as "celebration" 
to signify that joy fu l and happiness of l i v ing the Jesus Christ.^ Tradit ional 
worship rites, where are serious and w i t h emphasis on quietness, are 
abolished and are replaced by carnival l ike activities. 
5.5.1 An overview of celebrations in ASK Church 
ASK Church offers two celebrations every week, w i t h one on Saturday 
evenings and the other on Sunday mornings. Celebrations in the same week 
have the same sermon given by the same minister. Over 50 adults members 
( including work ing youth, couples and the elderly) and more than 30 
chi ldren participate in Sunday celebrations. For Saturday celebrations, there 
are about 30 participants and the majority of them are students and work ing 
youth. 
Whi le i t is recognized among ASK Church members that Saturday 
celebrations are different f rom Sunday celebrations in that Saturday 
celebrations are more dynamic, people in general enjoy celebrations in ASK 
Church. In the Nature Church Development Survey done in 2000, ASK 
Church performs wel l in the aspect of Worsh ip / Celebrations, w i t h a relative 
h igh score of 75, which is much higher than the international mean of 50. In 
fact, all respondents agree that they have exciting celebration experience, and 
celebrations in ASK Church produce positive impact on respondents. 
8 The original Chinese term used is “慶典’，. 
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Concerning the sermon, respondents claim that they enjoy sermon and i t 
points to the need of their everyday life (Table 5.B). 
Table 5.B Natural Church Development Survey 2000: Findings on Celebrations 
Strongly Agreed Agree Disagree Strongly 
agree very much disagree 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Celebration experience is exciting 43.3 23.3 33.3 - -
Celebration has positive impact on me 46.7 30.0 23.3 - -
Music in celebration help me worship God 26.7 43.3 26.7 3.3 -
Sermon points to the need of everyday life 43.3 23.3 33.3 - -
I enjoy sermon 36.7 36.7 26.7 - -
5.5.2 Celebrations in ASK Church: joyful and leading people to God 
Celebrations in ASK Church usually begins w i t h either an ice breaking 
session (for Saturday celebrations) or a warm-up a greeting session (for 
Sunday celebrations) among members, and celebrations normally ends by 
having the sermon or the calling. The celebration program is carefully 
planned to generate a lov ing atmosphere for the congregation. Ding, one of 
ASK Church's ministers, hosts most of the Saturday celebrations, and she 
believes that worship is the declaration of God's grace, and members' 
participation is crucial in doing so. Various activities, such as ice breaking, 
talking to other members dur ing celebrations, are considered as ways to 
make people relax so that they can easily open they mind and their heart to 
worship and to glorify God. Ding is therefore committed to create an 
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interactive and happy atmosphere in celebrations. She makes good use of 
short (3-5 minutes) and irregular ice-breaking sessions to bu i ld an active and 
carnival l ike atmosphere for Saturday celebrations. The fo l lowing are two 
interesting ice-breaking sessions observed dur ing f ie ldwork at ASK Church. 
Observation 1 
The first observation zvas made around the Mid-Autumn Festival During 
the ice breaking session, people were asked to play a game to test the 
reactions of participants. Ding asked people to pretend to be traditional 
food for the Mid-Autumn Festival "When I say taro, you should put your 
hands on your head to pretend that you are a taro. When I say water 
caltrop, you should make a diamond shape by raise your arms and let your 
right hand fingers touching your left hand fingers. When I say moon cake, 
you should make a round shape by crossing your hands and holding your 
arms: Ding said. She then cried out loud the name of food, and jjeople 
followed. The church was full of laughter. At the end, people applauded to 
a young girl who won the game. After the game, Ding led people into a 
music worship session. Participants raised their hands and waved their 
bodies in a rhythmical way. 
Observation 2 
The second observation was made in early December. A group of 4 - 6 
teenagers attended the celebration. The service started as usual. People 
sang and praised God. After the first song the worship leader suddenly 
asked people to leave their seats and put their chairs aside. The 
congregation were then asked to move into the center of the room and 
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stood in a circle. The celebration host asked the congregation to play a 
g^^e of passing balloon. When people stopped singing, the person with 
the balloon in hand had to come to stand in the center. The game started. 
Instead of passing the balloon in an orderly manner, people sometimes 
reversed the sequence and sometimes threw the balloon to the opposite side. 
Again, the church was full of laughter. Finally, people with balloon all 
stood in the center and they were asked to say words to -praise God first 
and then to play the game of dying cockroach. They had to lie on the floor 
and then rose up their hands and feet. Next, they had to shake their hands 
and feet demonstrating the process of dying. Finally, they put down their 
hands and feet on the floor straightly to pretend to be a dead cockroach. At 
this time, people could not stop laughing. Later in worship time, people 
were very relaxed, and they left their seats and stood in front of the 
podium, raising their hands to praise God. 
In addit ion to the playful ice breaking session. Ding has even made fun of 
one sermon speaker by tel l ing attendants the nickname of the speaker. ASK 
Church members have positive response to the ice breaking session, as 
reflected in the fo l lowing comments made by some members: 
I think there is no problem to have an ice breaking session in celebrations. 
It makes me relax and feel easier to concentrate in worship. 
Ice breaking is fun. It is just like the warm up session before doing 
exercise. It is relaxing and I play happily. In playing I have no hesitation 
in following the instructions. It is so natural to move one's body. I have 
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no hesitation in using my body to worship. 
The w a r m up "blessing" session for Sunday celebrations is not as "free" as 
the ice breaking session for Saturday celebrations, people bless each other 
w i t h joy, saying greetings such as 'God be w i t h you' , 'God bless y o u : 'You 
are beautiful i n God', 'Work for God'. Some w i l l shake hands w i t h others; 
some w i l l have a b ig hug w i t h others. I t is believed that blessing is power 
and God may talk to people through others' blessing. Joshua, the 
minister-in-charge, have shared an experience that he was deeply touched by 
a blessing f r om another church member which reminded h i m that he 
converted to Christ i n a vegetable market. 
The musical worship session in ASK Church is carefully designed to lead 
people to God and to help members to sense that they are touched by God. 
Members are expected to participate actively in the worship. ASK Church 
prefers songs wh ich are simple and easy to sing for use in musical worship 
sessions. Normal ly , they w i l l have the first one or two songs for praising 
God and for leading attendants to focus on the glory of God. Then there w i l l 
be songs st imulat ing members to think about their relationship w i t h God. 
Sometimes, there is a short session for attendants' meditation on their 
relationship w i t h God. A t the end of the musical worship there are songs to 
glorify God or to show members' commitment to God. Members' response to 
the musical worship is very positive. 
When I sing in celebrations, I feel that I am touched by God. I don't 
know why. I sing and sing with all my heart. Sometimes, my tears 
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碰 come out I know it is God's work. God is with us. 
—Kwok, a cell group leader 
I remember once I lead the musical worship. I know there is 
something wrong inside me. I pray and ask God to help me when I 
lead the worship. It is strange. When I repeat and repeat the same 
song, my tears come out. God cures me in the worship. 
-May, a cell group leader 
I frequently experience God in celebrations. For example, in the 
sermon by Ding last week, in which she talked about focusing on 
Jesus hut not others, I was touched by God so deeply. When 
focusing on Jesus, Peter could walk on the water. However, when he 
looked at the surrounding environment, he became feared and then 
sank into the water. You know my situation is very similar. In my 
cell group, all group-mates have much more experience than me. 
There are deacons, zone supervisors, and former cell group leaders. I 
am the only one who has no experience. This creates great pressure 
on me. I know the sermon last week is for me. It is God telling me to 
focus on Him alone, but not any others. I can now continue my 
work as cell group leader. I have no fear now. 
-Jeans, a cell group leader 
ASK Church emphasizes on the expression of feelings through body 
language. It is not uncommon to f ind ASK Church members' applause in 
celebrations. A lot of members w i l l also raise their hands to praise God 
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dur ing the musical worship。Some w i l l kneel d o w n when they th ink about 
their relationship w i t h God。ASK Church members believe that body 
language symbolizes the spir i tual conditions of Christians. 
It is satirizing that one is singing "Jesus I kneel in front of you" 
when he/she is still standing. We emphasize on that my month sings 
my heart. If I truly want to worship God, I will follow the hymn and 
I kneel down. 
-Kent, a cell group leader 
I n fact. D ing has developed meanings for different body gestures and has 
made them k n o w n in one sermon. 
Raising hands indicates members' submission to the Lord. If people 
have confidence in the Lord, they will raise their hands straight up 
in the air with force. However, if people's relationship with God is 
not good, they will either not raise their hands, or will just have 
their hands raised up to their chest, showing their lack of confidence 
in God. If there is no problem between God and us, we should be 
willing to respond to God, just like children holding hands of their 
parents. It has been shown in the Old Testament that King David 
has used many different ways to glorify God, including dance which 
is a kind of body language. 
The involvement of ASK Church members in the musical worship is also 
reflected in that they sing very loudly. Together w i t h the different types of 
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music instruments used (like d r u m set, guitar, musical keyboard), the 
musical worship creates very l ively and energetic atmosphere. 
The session for testimonies fo l lowing the musical worship is the only 
opportuni ty for ordinary members to share their experience w i t h God 
dur ing celebrations. The ordinary believers normal ly start w i t h "Thank 
God" or "Glory to God", fo l lowed by how they experience the wo rk or the 
grace of God. A t the end, the celebration host w i l l thank God again to 
remind members what they have done or experience is f rom God and 
because of God. It is God's power that makes things happen. However, i t 
seems that the clergy is not satisfied w i t h the quality of the testimonial 
session. Joshua has once proposed to cut this session, but this proposal is 
eventually turned down by the church executive committee. The fo l lowing is 
the comment made by Joshua in an interview. 
I have given members so many years to learn how to testify God. 
However, they still don't know how to do it. For example, one member 
came uip and testified how God protected her family. However, at the time 
of the testimony, she complained her husband a lot. You know I have to 
do home visit to solve her problems. I am not complaining the extra work 
I need to do, but the negative influence produced by her. However, my 
proposal of cutting this session for testimonies has been rejected by the 
deacons. I then challenge the deacons that the quality of members' 
testimonies is partly influenced by their hesitation in testifying God. 
There is no model for lay members to learn. I ask the deacons to be more 
active in witnessing the glory of God to the congregation. 
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To lead people to God and to glor i fy God, the needs of indiv iduals w i l l not 
be announced in the announcement session of celebrations. Instead, the 
w o r k for God w i l l be raised. This includes the for thcoming evangelism 
programs of the church, date of the General Assembly, arrangement of cell 
group meetings, and seminars for believers, etc. Probably the only exception 
is the death of members' close relatives (e.g. father, mother, spouse). I n these 
occasions, the church w i l l announce the date and t ime for the funeral so that 
other church members can show their concern for the grieved. ASK Church 
holds i t very clearly that celebrations are for encouragement. Thus, 
confession or other personal needs should be dealt w i t h in cell group 
meetings. 
The sermon is an important session in celebrations. Joshua, the 
minister-in-charge, often says that sermon provides h i m the only chance in 
the week to talk to the whole congregation. Ministers of ASK Church are 
therefore very wel l prepared for the sermon. Members of ASK Church rate 
the quality of the sermons, especially sermons given by Joshua, very highly. 
Ministers of ASK Church w i l l also prepare a summary of the sermons to help 
cell group leaders to prepare for the coming meeting. Questions are set to 
stimulate members to reflect on their own spiritual lives and to apply the 
Words of God in their everyday life. 
In fact, the clergy of ASK Church tries to l ink up Biblical knowledge w i t h 
member's daily life by using questions and modern languages. For example, 
in one sermon, Joshua has talked about Daniel. 
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In the beginning of his sermon, Joshua said that according to John 17, God 
wanted Christians to influence to the secular world. The question was 
how Christians living in a secular world could be differentiated from the 
secular world. By making reference to Daniel 1:1-21, Joshua asked ASK 
Church members to rethink on the reason why they went to church for 
celebrations. He also challenged what believers offered to God as 
consecrations. Fox example, were they offering sick and disabled animals 
infected with H5N1 or 0157 viruses? Joshua further commented that 
with modern information technology, people might stay at home and 
worship God through Internet. People could choose songs they wanted to 
sing and the sermon they wanted to listen to by surfing different websites. 
People should therefore seriously reflect on their reasons of attending 
church celebrations. 
ASK Church does not believe that sermon is a one-way communication. 
Interaction is emphasized. When i t comes to the key points of the message, 
the minister w i l l ask members to repeat the key points loudly. Sometime, at 
the end of the sermon, the minister w i l l ask members to meditate God and to 
th ink about what k ind of persons they are. In one occasion. Ding, a minister, 
has asked members to pray loudly and invited people who needed God's 
grace and t ru th to move forward to the front of the podium. D ing then put 
her hands on the members and pray for them. 
Celebrations in ASK Church are carefully designed in order to bui ld a happy 
atmosphere which w i l l lead people to God. There is a redefinit ion of the 
"sacred" and the "profane". Solemn but external religious rites are no longer 
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equated w i t h respect to the Lord, and therefore sacred. Rather, expressions 
of ind iv iduars true feelings towards God and ind iv iduars direct experience 
w i t h God i n celebrations are sacred. Thus, ASK Church has no hesitation in 
in t roducing activities l ike games, slang languages, and bands, wh ich are 
considered profane in tradit ional churches, to bu i ld a joy fu l and positive and 
support ive celebration environment for her members. This new fo rm of 
worship is conducive to the practice of fai th and spir i tual i ty by ASK Church 
members. This is real respect paid to God. 
This change in worship rites also reflects ASK Church's reposit ioning as a 
secondary institution. However, i t does not mean that ASK Church has given 
up her role in guid ing members' participation in celebrations. In fact, in ASK 
Church, only ministers and deacons are al lowed to take charge of 
celebrations, to define the meaning of body language, to set standards for 
testimonies, and to preach the " t ru th" . Members are expected to use positive 
words to encourage other members, and to praise and to glor i fy God in 
celebrations. Celebrations become a new rite in which members publicly 
celebrate the work of God. Whi le members are encouraged, and even 
expected, to participate very actively in different sessions of celebrations, 
their participation is formal and channeled. 
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5.6 Summary 
Celebrations and cell groups are mechanisms helping members to practise 
and to experience the Sacred. These mechanisms are rat ional ly designed. 
Celebrations in ASK Church are designed as happy and joy fu l events to 
declare the glory and the power of God. Cell groups in ASK Church al low 
members to br ing to the church their personal problems and diff iculties. Cell 
groups are a mechanism in wh ich believers are trained through experiencing 
love and care f rom other group members, as wel l as conflicts and frustrations. 
There is a collective life i n cell groups. The positive and supportive 
environment in ASK Church permeates the different mechanisms designed 
and arranged by the church i n bu i ld ing Christians. I t is believed in ASK 
Church that a Christian must not be judgmental. Instead, a Christ ian should 
have the love and the power of and f rom God, and also lots of experience 
w i t h God. A Christian is a worker who works for and, at the same time, w i t h 
God. This practice of ASK Church in bu i ld ing Christians reflects her role as a 
secondary inst i tut ion w i t h the funct ion of making available resources for the 
development of members. The change in forms of religious organizations, 
however, does not suggest the losing power of religious organizations. Rather, 
ASK Church processes great productive power in making Christians 
differentiate themselves f rom the wor ld. The power works wel l especially for 
those unable to f ind meaning in the secular world. I t is also effective in the 
cases of people who are seeking to integrate their compartmentalized life into 
a unif ied whole. The path demonstrated by ASK Church functions as a 
means for them. Thus the rationally designed church structure and activities 
helps to ensure the occurrence of the favorable elements contributory to the 
bui ld ing of committed and dedicated Christians. 
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Chapter Six 
Conclusion: Towards a Vocation in Christianity 
After researching and analyzing the bu i ld ing of Christians i n a local cell 
church, this chapter provides a conclusion for this research. M y discussion is 
further d iv ided into the fo l lowing parts: 
6.1 Christ ian Identi ty and the Role of the Church 
6.2 A Secular Road to the Sacred 
6.3 Conclusion: Indiv idual izat ion and the Bui ld ing of Christians i n a Cell 
Church 
6.4 The Next Mile: Implications for Future Research 
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6.1 Christian Identity and the Role of the Church 
I t is a fundamental belief in Christ ianity that Christians are a group of people 
w h o are reunited w i t h God because of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the 
cross. Christians are called upon by God to witness H i m in this secular wor ld . 
Therefore, Christians are both differentiated f rom and at the same t ime 
de-differentiated w i t h this wor ld. This group of people is differentiated f rom 
the w o r l d because they believe that they have a mission i n this wor ld , wh ich 
is different f r om that of other people. This group of people is 
de-differentiated w i t h this wo r l d because they have to l ive among 
non-believers in the wo r l d in order to fu l f i l l their mission of spreading the 
Gospel and converting non-believers to believers. Christians, as religious 
indiv iduals w i t h a Christian identi ty, are therefore constantly facing two 
contradicting forces: a force of the sacred wh ich demands Christians to l ive in 
a Godly way, and a force of the secular wh ich drags Christians to adopt and 
fo l low the wor ld ly standard of life. The church as a religious inst i tut ion and a 
collective of Christians does play an important role in developing and 
bui ld ing Christians so that they can l ive their wor ld ly lives in a Godly way. 
Whi le i t is generally believed that the Bible provides the basic frame of 
reference to Christians (scripts), practicing Christians (practices) can only be 
able to seek advice f rom their religious elders and their fel low Christians in 
the church (agency), and the church is the first (and for some ordinary 
Christians, probably the only) point of contact. The church is deemed an 
authoritative body and is expected to provide guidance to Christians on 
various aspects of life, f rom Bible knowledge to practical problems in life. 
This demonstrates how the three central aspects of " l ived rel igion" described 
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i n Roof (1999) interact w i t h each other, and then actualize and crystallize in 
modern Christ ianity, contr ibut ing to the development of religious 
ind iv idua l ism i n ind iv idua l Christians. 
Thus, the church, as a social inst i tut ion consisting of Christians who are 
supposed to l ive a Godly life i n the secular wor ld , and as an human agency 
embracing most of the religious traditions, is also facing two contradicting 
forces as wel l : a force of the sacred w i t h emphasis on fu l f i l l ing the Godly 
mission of the church, and a force of the secular br inging in wor ld l y methods 
and standards for this religious as wel l as social inst i tut ion of Christians. 
In this regard, the development of cell church in Hong Kong seems to reflect 
the efforts of some of the local churches in Hong Kong under these two 
contradicting forces. The cell church can develop the spir i tual life of 
Christians, can br ing about growth in church, and can help local churches to 
cope w i t h the uncertainty in religious policy after the return of Hong Kong to 
China in July 1997. 
The case study of ASK Church, a local cell church, conducted in the last year 
and reported in this thesis indicates that this cell church holds very f i rmly 
that the mission of the church is to make every effort to bui ld her members as 
dedicated Christians so that they can witness God and demonstrate the grace 
and power of God through their l iv ing of a Godly life on earth. The 
development of Christian identity in indiv idual Christians, and therefore the 
individual izat ion of Christianity in them, is crucial in their testifying God. In 
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this process of Christ ian ident i ty bu i ld ing occurring in ASK Church, 
emphasis has been put on "practices". The religious experience gained by 
ind iv idua l Christians is considered sacred and deemed essential. I n a cell 
church l ike ASK Church, a " l i ved rel igion" of Christ ianity is demonstrated 
through the indiv idual izat ion of Christian identi ty i n ind iv idua l church 
members through "practices", w i t h "scripts" and "agency" p laying 
support ing roles. I n this regard, further analysis shows that ASK Church is 
developing and apply ing a rationally designed mechanism to bu i ld the 
Christ ian life of her members. I t is indeed a case where the sacred end 
justifies secular means. 
6.2 A Secular Road to the Sacred 
I t has been shown in previous chapters that ASK Church does not take 
Christ ian rites (such as worship or the Ho ly Communion) and religious 
symbols (such as the altar, the cross or the Bible) as sacred. In this cell church, 
religious indiv idual ism is practised, w i t h sacredness subjectified and 
indiv idual ized into the lives of indiv idual believers and followers of Jesus 
Christ, through their experiencing of God, which is facilitated by the rational 
mechanism maintained by the church. 
6.2.1 The importance of sacred experience 
While ASK Church f i rmly believes that God exists and He cares for the 
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mankind, i t is practised by ASK Church members that the meeting w i t h God 
can only be achieved through believers' subjective feelings and experience. 
God is i n the inner most of each Christian, and it is through an inward 
/ 
journey that Christians can experience God. Members of ASK Church 
therefore are sensitive to various possible sources for the voice of God, l ike a 
picture, a song, a prayer, a blessing f rom another Christian, and voices 
emerging f rom one's heart. I n most cases, members of ASK Church comment 
that they do not know how to explain or justify or describe the experience 
they have w i t h God. They just know that this is an experience w i t h God. To 
ASK Church members, i t is this experience w i t h God that is sacred and is 
al l- important. Christianity is life. There is no sacredness in church activities as 
such l ike Sunday services, fel lowship groups, prayer groups, etc. These 
activities are only means to help bu i ld ing the religious life of Christians. 
I n fact, the importance of Bible study and the pursuit of Bible knowledge are 
undermined in this local cell church. I t is believed in ASK Church that 
knowledge alone w i l l not change people. The pursuit of Bible knowledge 
may result in locking Christians in dead knowledge, and there w i l l not be real 
fa i th in Jesus Christ. Knowledge w i l l not produce sacred experience; practice 
wi l l . 
Instead of pursuing Bible knowledge, members of ASK Church seek religious 
experience. A n d it is a conviction that only through acting in response to 
God's Words Christians can have concrete and true experience w i t h God. 
Members of ASK Church are told to hold onto their sacred experience w i th 
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God that they have gained through actions. Faith in God is expressed in acts 
of Christians but not i n how keen Christians pursue Bible knowledge. 
6.2.2 The work of church in constructing sacred experience 
There are several important aspects that the church plays in bu i ld ing the 
sacred experience of Christians. 
First and foremost, i t is the church that defines what the " t m e " Christian 
ident i ty is and what sacred means. This role of the church w i l l hardly be 
replaced because for ordinary Christians, the church is an authoritative body 
in their Christ ian lives. In ASK Church, the church has clearly set the 
important indicators/cri teria for the Christian identity. Christians are 
expected to attend and to actively participate in celebrations, cell group 
meetings, and evangelical programs. A n d the church w i l l organize the 
activities so that members can have lots of opportunities to practise and then 
to experience God. 
Adopt ing a "Fai Chai Theology", ASK Church believes that every Christian 
can fu l ly explore the leader in h im/her . W i th the love and power of God, 
every Christian can break their l imits and have achievements beyond their 
imagination. This belief provides a theoretical foundation for the 
individual izat ion process taking place in ASK Church. ASK Church puts 
members into different positions in order to train them through learning by 
doing. For example, they have no hesitation in invi t ing new comers to be cell 
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group leaders. This w i l l force member to face different challenges i n life, and 
to learn how to handle d i f f icu l t situations. I t is through these "tests" members 
of ASK Church can experience God. The church has also established a 
support system to assist and to supervise the cell group leaders. Members of 
ASK Church are also encouraged to take active part i n various evangelical 
programs. They w i l l participate not only in evangelical programs in their 
district but also programs in other districts. 
The development of Christ ian identi ty through indiv idual izat ion among ASK 
Church members is further enhanced by public sharing of members' 
experience w i t h God, part icularly their experience w i t h God through street 
evangelism. This type of sharing demonstrates to other members, especially 
new comers who do not know how to interpret the work of God in their lives, 
how one can feel, can see and can listen to God. Fol lowing the public sharing, 
ASK Church encourages other members to conf irm the sacred experience of 
the sharing member by showing their appreciation. People w i l l praise God 
loudly, sing Alleluia, or clap their hands as a recognition to members doing 
the public sharing. By this, the congregation as a whole contributes to the 
development of religious indiv idual ism in the church, and also w i th in 
ind iv idual church members. 
The church has changed f rom a pr imary authoritative religious insti tut ion to 
a secondary one. It serves as a support institution to actualize the 
individual izat ion of Christianity w i th in each indiv idual church members. To 
facilitate this development of Christian identity and construction of 
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Christians, ASK Church, in addi t ion to prov id ing the opportuni ty for 
members to explore their potential and to experience God, also avoids 
mak ing judgment on any ind iv idual members. Instead, empowerment and 
blessing are emphasized. A passionate and supportive atmosphere is 
generated in ASK Church as an important element in her bu i ld ing of 
ind iv idual Christians. 
6.2.3 A mechanism of reasons 
Cell groups are a way of collective life for indiv idual ized Christians. Based on 
the above analysis, however, cell groups are a part of a rationally designed 
mechanism for developing and bui ld ing Christians. As a start, leaders of ASK 
Church set clear objectives for members by tel l ing them what Christians 
should do. Then the church structure and the church activities are carefully 
designed to achieve these objectives. Celebrations and cell groups are 
different tools for achieving different results. Celebrations emphasizes on 
glor i fy ing God and stimulating members' emotional involvement in 
worshipping God, w i t h a v iew to create an identity of the collective: ASK 
Church is a passionate, positive and visionary church. Cell groups focus on 
individuals and care for indiv idual needs. Individuals are also motivated to 
work for God according to the vision of the church. The small size and the 
conglomeration of like people in a group make these tasks possible. 
ASK Church has also set the course of development for her members. People 
are put into different positions. These are planned and people can experience 
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God and can be tested. This is especially the case when young members are 
inv i ted to be cell group leaders. To deal w i t h frustrations and conflicts 
result ing f rom these actions, there is a positive atmosphere generated. 
Specific activities such as evangelism are organized and emphasized to direct 
people away f rom frustrat ion and personal conflicts and to orientate towards 
the wo rk of God. W i t h passionate atmosphere and good interpersonal 
relationship, ASK Church is able to integrate the fragmented modern life into 
a uni f ied whole. This approach of bu i ld ing Christians is underl ined by the 
"Fai Chai Theology" wh ich removes the distinction between priests and lay 
members. Believers should work for God and are able to work for God. God 
and man are co-workers. Submission to God does not mean a loss of 
indiv idual i ty . Instead, this strengthens indiv idual i ty of Christians. Their 
efforts w i l l be recognized and appraised by their fe l low Christians. Conflict 
between the present wo r l d and the after wor ld has been smoothed, making 
rooms for the application of modern rational way of doing to achieve 
spir i tual and a-rational ends. ASK Church can integrate rationality and 
a-rational emotion and fai th together under the name of God. 
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6.3 Conclusion: Individualization and the Building of 
Christians in a Cell Church 
The research problem of this thesis is: "To understand how a cell church in 
Hong Kong develops Christian identity among and within her members 
through an individualization process in order to build Christians who can 
live a sacred Christian life in the secular world". Ho ld ing very f i rm ly a 
Christ ian ident i ty is important for Christians to understand the need of 
differentiat ing themselves from, whi le at the same t ime dedifferentiating wi th , 
the secular wor ld . Findings f rom the study of ASK Church confirms the v iew 
of Wilcox (2002) that religious indiv idual ism is important i n the process of 
identi ty development. In fact, the emergence of cell churches can be regarded 
as a phenomenon of spir i tual i ty shift described in Roof (1999). Among the 
three central aspects of " l i ved rel igion" (i.e. scripts, practices, agency), this 
study shows that there is a potential bias towards practices. In this regard, 
ASK Church, as a cell church, is a social inst i tut ion highl ight ing the 
importance, as wel l as re-enforcing the impact, of the personal sacred 
experience w i t h God in constructing Christians. Bible knowledge is 
considered as indirect and abstract. Personal experience of God is true and 
concrete. The rationality expressed in ASK Church makes the church 
operations effective. It is evident in this analysis on the work of ASK Church 
that the Christian identity, which significantly influence the life of believers, 
can be developed through a rationally designed individual izat ion process. 
However, the question of why people are w i l l ing to fo l low this route of 
religious individual ism for the development of Christian identity set by the 
church authority is stil l a question unanswered. Moreover, whi le advocates of 
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cell church believes that cell church w i l l be h igh g rowth churches, the fact 
that some cell churches, inc luding active ones l ike ASK Church, have 
experienced low g rowth rate because of h igh turnover rate is another area 
that more research w o r k may have to be done. 
Nevertheless, the development of cell church makes possible the integration 
of the wor ld ly lives i n the secular wo r l d and the spir i tual lives in the sacred 
wor ld . Christians, w i t h indiv idual ized Christ ian identi ty, are encouraged to 
t ry their best for God, and to apply the rational way in managing the church 
and constructing their o w n religious experience. The sacred end justifies the 
application of secular means. However, i t remains unclear whether i t is the 
church wh ich differentiates Christians f rom the secular society and lead them 
to l ive a sacred way of Christian life, or the secular society de-differentiates 
the church f rom the sacred wor ld by b lur r ing the different roles of God and 
man. The cell church is successful i n indiv idual iz ing Christianity i n 
indiv idual believers, i n developing them as dedicated Christians, and in 
l i v ing a sacred and Godly way. The secular wo r ld may also be successful i n 
indiv idual iz ing rationality in the cell church to make the cell church practise 
secular means. 
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6.4 The Next Mile: Implications for Future Research 
The rap id g rowth of cell church, both in terms of quality and quanti ty of 
Christians in the church, has aroused much interest among Protestant 
Christ ian churches in Hong Kong. I t is hoped that through cell groups local 
Christ ian churches may experience quantum leap, both in quantitative as 
wel l as qualitative terms. There is a wealth of Christ ian publications on cell 
church in local Christ ian bookshops. On an operational level, handbooks for 
cell group leaders and other materials on cell group techniques (such as 
ice-breaking games, how to run a cell group for results, etc) can easily be 
found in Christ ian bookshops. On a theological level, there are books and 
articles attempting to establish a Biblical foundat ion for cell church. There is 
an ongoing dialogue in between the three central aspects (scripts, practices, 
agency) of a " l i ved rel igion". 
The development of cell church has also drawn the attention of sociological 
researchers in Hong Kong. For example, Chan (1995) investigates a pioneer 
cell church in Hong Kong f rom the social movement perspective, whi le Yang 
(1992) and Pong (1995) attempt to understand the growth of cell church f rom 
the organizational perspective. The present research supplements these 
studies by reviewing the issue of spirituality as reflected in the work of cell 
church. Spirituality is essential to Christian identity (Bulher 1988). I t is not 
simply internal life but also a l ived experience. The starting point of the spirit 
of Jesus Christ is His l iv ing in a person, and the person is always considered 
in the context of community. McGrath (1999) states that "spir i tual i ty 
concerns the quest for a ful f i l led and authentic religious life, involv ing the 
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br ing ing together of the ideas distinctive of that rel igion and the whole 
experience of l i v ing on the basis of and w i t h i n the scope of that rel igion". The 
study of spir i tual i ty is therefore core to the understanding of a religion. I t is 
however noted that religious ind iv idual ism has induced a shift i n the 
spir i tual landscape. This spir i tual i ty shift is particularly prominent i n 
Christ ianity, as the dwel l ing of Jesus Christ i n a l i v ing person highlights the 
indiv idual ized nature of Christianity. 
This current study shows that i n contemporary Protestant Christianity, i t is 
the ind iv idual subjective experience that gives meaning to the 'sacred'. The 
'sacred' no longer rests on conventional religious symbols. W i t h religious 
individual ism, the distinction between 'sacred' and 'profane' becomes 
blurred. Churchgoers intentionally seek the experience w i t h the 'sacred' 
through practice. A n d the church rationally designs various programs to 
provide members the experience of being tough by the 'sacred'. Whi le 
rationality is tradit ional ly regarded as being opposed to religious acts, the 
clergy of modern church work in a rational way to stimulate church members 
to have personal experience w i t h God. The sacred end justifies the use of 
secular means. Ind iv idual life experiences focus on God, the external deity. 
What is of pr ime importance is indiv idual religious experience which focuses 
on God, the external deity. I t is therefore probable that spirituality is 
becoming differentiated f rom religion as an indiv idual expression. The 
impact of this trend on the future development of the sociology of religion is 
an area wor thy of further research efforts. 
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The present study also shows that the interpretation of sacred experience is 
important for Christians to construct their religious life. The interpretation 
lies on the collective, i.e. the church. However, the role the modern church 
plays is no longer tel l ing people directly what t ru th is, but to construct an 
environment i n wh ich people can experience the truth. The church authorities 
stay behind the scene to direct people to make a religious explanation on 
their experience. I n this content, the groups are keys to the bu i ld ing of a 
religious context for people. By leading people to a group leader posit ion and 
organizing various evangelism programs, people are put in a context to 
experience the 'sacred'. W i t h religious individual ism, the ind iv idual is 
supposed to give meanings to the "sacred". However, the cell church as a 
religious inst i tut ion is active in prov id ing a context for indiv idual Christians 
to interpret their sacred experience. The indiv idual ized religious beliefs are in 
fact an outcome of intentional church actions. Indiv idual subjectivity is 
therefore not spontaneous but guided. The individual ized beliefs may 
probably be a reflection of the views of the church. In this regard, this study 
has other implications on theories on the sociology of rel igion and therefore 
calls for further research and validation. 
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Appendix: Background Information of ASK Church Members Interviewed 
A total of 19 ASK Church members have been interviewed dur ing the 
f ie ldwork per iod of this research project. These 19 interviewees include: 
ministers, zone shepherds, zone supervisors, cell group leaders, and ordinary 




Age Early 40 
Mar i ta l status Marr ied 
Education Graduated f rom School of Ministries to the 
Grassroots, The Jubilee Ministries (The school was 
run by the China Graduate School of Theology before 
1996.) 
Occupation Clergy 
Current posit ion Minister-in-Charge 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 7years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Employment 
Church 
Remarks Joshua joined ASK Church in September 1994 and has 
been promoted to be minister in charge in December 
1996 after the leave of Chui, the former 
minister-in-charge. ASK Church is the first church he 
serves. Dur ing his study in the China Graduate 
School of Theology (CGST), he began to learn the 
operations of cell church. He then got familiar w i t h 
several priests serving in cell church through his 
placement in the Shepherd Community Church, one 
of the first tier cell churches in Hong Kong. 
Recommended by a priest in a local cell church, 
Joshua joined ASK Church and started to practice his 
ideas in running a cell church. 
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2. D ing 
Sex Female 
Age Late 30 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education Diploma, China Graduate School of Theology 
Occupation Clergy 
Current posit ion Minister 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 4years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Employment 
Church 
Remarks D ing converted to Jesus Christ i n 1985. She was called 
by God to serve H i m fu l l t ime in 1988 at a Hong Kong 
Bible Conference. She then quitted her job and 
studied in the China Graduate School of Theology. 
Dur ing her study, her professor to ld her that ASK 
Church might be a suitable church for her. She 
prayed. She said that God answered her prayer by 
lett ing her see a picture of three children making a 
triangle by sand. 
3. Joan 
Sex Female 
Age Late 20 
Mari ta l status Single 
Education F.5. Currently taking a theology course in Hong Kong 
Baptist Theology School 
Occupation Church Executive 
Current position Zone Shepherd (Children) 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 4 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invited by fr iend 
Church 
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Remarks Joan has worked in a nursery for 5 years. She 
converted to Jesus Christ when she was a chi ld. She 
always says that she knows there is God, Jesus Christ, 
out there. In November 2000, Joan was inv i ted by 
ASK Church to be a Church Executive (Chi ldren)(兒 
童事工草辛事）and was promoted to zone shepherd at 




Mar i ta l status Single 
Educat ion F.5 
Occupation Church Executive 
Current posit ion Church Executive 
in church 
Years i n ASK More than 3 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Referred by Hong Kong Hospital Christ ian 
Church Chaplaincy Min is t ry 
Remarks Joyce was a shipping clerk. She converted to Jesus 
Christ after part icipat ing in a large-scale evangelism 
meeting held by Bi l ly Graham in Hong Kong when 
she was in secondary school. After a surgery, she was 
introduced to ASK Church as the church is closer to 
her home. In Ap r i l 2000, Joyce served in the church as 
volunteer worker (義矛务同工）responsible for external 
affairs, mainly on issues relating to the local cell 
church network. In September 2001, Joyce was 
employed by ASK Church as a Church Executive 
Assistant. Other than church administrative work , 





Age Late 20 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education Graduated f rom Minist ry Training College in 2000. 
Occupation Church Executive 
Current posit ion Zone supervisor (Working Youth) 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 8 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Walk in 
Church 
Remarks Ruth was a Welfare Worker. She converted in 1993 
and was baptized in 1996. She was subsequently 
appointed as a cell leader. She took a one-year 
certification course offered by Minist ry Training 
College, Hong Kong Cell Church Network in 1999. 
From September 2000 to July 2001, she had her 
placement in ASK Church. Currently, she is 
employed by another church as an evangelism 
worker to facilitate the evangelism work in a center 




Mari ta l status Single 
Education Graduated f rom Ministry Training College in 1999. 
Occupation Unemployed 
Current position Zone Shepherd (Youth) 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 6 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invited by ASK member 
Church 
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Remarks Kent was a cook and joined ASK Church i n 1995. He 
had a great change in his life after part ic ipat ing in a 
number of evangelism meetings. He qui t ted his job in 
1998 and enrolled in a one-year certif ication course 
offered by the Minist ry Training College, Hong Kong 
Cell Church Network. From September 1999 to July 
2000, he had his placement in ASK Church. Because 
of a mismatch i n job nature, his performance i n 
internship was not good. He felt much 'rel ieved' at 
the end of internship. Currently, he is unemployed 




Age Early 30 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education F.5 
Occupation Programmer 
Current posit ion Cell leader (Working Youth) 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 3years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invited by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks Jeans was a cook and eager to look for friends, 
especially girlfriends. For this reason, he joined the 
church. However, the cell group has changed him. He 
quitted his work as cook and pursued a new career in 
computing. W i th the support of his group mates, he 
passed various qualification examinations and is now 
work ing as a programmer in a software house. He 
was later asked to be an assistant cell leader to ensure 
smooth running of the group. In July 2001, he was 
prompted to cell leader. 
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8. Dav id 
Sex Male 
Age Mid-40 
Mar i ta l status Marr ied 
Education Universi ty graduated 
Occupation Consultant (Construction) 
Current posit ion Deacon 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 6years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Walk in 
Church 
Remarks David converted to Jesus Christ in 1989 in Canada, 
after the June 4 Movement in Beijing. He came back to 
Hong Kong in 1995. Among various churches he has 
attended, he chose ASK Church because the church 
made his fami ly feel comfortable even when his 
babies were making noises in worship. He joined a 
couple's group meeting and was promoted to be a cell 




Mari ta l status Single 
Education University graduated 
Occupation Free-lance piano and swimming teacher 
Current position Zone Supervisor (Working Youth) 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 7 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to join ASK Invited by ASK member 
Church 
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Remarks Kern describes herself as a religious person. Whi le 
s tudying in pr imary school, she f inished a number of 
Buddhist scriptures. She converted to Jesus Christ at 
Pr imary 2. After graduation f r om university, she 
worked in a Bank and soon qui t ted the job. She now 
earns her l i v ing by teaching piano and sw imming so 
that she can enjoy more free t ime to do what she 
wants to do. Before promoted to zone supervisor i n 
July 2001, Kern was an assistant cell leader. 
10. Jones 
Sex Male 
Age Early 30 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education F.5 
Occupation Accounts clerk 
Current posit ion Cell group member 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 5 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invi ted by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks Jones is an accounts clerk. He converted in 1996 and 
was baptized in 1998. He was the first male work ing 




Mari tal status Single 
Education Institute of Vocational Education 
Occupation Student 
Current position Cell leader (Working Youth) 
i n church 
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Years in ASK More than 3 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Introduced by a fr iend of his mother 
Church 
Remarks K w o k is a student and is brought up i n a Christ ian 
family. He joins ASK Church because the church 
provides h i m the opportuni ty to practice what he 
believes but not s imply emphasizes on Bible study. 
He is now a worship team member, and is a zone 
supervisor i n the children,s zone. 
12. Hey mans 
Sex Male 
Age Mid-20 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education University graduated 
Occupation Master student 
Current posit ion Cell group member 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 6 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Knows ASK Church through a fr iend 
Church 
Remarks Heymans converted to Jesus as he felt that God could 
help h i m overcome the di f f icul ty resulting f rom a 
romantic relationship in F.7. After jo in ing the cell 
group for two years, he was promoted to cell leader 




Age Early 20 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education University 
Occupation Student 
Current posit ion Cell group member (Work ing Youth) 
i n church 
Years i n ASK Less than 1 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invi ted by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks Teng is a newly converted Christian and her group 
leader is actively pushing her to be a cell leader. 
14. Ive 
Sex Female 
Age Early 20 
Mari ta l status Single 
Education University 
Occupation Student 
Current posit ion Cell leader (Working Youth) 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 2 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invited by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks ASK Church is the second church Ive attends. 
Previously, she attended a local independent church 
for more than 6 years. She was dissatisfied w i t h her 
former church as the church put too much emphasis 
on Bible studies. Before joining ASK Church, she 
attended ASK Church's cell meetings several times. 
She decided to jo in ASK Church for she identif ied 
w i t h the mission of ASK Church. 
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15. M a y 
Sex Female 
Age Mid-30 
Mar i ta l status Mar r ied 
Educat ion Tert iary (Nurs ing School) 
Occupat ion Insurance agent 
Current posi t ion Cel l leader (Couple's group) 
i n church 
Years i n ASK More than 1 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Inv i ted by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks May converted to Jesus Christ i n p r imary school. 
Before jo in ing ASK Church, she has attended another 
church for more than 10 years. She developed good 
relationship w i t h members i n her former church. 
However , she felt that she needed to develop more i n 
her spir i tual i ty and her former church could not 
satisfy her. She was then inv i ted to jo in the cell group 
i n ASK Church and she enjoyed the challenge she 
experienced i n ASK Church. She then made a hard 
decision to leave her former church. She was inv i ted 
to be an assistant cell leader after jo in ing the group 
for six months. Another ix months later, she was 
promoted to cell leader. 
16. T ing 
Sex Male 
Age Early 20 
Mar i ta l status Single 
Education Special school 
Occupation Unemployed 
Current posit ion Cell group member (Working Youth) 
in church 
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Years in ASK More than 3 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Inv i ted by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks He graduated f rom a special school and he d id not 
want to work in the shelter factory operated of the 
Social Welfare Department. He is now looking for job 
through the Labour Department. He attended ASK 
Church very regularly and actively. He wants to be a 




Mar i ta l status Single 
Education Institute of Vocational Education 
Occupation Decoration worker 
Current posit ion Assistant cell leader (Working Youth) 
i n church 
Years in ASK More than 10 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invi ted by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks Jordan converted to Jesus at secondary school. His 
teacher brought h im to a church in Yuen Long. He 
later jo in ASK Church as his fr iend was attending 
I ASK Church. 
18. K i m 
Sex Male 
Age Early 30 




Current posit ion Deacon (Til l 2001) 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 10 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invi ted by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks K i m was an accounts clerk. He later quit ted the job as 
he encountered some personal struggles in his 
company and he wanted to jo in a missionary team in 
ASK Church at that time. After jo in ing ASK Church, 
he worked actively w i t h Joshua to construct the cell 
structure of ASK Church. He was a zone supervisor 
(work ing youth), a cell leader (work ing youth) and a 
deacon of ASK Church. He is p lanning to organize a 
new couple group in 2002. He is now taking 
certification course offered by Minist ry Training 
College, Hong Kong Cell Church Network. 
19. Gide 
Sex Female 
Age Late 20 
Mari ta l status Marr ied 
Education F.5 
Occupation Unemployed 
Current posit ion Cell group member (Working Youth) 
in church 
Years in ASK More than 6 years 
Church (up to 
December 2001) 
H o w to jo in ASK Invited by ASK member 
Church 
Remarks Gide was originally a secretary and was laid off by 
the company in 2001. She was cell leader (working 
youth) and has experienced a rapid growth of the 
group. She resigned f rom the post of cell leader as she 
needed some time to handle her personal difficulties. 
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